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Abstract 
The trend towards digi tal video has created huge demands all the link bandwidth requi red to carry the 
digital st ream, giving rise to the growing research into video compress ion schemes. General video 

compression standnrds, which fOClLS on providing the best compression for any type of video scene, have 

been shown to perfonn badly at low bit rates and thus arc not often used for such applications. A suitable 

low bit rale scheme would be onc that achieves a reasonable degree of quality over a range of 
compression ratios. while perhaps being limited to a small set of specific applications. Onc such 
application specific scheme. as presented in this thesis, is to provide a difTerent iated image quality, 
allowing a user-defined region of interest to be reproduced at a higher quality than the rest of the image. 

The thcsis bcgins by introducing some important concepts that arc lIsed for vidco compression followed 
by a survey of relevan t literature concerning the latest developments in video compression research. A 
video compression scheme, based on the Wavelet transfoml, and using an appl ication specific idea. is 
proposcd and implemented on a digital signal processor (DSP), the Philips Trimcdia TM·1300. The 
scheme is able to capture and compress the video stream and transmit the compressed data via a low bit· 
rate serial link to be decompressed and displayed on a video monilor. A wide range of flexibility is 
supported, with the abili ty to change various compression parameters 'olHhe-fly', The compress ion 
:llgorit il m is controlled by a PC app lication that displays the decompressed video and the original video 
for comparison, while di splaying useful rate mctrics such as Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), 

Details of implementation and practicality are discussed. The thesis then presents examples and resul ts 
from both implementation and testing before concluding with suggestions for further improvement. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

The modem digital era is coming of age with a myriad of digital devices now available [or Illany 
applications. In this digital era communication between people has become increasingly easier with a 

person being able to communicate with another in just abouI any location on the globe. This ease of 
communicati on prompts vendors to deliver more and better services than before while trying 10 maintain 

similar usage of available resources. One such service is the provision of better quality video [or a 

variety of video based applications from video confcrencing 10 home video editing. 

To achieve this goal manufacturers have moved to digital video as it has become increasingly popular 

over its analogue predecessor for two main reasons. Firstly, with tbe rcadily available di gita l storage 

media, a video stream, once digitised, is more easily stored than the analogue version and, secondly, 

once captu red, replicating the vidco or image is a losslcss process whcreas , with analogue, every copied 

vcrsion adds noise due to the copying process. Digitised vidco allows for a multitude of applications, 

each of which is becoming an essential part of the digital era. In the mcdical profession, using a video 

stream allows doctors to make remote consultations without unnecessary trave l to the location, while 

with 3-D imagery they are able to make a diagnosis on the computer screen, where before surgery would 

have been requircd. Satellites are constantly Iransmilling images over communications channels for 

weather, Digital TV and many other uses. In the business world, d1g1tal video has become indispensable 

with applications in vi dco conferenc ing, allowing thc businessman to converse face-to- facc with clicnts 

without having to travel great di stances \0 meet them. Perhaps the most widely used mcdium for digital 

video transmission is the Internet. With this global network users arc able to download video sequences 

and communicate with fri ends and family abroad through videophones. all of which are taken for granted 

and seen as vital tools fo r modern living. Today 's digital consumer expects to have all these applications 

delivered at real-time, all the lime, and on top of existi ng app lications which places a huge strain on 

avai lable resources. 

But what is video? How is it represented? Why can' t you watch 11 movie quality video over the Internet? 

These are a few issues th is chapter aims to cover. Firstly a brief description of how video is represented 

digitally is given; thi s is vital for a better understanding of the requirements of cmploying video in any 

application. Then a case for video compression is presented followed by some video compression 

fundamen ta ls. 

1.1 What is Video? 

Anyone who has a television set has been exposed to video. Most have probably not thought too much 

about the generation of the video and accepted that it is a carbon copy of events as tbey transpired. This 

is. in actual fact, not st rictly true. 

Cons ider a photograph ofa scene. The photograph ca ptures the scene as it is at the moment in time when 

the photograph was taken. If the light changes or an object is placed in the scene. the photograph is no 

longer an exact replica of the scene. In video, the goal is to replicate a scene over a period of time. which 

could be anything from a few hours to a few days. In this case, multiple photographs taken at rcgular 

instants in time are needed to properly represent a scene, especially if the scene is always changing. The 

captured video sequence can then be viewed by displaying each photograph of the scene at the same 

regular rate. If an object was moving in the scene then a sti ll image of that object would be captured 
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every lime a photograph was taken. When thc photographs. or video frames, arc playcd back quickly 

enough an illusion of the object moving in the scene is created. 

Video, as seen on TV and other such applications, is represented as described, by displaying a series of 

st ill pictures fast enough 10 fool lhe brain into thinking there is motion. This process is an exploitation of 

Ihe Human Visual System [Bhas97] (HVS) which is able to interpo late between successive frames and 

convince the brain that continuous motion is bei ng viewed. The number of still images di splayed in a 
speci fic time period, 10 create Ihe illusion of motion, is called the femporal resollltion. Even though the 

HVS is able to interpolate frames to create the illusion of continuolls motion, Ihere still exists a minimum 

number of still images to be shown per second beforc the motion appears 10 become 'jerky ' . Typically in 

broadcast TV the temporal resolution is 25-30 frames per second, which provides a continuous motion 

video sequence. 

In digital video each frame is an NxM matrix of dots, called pixels, which are of varying intensities and 

colours to represent the image. As with motion , the HVS interpolates betwcen neighbouring pixels to 

create the illusion of a continuous image. The more pixels present, Le. the higher the .\patial I"eso/ltliOI1, 

the better the quality of the image [HoanOI]. Figure 1.1 highligllls this fact by showing a magnified view 

o f a p0l1 ion of a 5 12>< 512 digital image. The image itself looks continuous but as the 8x8 magnified area 

shows there are step variations between pixcls and thus the image is not actually continuous. 

Figure 1.1 : Ex ampl e of p ixels Ihal make lip a n im age 

1.2 Why the Need to Compress? 

The representat ion of video as a series of still images is very cumbersome; a littl e arithmetic and a look 

at current communications systems and storage devices revea ls that there is a problem of sloring and 

transmitli ng th is video. 

Table 1.1 shows un compressed bit rates required to transmit some typical data sources. The table 

highlights the enomlOUS amount of bandwidth required to transmit uncompressed video sources at their 

required rates. To fully appreciate the strain that video call put all a communications network it is useful 

to look at typical transfer rates for common ly available communicat ion channels. Table 1.2 lists a few of 

2 
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the most common communications links used today. Looking at both tables and considering that there 

are many users of communications devices al anyone time, it is plain to see that the inclusion of video 

traffic puts a great deal of stmin on available communications links. For an altemate viewpoint, using 

Table l.l , we can compute the amount of storage space needed 10 store a two-hour broadcast quality 

vi deo, which works alii to be :::.:106 gigabytes. Considering that the capacity of a single-sided DVD is 

about 4.7 gigabytes, it will only be able to hold less than 6 minutes of video. Clearly some form of 

significant compression is required to make video a viable communications tool. 

Applicat ion Bandwidth Re(luired 

Video Conference (lSfps) 34.8 Mbps 

Framesize J52x288. 24 bits/pixel 

Broadcast video (25 fps) 237.3 Mbps 

Framcsize 720x576. 24 bit.~/pixel 

Table 1.1 : UncollllH'essed data sizes 

Connection Type Transfer Rate 

Analog Modem 56 kbps 

ISDN 128 kbps 

Cable Modems 25 Mbps 

Inficom Wireless Modem 10 Mbps 

Point-to-Point Wireless 100 Mbps 

Fiberless Optics (Laser) I Gbps 

Current 20 Mobi le 9.6 kbps - 14.4 kbps 

Proposed 30 Mobile 382 kbps 2 Mbps 

Table 1.2: Typical Transfer Ibtes for communic:ltion links 

Even if communications channels and storage devices were able to cope with the large amounts of data 

required for video, compress ion would be valuab[e as it translates to more money. The driving force in 

research for beller compression schemes is, like in so many things, rooted in economics. The best 
compression scheme translates to more images or video media stored with the same storage capacity and 

thus more money. This point is well made in an article from Business Week that highlights the need for 

compress ion. 

"The biggest obstacle 10 Ihe vaunted multimedia revolution is digilal obesity. 
That's the bloat that occurs whell pictures. sOlllld alld video are cOllvertedfram 
their llalllral allalog fiJl'1Il illlo complller lal1guage for /IIonipulation or 

transmissiol1 ... Compression. a rapidly developing brow::h of mathematics, is 
plllling digital 0 11 a diet ... /ts popularity is roofed ill economics: compressioll 
lowers the cost of storage alld trallsmissioll by packiJlg dala illto a smaller 
space. Many new electronic products and services simply COllldn 't exisl withoul 
it. " 

Business Week, Feb. 14, [994 

1.3 How is Compression Achieved? 

Compression is the art of representing information with as few data bits as possible [Taub86]. It uses the 

fact that real world data LS usually highly correlated. Simply put, correlation is the relation between two 
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or 1110re data points such that changes in the one are accompanied by changes in the other. An example of 
thi s is the English language where if a 'q ' is used then there is a large chance that the next letter used will 

be ' u', meaning that 'q' and 'u' are correlated. So the need to represent Ihe ' L1 ' after the ' q ' is redundant 

and often unnecessary. A compression algorithm could be designed to insert a ' u' after every ' q ' and thus 

represent infol1l,ation more efficienll /. This type of compression scheme is called predictive as it 

predicts future information values ( ' u' ) from previous val ues (,q ' ). The information could also be 

represented more sparsely by decorrelation, a process that effect ively removes the relat ionship between 

informat ion values, l1l<lking them independent of eaeh other, and as such representing the information as 

sparsely as possible [Taub86]. The principle o f decorrelati ng infonnat ion can be easi ly extended to 

natural images (i.e. those that ex ist in the real-world and not generated) as they contain a high degree of 

correlation. For this reason, many successfu l image and video compression schemes employ some form 

of decorrelation or prediction. 

Another method of compressing data is to take into account the probabilities of occurrence of certain 

values over others. Again the English language provides a good example of this, Work done on the 

language has found that certain letters are more likely to occur than others [SymeOI]. For example the 

leller 'c ' is the most widely used leller in the English alphabet and the leuer 'y ' much less frequently 

used. Us ing this fact a compress ion scheme could be devised to ass ign a short data value to the letter ' c' 
and a longer one to tilt: It:ss probable 'y'. In thi s case, less data bits are required to represent the English 

language as, now the letter 'e ' occupies less storage space and, even though the letter 'y ' may occupy 

more space, it is uncommonly uscd, so the average effect is compression. Morsc code provides a good 

example of this code assignment in practice. In Morse code the letter ' e ' is assigned the sh0l1est code 

whereas ' y' has a code 4 times greater than that of ' e ' . Thus the average Morse code message sent is 

sh0l1cr than it would be if all Ictters in thc alphabet were assigncd thc same length. In video and image 

compress ion, this principle is onen applied by first obtaining a probability di stribution of the image data 

and then using this to more efficiently represent the data. 

A fUl1her, simple, technique that can be applied to images is to encode runs of the same value more 
efficiently, often termed rill/-length encoding (RLE). The basic idea behind RLE is to encode ' runs' of 

the same byte. For example, a data stream 'aaaaaaaa' cou ld be run-length encoded as '8a' , Illeaning 
repeat the character 'a' 8 times to get the original data. This technique is on en used in conjunction with 

other techniques to improve on compression. 

The techniques already described arc tenned lossle.~·s as, tbe result of decompression is an exact 
reconstruction of the original data that was compressed. In the case of images, characteri stics of the 

Human Visual System (HVS) allow for information deemed irrelevant to be thrown away without 

perceptible loss in qual ity [Bhas97]. This type of compress ion is tenned los~y and is used to compress 
data a great deal more than loss less schemes. An example ora propel1y of tile HVS (which is onen used 

in video) is colour sensit ivity. The HVS is particularly adept at detecting changes in brightness but rather 

poor at distinguishing colour changes. A colou r compression scheme throws away co lour infonnation 

I Cleary there does ex ist cases when 'u' does not follow 'q' and the algorithm may fail. The exam ple is only used to 
illustrate the pli llciple. 
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that is imperceptible to the HVS and thus irrelevant, allowing for a more compact representation of the 

colour image. 

The removal of ilTelevant data introduces the difficult problcm of choosing which data is relevant and 

which is 110t as if too much data is removed the output video may become intolerably degraded. This also 

presents a unique problem where the eITects of the degradation Illay make the video appear of visually 

better quality than before, making the effective removal of irrelevant data very difficult to predict and 

control. Lessy compression scbemes tend to afTect images in two distinctly different ways, things that are 

lost from the image and things that are added that shouldn't be there (a rtefacts). Losses OCCll r in the 

spatial domain with luminance and co lour aberrations and in the temporal domain with lost frames. 

Spatial artefacts include blockiness, quantization noise, ringing, stepping of greyscales, all of which may 

make the subjective quali ty of the image better. A successfu l lossy compression scheme, should thus 

effectively marry the acceptable subjecti ve loss with the desired compression ratio. 

One solut ion to classifying irrelevan t data is to lIse information about Ihe targel application to decide 
which information can be thrown away. Consider an application that monitors access to a specific room, 

as is the case for many security applications. In such a system, the information of relevance could be the 

identit y of the person entering the room and the items tile person is carrying. The identification of the 
person requires only the fuee, rendering all other information (lbout the person irrelevant for 

identification purposes. Induding the case of carried items, there are onl y two areas of relevancy in the 

entire video sequence; the persons face and the itcms carried. The uscr of such an applicalion wou ld 

accept large amoun ts of degradation in the video quality, wh ich may be unacceptable to other users, as 

long as there is sufficient quality in areas that are required for identification, such as the face. In such 

circumstances, a video compression scheme can be devised Ihat is particularly suited to a certain 
app lication. Thus once the areas ofrclevance are defined all other areas can be highly compressed while 

keeping the area of interest at a desired quality level. This application specific compression allows for 

higher compression ratios than normally possible using general compression schemes. yet still results in 

a lIsable video sequence, albeit limited in application. 

1.3.1 Temporal Compression 

The compression techniques introduced, thus far, have focussed on the spat ial domain, but video a lso has 

a temporal domain that can be compressed. In a typi cal video sequence there can be as many as 30 still 

images needed per second to achieve a reasonable degree of perceived motion. In such cases a few 

minutes of video quickly uses up large amounts of storage space or communications bandwidth. 
However, a video sequence often contains little or no motion meaning that successive images arc the 

same. In such cases, storing the same image twice is redundant and so compression can be achieved by 

storing a s ingle image and telling the decompression algorithm to di splay the same image for the time 

required. 

Movement in a vidco scene can manifest itselfas objects moving over a static background, or a panning 

camera with the background changing and objects that are moving. In this type of scene, there are still 

areas of tempora l redundancy but the spatial positioning between each frame has changed. In this case, 

an intelligent compression scheme would be 10 Iry 10 recognise temporally redundant information even if 
the information is spatia lly disp laced between frames. Figure 1.2 gives a simple example of such 

temporal redundancy. In this case, the background is slatic and the object, the stick figure, has moved 
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position. Most of the infonnation to construct the ncw frame, called current frame from tbe referellce 

frame resides in the reference frame. A temporal compression scheme could represent the new frame by 

taking the object from the old image and displnce it spatially to recreate the new image. Thus only the 
information needed to displace the object is required and not the entire frame. 

b) Frrunt 2 _ Curr~nt Frame c) DIfference 

Figure 1.2 : Exa ml)le of Temporal Redundancy 

Temporal compression of video tends to result in large compression ratios because the amount of data 
per frame needed to represent a second of full motion video can be drastically reduced. However, the 
techniques used arc not perfect and hence temporal compression is a lossy process. 

1.4 Roadmap to Dissertation 

This chapter has presented an overview orthe need for digital video and its usefu lness in modern society. 
The requirement for compression of the video is explained along with some basic concepts and 
terminology of digital video. The chapter then exp lains the basic principles of compress ion as it applies 
to digital video. These fundamentals serve to prepare the reader for a more specific discussion in the next 
chapter. 

Chapter 2 gives a brief explanation into the generation of digital video that serves to help in 
understanding the techniques used in the compression of the video. The chapter then proceeds by 

presenting the video compression fundamentals with a bias towards those topics most relevant to this 
dissertation. Some of the popular standard compression schemes are then explained before summarising 
the cu rrent technology available In video compression research. 

Chapter 3 presents the system as implemented on the hardware. A systems overview is given and choices 
and justifications explained. Some extra theoretic infonl1ation is provided where necessary to explain 

cel1ain choices in the design. 

Chapter 4 goes on to ex plain implementation consideralions of the des ign. The chapter begins by giving 
an overview of the hardware used, highlighting parts that are relevant to the implementation. An 
explanation of software coding design is given and problems and solutions discussed. 

The performance of the system is eva luated in chapter 5. This chapter begins by examining init ial 
performance through the use of performance measures such as PSNR and subjective results for a set 
video sequence. The system is then compared to ex isting inter-frame based schemes and some intra
frame based schemes using standard video test sequences. The chapter concludes with some discllssion 
of the results obta ined highlighting the value of the implemented system. 
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Chaptcr 6 provides some suggest ion fo r further improvement on the current work before leading onto 
chapter 7 which concl udes the dissertation with an overview of important results and the contribution 

made. 
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Chapter 2 Video Compression Theory 

This chapter introduces some of the theory of video compression, gives an overview of the evo lution of 

the field and disclIsses some of the major research milestones. It starts by focussing on the sti ll -image 

compression components present in most video compression schemes 10 date. Each component of the 

stilt-image compression scheme is discussed with furt her detail given to areas of special interest , i.e. 

areas that were implemented in the codee. A common block diagram of video compression scheme is 

given and the affects of temporal compression brieny di scussed. As the focus of this dissertation is a 

video compression scheme without temporal compression, th is component will not be discussed in depth 

but it still warrants mentioning as it is uscd in many vidco comprcssion algorithms. Common vidco 

compression standards and relevant still image comprcssion standards are presented to give an overview 

of existi ng intcl11ationally acccptcd schemes. The chapter concludes with a di scussion of recent 

dcvelopmcnts in compression schemes highlighting advantages and disadvantages of ca ch. 

2.1 Digital Video Representation 

A video capture process consists of two basic parts: fi rstly tIle ca pture of a single frame and secondly, the 

speed at which successive frames are captured in order to create the illusion of motion. A block di agram 

of a video capture system is given f igure 2. 1. 

·0 CCD SClIsor 

RCiI3Fillc! 

R;lStcr or 
IntcrL'lCctl 
Scanner 

Temporal 
Smnpk:r 

~ AI1I1k1guc 
Vidco OUI 

Figure 2. 1: Bas ic Blo£ k Di agram of Vid eo Capture 

.. QuallllSHtlO1t 
.. Dlg\I ~1 

Vitko Out 

The first concern in captu ring an image is representing the colour information. Classica ll y it is known 

that the eye perceives colour as varying wavelengths of light, however it is also known that any colou r 

can be represented by a we ighted combination of a specific set of colours, known as prill/{//Y colOl/rs 

[1-iech87]. There are two commonl y used sets of primary colours; namely the Red-Green-Blue (RGB), an 

additive set as the prcsence of these colours at the ir maximulll intensities equates to white, and Cyan

Magenta-Yellow (CM Y), a slIblracli l 'e set as the absence of these colours equates to white [Hcch87]. 

Thus in a video capture system, the light intensities reprcsenting the scene are first filt ered into the 

contributions of each primary colour toward the scene and then captured by a photosensi tive devicc. 

The next step in capture is the sensi ng of the RGB in format ion and the sampling of this information to 

represcnt the image. The sensor used in slIch applications is conunon ly a Charged-Coupled Dcvicc2 

(CCD) [HoanO I] arranged in an NxM lattice that is samp led according to a specific scann ing pattern. 

often tenned msler scnllning [l-Ioal10 I] , to produce a continuous nna logue signal representing the image. 

21n rccent times thcrc has bcen a great dcal of interest shown in thc lIse of CM OS devices for inwgc capturc. Thcse 
devices offer su perior integration, powcr dissipation and system size whil e sacrificing some image quality 
(parti cularl y in low-light "Teas) and fl exibility. However with the advances made in technology, the image quality 
produced by CM OS devices is still suitable for many applications and is slowly beginning to ri va l that of it CC D 
CO UIlICrp:U1 S. 
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When subsequently displaying the captured image, the display device follows the same scanning order to 

display the image from the ana logue waveform. Two types of scanning are commonly used, progressive 

and illterlaced. In a progressive system a frame is re presented in one complete scan from top to bottom 

left to right as shown in Figure 2.2a). An interlaced scan Figure 2.2b) scans the odd lines of the images 
first and then the even lines to produce two interlaced fields representing an image rrame. Progressive 

scanning is typically used in computer displays while interlaced scanning is used in TV. The interlaced 

scan ning fo r TV allows for reasonable temporal resolution in scenes or motion and acceptable vertical 

resolu tion in static scenes wh ile maintaining modest bandwidth requirements. Onee the informat ion has 

been captured in an tlnalogue format , transmission of the video s ignal can be achieved through s imilar 

modulation techniques used in radio. 

a) Progressive Scan b) Interlaced Scan 

Fig ure 2.2 : Scannin g Patt erns used ill Video C:l llture 

For video, the images are sampled in the time domain, which is essentially sampling a number of still 
images in a certain period to meet the desired temporal resolution. 

Quantisation converts the continuous analogue signal into a discrete set of digita l values. Digital data 

callnot represent data with infinite prec ision as thi s requires infinite storage space; hence digital data 

must be of finite precision, where increasing accuracy requires increasing storage space. The quantiser 

meets this trade-off by mapping the continuolls signal onto a digit al set of values to a precis ion 

acceptable to the user, while keeping the required storage space to a minimum. The quantiser shown in 
Figure 2.3 has seven discrete levels, called billS, each having a binary code aSSif;,'11ed to it. Each bin, 

except for the extreme values and 0, has the same step size which classifies this qllantiser as a /filiform 

quantiser. The number of quantisation steps is often a power or two so that a binary number can be 

assigned to each bin. Standard video schemes genera lly use 8-bit quantisation fo r digitising video frames 

(8has97][501a97} as this precision results in no perceivab le loss of image quality. 
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Thus the result of the capture process is a digitised series of N x M matrices of pixcls representing 
images which when played back quickly creates the impression of motion. (sec Figure 2.4.) 

• 

N 

• 

• 

Figure 2.4: Digit al Video Rcprcsent:ltioll 

2.1.1 Colour Spaces 

In colour digital video, each frame consists of three matrices, represcnting the contributions of the three 
primary colours (usually RGB). This representation is very cumbersome as a colour video stream is three 
times the sizc of a monochrome video stream. However, the 1-IV S's poor co lour sensitivity can be 
exploited by separating those components that contribute solely to colour from those that contribute to 
image brightness [Week96, Bhas97]. Generally this is achieved through transfonning colour into a 
brightness component , which is effectively the monochrome image, plus two colollr component s, which 
when combined with the brightness produce the correct colour information. 

There are three commonly used colour spaces wh ich separate colour from brightness [Bhas97]. These are 
YCUCR. YUV and CIELAB. These three spaces represent a colour by its' brightness, or luminance, 

component and two co lour, or chromill(lllCe, components. Each space can be generated through linear 
matrix operations on the RGB space as is shown in Appendix A. 

Once separated the colour components can now be sub-sampled (reduced spatial resolution) with 
minimal perceivable visual loss. The video-compression scheme chosen for lhis implementation uses the 
YUV space and so examples of sub-sampling are given in the YUV space. In the YUV space, the colour 
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components (U and V matrices) are sub-sampled according to three commonly used sub-sampl ing 

standards, 4:4:4, 4:2:2, and 4:2:03 [Poyn95]. 4:4:4 represents no subsampling, where the Y, U and V 

matrices are a ll the same size. 4:2:2, (shown in Figure 2.5) sub-samples the U and V components by a 

factor of two horizonta lly while 4:2:0, (sce Figure 2.6) sub-samples the U and V components by a factor 

01'2 in both di rections. The ongin and significance of the numbers used in representing the subsampli ng 

is given in Appendix A. 

y 
(S,S) 

y 

(8;0;8) 

Figure 2.5 : T he 4:2:2 rorm:lt 

U 
(4;0;4) 

Figure 2.6: The 4:2 :0 rorm:lt 

[n tenns of digital televi sion, the ITU-R BT.60 1-4 [ITU601] specifics video formats for standard isation. 

For Nationa[ Television System Commiltee (NTSC), the recommendation specifies a spatia l resolution 

of nOx480 and temporal resolution of 30 frames per second and for Phase Alternate Line (PAL) and 

Sequential Couleur Avec Memoire (SECAM4
) it specifies a spatial resolution of 720x576 at 25 frames 

per second. Colour for both standards is represented as luminance and chrominance with 4:2:2 

subsampling used. A commonly used extension of these standards is the Source Input Format (SI F) 

[Bl1as97] which has a luminance frame of 360x240 at 30 frames per second for NTSC and 360x288 at 25 

frames per second for PAL. The obvious drawback is the compatibility between tile standards, for 

J 4:2:0 should not be confused with 4: 1"1 which is colour subsamplin g by a fac tor of 4 in on ly the horizontal 

direct ion. 

4 The difference between PAL and SECA M is found in broadcast television where colour is transmitted slight ly 

differen tly. However in lemlS of spatial and temporal resolutions both standards arc equi valent. 
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example, SIP as used in NTSC, is not compatible with SIF as used in PAL. Therefore. the Common 
Intermediate Format (CIF) has been introduced which, as with any good compromise, matches nei ther of 
the two existing standards but both being able to adapt to fit the format. CI F has a spatial resolution of 

352x288, giving it half the linear resolution of the TV standards, and a temporal resolution of 30 

frames/sce with colour sub-sampled at 4:2:0. Hence, NTSC systems req uire spatial rc-sampl ing whereas 
PAL systems require temporal re-sampling. For videoconferencing and low bit-rate applic:ulOns the 

Quarter-C1F CQCIF) format is offered which is half the linear resolution of the CrF format (176x 144). 
For sllch applications , the frame rate is often reduced from 30 fi·ameslsec to 5 frames/sec. This drastically 
reduces the amount of storage space needed for the video but results in a 'jerky' motion video. 

2.2 Lossless Compression Techniques 

Lossless compression techniques are lIsed in all image and video compression schemes [SymeO I]. They 
can be used on their own or in conjunction with a lossy based scheme, however lIsed on their own they 
suffer from low compression ratios with compression being largely dependent on the input data. Certain 

applications, such as medical imaging. require zero quality loss so there exists a great deal of loss less 
compression research. Since lossless compression is used in conj uncti on with most lossy schemes, a 
discussion on popular loss less schemes is relevant here. The majnr cla~ses of lossless encoding are those 
that use predictive techniques and those that use some model-based schemes to compress the source. The 
rest of this section describes the more popular Jossless encoders used. 

2.2.1 Predictive Encoding 

Predictive encoding is a branch of compression, generally not used in conjunction with Jossy schemes, 
that has proven very effective far lassless compression [Sala97]. The predictive encoder, as its name 
suggests, makes use of prediction of pixels in an image. These predictive algorithms use the fact that 
natural images are ofien Markov sources, meaning that the probability of a particular pixeJ value, in an 
image, IS dependent on the pixeJ values surrounding that pixeJ (i.e. natural images are quite hIghly 

correlated) [SymeO I]. So. instead of encoding the intensity value of a certain pixel, the predictive 
encoder uses known surrounding pixel intensities to predict the intensity of the current pixel, relying on 
the decoder foJ1owing the same prediction process. The prediction is then compared to the actual value 
and the error tCll11 transmitted. The decoder follows the same prediction process and uses the received 
error teml to correct its prediction. Compression is achieved in that the prediction is likely to be very 
close to the actual value and thus the error teml will be small, meaning fewer bits will be needed to 
represent it. 

The accuracy of the prediction and the complexity of the algorithm increase with the number of 
surrounding pixels used to make the prediction. Hence, a successful predictive encoder tries to achieve 
maximum accuracy with minimum encoding complexity. Habibi [SyrneO I] showed that there is a 
substantial increase in predictor accuracy when going fram predictions based on 1 surrounding pixeJ to 

those based on 2 surrounding pixels and from 2 to 3 but little significant increase thereafter, so most 
pract ica l prediction schemes use 2-3 surrounding pixels to make a prediction allowing for modest 
computation complexity with acceptable accuracy. 

An advance on the fixed predictive scheme is adaptive prediction. In this scheme, the encoder uses a 
predefined series of predictors to perform the prediction. It then chooses the best prediction and sends its 
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corresponding error along witilthe predictor used. This produces an efficient prediction error but there is 
the increased overhead needed to tell the decoder which predictor to use. A more efficient adaptive 
scheme is able to detemline the choice of predictor from the data values so that the decoder can make the 
same choice and thus eliminate the ovcrhead. 

Although there have been advances in the performance of predictive techniques [Wu97] [Robi97J, these 
techniques still remain in the loss less domain and arc not suited for low bit rate compression. 

2.2.2 Lempel-Ziv-Welch 

The Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) scheme is an adaptation of the LZ77 [Ziv77] and LZ78 (Ziv78] encoders 

developed by Lempel and Ziv. These encoders are dictionary based, meaning that they build up a 
dictionary of previously used strings of characters and ass ign references to each dictionary entry. The 
resulting encoded output is a series of dictionary references which is used by the decoder to reconstruct 
the original. Coding gain is achieved by the re-usability of dictionary ent ries as the source data can often 
be represented by a combination of existing dictionary entries. 

In LZW [We1c84J there are some fundamental changes that make it slightly more efficient. The LZW 
uses a table of entries with all index field and a substitution-string field. which is pre-loaded with every 

possible dictionary entry. In practice, this is generally the ASCII character set from 0-255. The encoder 
then assigns codes (which are references to entries in the dictionary) to input data, adding any new 
strings to the dictionary. Compression is achieved when large strings of symbols are represented by a 
single dictionary reference. The algorithm is particularly effective in data streams that have a great deal 
of repetition such as graphic images. The advantage of the algorithm is speed of compression and 
decompress ion; however, it is unable to mect the compression potentia! of the model-based schemes 
[WiIl87]. Common image formats like the UN IX "compress" utility and CompuServe's Graphics 
Interchange FOllllat (GIF) are the most well-known implementations of the LZW scheme. 

2.2.3 Entropy Encoding 

Entropy Encoding is a loss less encoding scheme that makes use of the frequency distribution of symbols 

appearing in the uncoded data stream. While the concept of Entropy may be a complex one, the principle 
of entropy encoding can be explained eas il y with some careful definition of terms. 

If the source data is represented as an 8-bit value having any number between 0 and 255 then the entropy 
encoder wi 11 use a symbol to represent each possible value in the source data stream, and transmit the 
sequence of symbols. The choice of the symbol is governed by a set of predefined rules and as long as 
the decoder follows the same rules, the original value can be recovered from the symbol. The obvious 
way to code the symbols is to just send the value itself, but then thcre is no evident coding gain. An 

important fac tor in entropy encoding is that the symbols need not all be the same length and as long as 
there is some way of detennining where one symbol ends and another begins the decoder is able to 
recover the data. 

This variable symbol length is what allows the entropy encoder to achieve compression. By assigning 
short symbols to frequently appearing values and longer symbols to less frequent values less data is 
needed to represent the entire source data set and thus compression is achieved. Using infonnation theory 
this process can be proven to provide lossless compression [Taub86]. While the entropy encoder can 
provide good compression, the encoder must have prior knowledge of the frequency of values in order to 
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determine the best possible symbol mapping. Thus the choice of the model for detennining the frequency 
of values has a huge impact on the efficiency of the encoder. There exist many entropy cncoders (Fano. 

Gilbert etc.) but for most popular vi deo compress ion schcmes. the i-Iuffman encoder is the most popular 

choice [8has97]. The cntropy encodcr is usually thc last step in any image and video compression 

algorithm. 

I-Iuffman Encoding 

i-Iuflinan encoding is an algorithm llsed to produce size-efficient codes to express data for which there 

are known probabilities of occurrence. The algorithm was first introduced by David I-iuffman in 1952 

[J-1uff52]. TIle best way to exp lain the algorithm is through example. 

We first define the source data to be constructed frolll an alphabet of fixed length symbols where the 
probability of occurrence of each symbol is known and tabulated as shown in Table 2. [(a). These 

alphabetic symbols could be anything, such as pixel values of an image, for example. Table 2.1 (a) shows 
a sample alphabet of six symbols indicating that, for example, the symbol 'e' is 4 times more likely to be 

transmitted than the symbol ' d'. The I-I uffman algorithm starts by arranging the probabilities in 

decreasing order as shown in Figure 2.7. The two lowest probabilities are assigned the values' I ' and ' 0' 
and then combined to fonn a new probability. Th is, in conjunction with the next lowest probability 

symbol are combined in a simi lar fashion and the process repeated until all probabilities have been 

accounted for and the tree completed, Figure 2.7. Once represented in the tree structure, the assignment 
of codes is achieved by traversing the tree in reverse order. To illustrate this Table 2.I(b) shows the 

I-Iuffman codes ass igned to the relevant symbols . As can be readily seen the letters of highest probability 

('e' , 'c ') have the shortest codes as they appear 1110re frequently than other letters. HufTman [Huff52] 

proved that by assigning codes to symbols in this manner the entropy could be reduced if an efficient 

model for the probability distribution for the data was used. 

LISted f>rob~bdnlCs /l.sslgJlcd Symbol~ 

e OA e 0 , 0.3 , IQ 

b 01 b 110 

d 0 .1 d 1110 
f 0.05 f 11110 , 0.05 , 11111 

(0) (b) 

Table 2.1 : Example of Uuffmun Encod ing 

, 04 o 

c 0.3 

b 0. 1 o 

d 01 o 

f 005 
o 

.1 0 05 
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Adaptive Huffman Encoding 

An improvement to Huffman encodi ng, conceived independently by Faller [Fa1J731 and Ga llager 

[Ga I1 78] and tben fu rther improved upon by Knuth [Knut85] IS Adaptive Huffman encoding or the FGK 

algorithm. An alternative adapti ve scheme was introduced by Vitter [Vitt87] in 1987. All these methods 

function, as in norlllall-luffman encoding, by mapping source data into codewords to achieve an opt imal 

representation of infonnation. The difference in the adaptive scheme is that the encoder is continua ll y 

updating the source probabili ties to provide a more accurate statistical representation of the source. Thus, 

the encoder is effectively lea rni ng the characteri stics o f the source, This means that the decoder must do 

the same, continually updating the Huffillan tree and maintaining synchronizat ion wi th the encoder. 

Of course, if there exi sts a known stati st ica l representat ion ofa source and this is not expected to change, 

then there is no advantage to us ing the adaptive I-Iuffman over the normal static i-Iuffman. This means 

that the perfomlance of the adaptive method over the stati c method re lies on the type of source data 
being encoded. For ever-changing source data, like a stream of video, adapt ive Huffman encoding 

provides useful results with increased complexity [Vitt871. 

2.2.4 Arithmetic Encoding 

Arithmetic encoding is a very efficient loss less compression scheme, first presented by Witten et al in 

1987 [Wi tl87]. The arith meti c encoder takes a stream of input symbols and replaces thi s with a single, 

rcal number between 0 and 1. Th is is in contrast to Huffman encoding which replaces an input symbol 

with a code whose size is deternlined by a probabi lity di stribution of the input stream. The longer the 

input stream the longer (i.e . more precision needed) the real number needed 10 represent it. 
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Symbol Probability Range 

a 0.2 [0,0,2) 

b 0,2 [0.2,0.4) 

c 0.1 [0.4,0 .5) 

d 0.2 [0.5,0.7) 

e 0.3 [0 ,7, 1) 

a) Symbols in alphabet and respective probabilities and ranges 

Transmit Sequence "a b c d e" 

Symbol Low 

a 0 

b 0.04 

c 0.056 

d 0.058 

e 0.05856 

High 

0,2 

0.08 

0.06 

0.0588 

0 .0588 

0.04 = 0 + (0.2 x 0.2) 
~ 0.08 = 0 + (0.2 x 0.4) 

______ 0.056 "" 0.04 + (0.04 x 0.'1) 
0.060 = 0.04 + (0.04 x 0.5) 

b) Transmitted symbols and adjusted ranges due to coding 

Transmit any number between 0.5856 inclus ive and 0.0588 exclus ive 

Figure 2.8: Example or A,·ithmelic encoding 

An example of arithmetic encoding is given for clarification. Consider an arbitrary alphabet used for 

transmission with probabili ties of occurrence as given in Figu re 2.8a). An arithmetic encoder would then 

divide the alphabet into ranges between 0 and 1, according to the symbol probabilities as in the Figure 

2.8a). Jfthe transmiss ion sequence of "a b c d el> were to be transmilled, the encoder would stat1 with the 

initial symbol "a" and list its low range value and high range value. The next symbol to be transmitted is 

"b" <md so the encoder now calcul ates the new range of "b" with respect to the range of "a" as seen in 

Figure 2.8b). This process is repeated unti l the message has fin ished and a final low and high range value 

left, 0.05856 and 0.0588 in th is example. Now the encoder need on ly transmit any value between the low 

inclusive and the high exclusive and the dccoder wou ld be ab le to reconstruct the message. Decoding is 

achieved by reversing the range calculation of the encoder with the constraint that the decoder must have 
the same probability map as the encoder fo r correct reconstruction. [n the example, if the encoder were to 

transmit 0.0587 then the decoder immediately knows that the first symbol is "a" as the transmitted value 

li es within and only wi thin the probabil ity range of "a". To ca lcu late the next symbol the decoder 

subtracts the low range va lue of "a" (whi ch is 0) and then divides by the probability of the symbol "a" 10 

obtain 0.2935, whi ch lies in the range of the symbol "b". This process is continued to decode the entire 

sequence. An immediately noticeable problem wi th arithmetic encoding is the termination of the 

decoding process. This is usuall y achieved by sending an EOF character or canying the stream length 
along with the encoded data. 
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In tbis examplc, tbe message can be represented as 4 8-bit values (0.5.8.7) as Ihe decoder can assumc Ihe 
decimal point at the len. This is opposed to sending the 5 values for each symbol. This is perhaps not the 
greatest compression achieved but the example is given only to show the principle of the system. In 
practice and with good source modelling, very high compression ratios can be achieved. Although th is 
example is a base 10 case (for eas ier understanding) the arithmetic encoder can be adapted to the binary 
case, which is desirable fo r 1110S\ compression schemes. 

2.3 Measurement of Image Quality 

Image quality is a very subjective attribu te and bellce difficult to measure [SymeOI]. Nevertheless, to 
allow for some formal comparison of compression techniques, somc form of objective quality measure is 
desired. In the case of image and video compression the accepted nonn for qual ity measure is the Penk 
Signal to Noise Rntio (PSNR) as given in (2.1). 

(
255' ) PSNR~ I Olog" -- dB 
MSE 

(2.1) 

Gt:I1t:rally, a good quality image is seen to be onc with a high PSNR, however a low PSNR does not. 
necessarily, mean an image is of bad quality [Bl1as97]. An example of such a case is a decompressed 
imnge which is slightly brighter thnll the original image, but in nil other aspects. identical. In this case, 
the resulting PSNR calculation would be low and thus objectively the image is deemed of poorer quality, 
whi le, in fact , it may look more pleasing to the eye. However, although the measure is flawed, a better 

comparison techniq ue has yet 10 be adopted nnd thus the PSNR has remained the standard objective 
measure of quality. To make up for the flaws in the objective measure, image and video compress ion 
results are often quoted in both subjective and objective temlS in order to gain a fairer measure. Such a 

subjective techn ique is achieved by providing visual resu lts along with the PSNR results . 

2.4 Still Image Compression Techniques 

In section 2.2, loss less compression techniques were reviewed. Since the compression algorithm 
implemented in th is dissertation is a lossy scheme, from now on, compression is treated as lossy unless 
specifically stated. Video is essentia lly a collection of still images and so compression of video and still 
images is very closely related as all the principles used in still image compression are also lIsed in video 
compression [SymeO I]. Figure 2.9 shows a basic systems view of a sti ll image compression process. 

~ 
Colour I---- Source I---- QU:lllliscr I---- Entropy 

Conversion Encoder Encoder 

... 0110010 ... 

- Colour - Sourec - Dc-Quantiscr I- Entropy 
Conversion Decodcr Decoder 

FigUl·c 2.9 : Block Diagram of Common Still IlIlllgC Comprcssion Schcme 

The remainder of this section provides a brief overv iew of each of the subsystems that comprise Figure 

2.9. 
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2.4.1 Colour Conversion 

The first concern of any image compression I decompression scheme (often tel111ed a c:odec) is the 
treatment of tile image's colour, Successful codccs must bc able to convel1 an image's co lour to a desired 
colour space. Typical co lour spaces used are YUV, VCRCB and CIELAB [Bhas97] as these result in good 
compress ion perfOnllanCe, as discussed in Section 2.1. 

2.4.2 Source Encoder/Decoder 

The source encoder/decoder tranSfOnllS the image data into a less correlated domain. Since the 
compress ion achieved is directly related to the extent at which the data is decOlTeiatcd [Taub86], the 
transfonn that is ablc to maximally deeorrelate the image data is desired. In an implementation based 

systcm the computational complexity is of vital import. so a transform must also be computationally 
inexpensive. Two of the most popular image compression related transforms are presented below, with 
the advantages and disadvantages of each highlighted. 

Karhunell-Locve Transform (KL T) 

The KLT is considered the optimum transform for image codi ng appli cations as it is able to completely 
dccorrelate the image data, allowing ind ividual processing of Iranslonn coefficients without affecting the 
others [Elli82]. The KLT's basis functions are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of an input 
signal and therefore the calculation of the KL T requires determining the covariance matrix for the input 
and diagonalis ing the matrix. In terms of video processing, this means that for each image frame the 
covariance matrix needs to be calculated in order to calculate the eigenvectors and eigenvalues for the 
transform. This calculation is very computationally expensive and thus the KLT is seldom used in image 
and video processing [Bhas97]. However, for compari son purposes the KLT provides a good benchmark 
for other transfon11S. Elliot et al give a compari son of the performance of various transfonns as comparcd 
to the KL T [Elli82J. The results show that the OCT and the OFT provide the closest match to the KLT 
and these have gained popularity in signal processing. In image-processing the DCT has gained 
popularity as it orders transformed coefficients in an easily compressible manner and there exist fast 

algorithms which allow for fas t implementations. 

Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 

Since it was first introduced by Ahmed, Natarjan and Rao in 1974 [Elli82] followed by the subsequent 
fast implementation algorithms of Kamanga (Kama82] and Cho [Ch091], the I-D and 2-D DCT has been 

the mainstay in image and video compression schemes. This transform algorithm neat ly decOlTelates the 
illlage data and allows quantization and entropy techniques to efficiently compress the transformed 
coefficients while maintaining acceptable computational cost. The advantage of thi s transform, over the 

KLT, is its image independence meaning the image does not need to be prc-proccssed to determine the 
optimal set of basis functions. This feature comes at the expense of efficiency of decorrelation and the 
ocr is therefore a sub-optimal solut ion. 

Images are two-dimensiona l and hence the 2-0 variation of the ocr (Equation 2.2) is used. The 20-
OCT decomposes an image into a series of cosine functions varying in magnitude and spatial frequency. 
The output of the transform is a two dimensional matrix representing the contributions of each frequency 
component st3l1ing from DC (situated at thc top-right corner) with increasing horizontal frequency to the 
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left , and increasing vertical frequency down Figure 2.10(a). The ocr uses the fact that natural images 
contain a great deal of energy in the lower frequencies (representing the average brightness of the image) 
and low energy in the higher freqllcneics (representing the dClai ls of the image) [Week96]; hence the 
most significant transform coefficients representing the lower frequencies reside in the upper left triangle 
of the transformed matrix. Compression is achieved by quantislllg and threshold ing those coefficients 
dccmcd ilTclcvant and thcn entropy encoding the transformcd data. Th is process must be carcfully 
controlled as too much removal of data can resu lt in an unacceptably degraded result. As the coefficients 
in the transformed matrix arc ordered in a diagonal ised manner an efficient compression algorithm scans 
the matrix in a diagonal manner, Figurc 2.10(b), to max imise the groups of insignificant data which 
results in optimal performance from cncoders such as RLE. 

C(II,III) =k, (lI)k, (Ill ) I I f(x,y).cos nil ' .cos nlll "--':-~ M- ' N- ' ( '+112) ( Y+II2) 
\'=0.''' 0 N M 

Where 

O:::;; II :::;;N- l 

0$111 $ M - I 

(a) Frequency Map 

(2.2) 

Cb) Scanning Order 

I;' igure 2. to : Illustration of Frequency Distributi on :lIId Sc:mning O rd er in neT 

Practical implementations of the ocr dividc thc video frame into NxN blocks to reduce complltational 

complexity. The choice of blocks ize is important as the OCT must not use unreasonable memory 
resources and should nol be too computationa ll y complex. Typical OCT based compression schemes use 

an 8x8 blocksize, which has been shown to result in fast implementat ion and modest memory 
requirements [8has97]. 

Image and video compression schemes us ing the 2D-DCT have the advantage of using a well established 
transfonn algorithm that allows for good comprcssion results over a wide range of compress ion ratios. 
However, these algorithms suffer at high compression ralios, producing images and video streams that 

arc ' blocky '. Th is effect is a direct result of dividing the image into NxN blocks, as the higher the 

compression ratio, the more significant coeffic ients get discarded and thus the NxN block cannot be 
acceptab ly recovered , causing discontinuities at the edges of each block. Figure 2.1 1 shows a example of 
a hi ghly compressed JPEG image hi gh light ing the 'blocky ' effcct. 
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Figure 2.11 : Exn mpl e of ' blockYlless ' wilh the DCT 

The 'blocki ncss' associated with the DCT can be overcome and techniques such as filteri ng along the 

edges o f each block lO reduce the aHec\ of ' blockiness' ha ve proven reasonahly successfu l [Rhas97]. 

Another technique used. is to vary the blocks ize of the macroblocks according to the activity in an 

image, for example, assigni ng larger blocksizes to areas in the image with less activity (less entropy). 

The variable block size DCr has also proven sllccessfu l but stil l is unable to totally remove the ' blocky' 
affects [Cben89]. 

2.4.3 Quantisation 

The tra nsfomled image often results in a matri x of real coefficients with a large dynamic range and 
therefore some quantisation is needed to reduce the range by removing insignificant coefficients and 

reducing the precision of signi fi cant coefficients . A well-designed quantiser is able to reduce the 
precis ion of transformed coeffic ients without perceivable loss in image quality; the choice of which 

coefficients arc insignifican t making the largest impact on image quality loss. Generally, there exist two 

types of quanlisers used in image and video compression, sca lar and vector quanti sat ion. 

Scalar Quantization (Sol a9 71 

An example of a uniform scalar quantiser has already been exp la ined in Section 2.1 but a sca lar quantiser 

need not be unifoml. In fact, in some cases a non-uniform qU3nt isation process is often more 
advantageous. For example if input data has a range of 0-5 and it is known that most of the input data 

points wi ll occur between 1-3 then a quant izcr can be des igned to be more accurate in the region between 
1-3 and less accurate between 0-\ and 3-5. This will min imize the quanti sat ion error for most dat a points. 

A further advancement is an adaptive quantizer where the quanti sat ion step size is varied over time 

according to the variance of the input Signal. This fonn allows for a better and morc compact quanti scd 
representation of the input signal at the expense of increased computation, as the variances of the input 

need to be constantl y recalculated. 
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Vector Quantization (VQ) 

Vector quantisation, unlike scalar quanti sat ion. operates on multiple data values, called vectors, making 
use of codebooks to assign codewords to vectors of input data. Figure 2.12 shows a VQ system. The 
input vector is compared to all vectors listed in the codebook and a ' best fit ' is found whereupon the 
binary code tor this vector is output. The strength of VQ li es in the fact that thc output binary code 
consists of far less bits than the input vector and so compression is achieved. Obvious ly, this quantizati on 
scheme relies heavi ly 011 the size and the accuracy of the codebook. as the larger the codebook the belter 
the accuracy of the quantisation but. the larger a code book, the longer the binary code becomes, 
decreasing compression performance. A larger codebook also increases the processing power required to 

search it and so there ex ists a trade-ofT between codebook size, processing power and compression 
effic iency; hence there are many algorit hms that aim to provide an optimal codebook with minimal 
complexity [Bhas97]. As in scalar quanti sat ion, there are adaptive VQ schemes where the codebook can 
change according to the input data. In these cases the generated codebooks needs to be transmitted along 
with the coded data for effecti ve decoding. 

E ncoder 

('otic Hook 

27 2. 000001 

50 57 111111 

Decoder 
13 12 7 9 000000 

Output Vector 
24 30 27 2. 000001 .. 

"100101" 

122 119 123 125 100101 
.. 

50 54 52 57 111111 

Figure 2.12 : Exam lll e of a Simple Vector QlI:lntizlltion Process 

Known video compression standards that take advantage of VQ are Cinepak from Radius and Indeo 3.23 
from [nte l [Brya95]. A Video compression scheme using an advanced VQ method was implemented on a 
VAM PIRE processor and results reported by Fowler et. al. [FowI95]. In thi s scheme the use of VQ is 

shown to provide useful rea l-time video compression; however compress ion ratios reported were not 
suitable for low bit rate appl ications and the scheme lacks sca lability as the compression was dependent 
on the source video stream. 
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2.4.4 Entropy Encoder/Decoder 

The final stage of common, st ill -image compression techniques is usually a loss less encoding scheme. 
This is generally an ent ropy-based scheme with Huffman or Arithmetic encoding being the morc popular 

choices [WaJJ9J ]. 

2.5 Fractal Compression 

Fracta l image compression is a relatively new and promising compression technique. Fracta ls arc signal s 
that recurs ive ly contain themselves [Jacq97]. A zoomed fractal signal looks as though it has infinite 
resolution bUI is, in fact , the signal reappearing in itse lf. A fraetal image compression scheme tries to find 

fractals in the image by searching for a combination of transforms that best represents that image. The 
advantage of fraetal compression is a very fast decoding time and the ability to decompress an image 10 

any resolut ion, However the process of finding the fractals for compress ion is a very time consuming 

task and, as such, the encoding of fractal compression is slow. By way of example Uys [UysOO] reports 
an implemented fracta l image encod ing system lIsing parall el Texas Instruments TMS320C80's with ,m 
encode time ofapproximatcly I I seconds and a decode time of about 0.8 seconds. Thus, although it has 
been shown that fractals can provide good compression result s [Papa92][Nich96], for practical, real -time 
DSP video implementations the use of fractals is severely limited. 

2.6 Wavelet Compression 

The Wavelet transfom1 has gained enormous popularity in video compression circles as it provides beller 
compression resu lts than the DCT coun terparts at simi lar computationa l cost [Marp99] for applications 
that requi re large amounts of compression. This section aims to introduce the wavelet concept but , as the 
field is very large, only parts that are deemed relevant to the di ssertation are presented and a ri gorous 
theoretical approach is omilled. An mtcrested reader is referred to [Chan95] and [Chui92] for an 
exce llent theoretical mtroduction. 

2.6.1 Theory 

The purpose of a wavelet transform is to decompose a signal }(t) by iteratively convolving the signal 
with an infinite set of wavelets cont inuall y varying in scale and translation , all derived from a prototype 

or motiler wavelet [Chan95]. Mathematically this is represented as the Continuous Wavelet Transform 

(CWT) as in (2.5) with \II".!,(t) being the mother wave let as described in (2.6). The parameters a and b 

correspond to the varying scale and time respect ively and the factor lal·ln ensuring that there is energy 
normalization across the different sca les [Riou92]. An important factor is that the actual wave let basis 
funct ions are not defined but rat her a framework is presented which high lights the general properties ofa 

wavelet transfonn. Thus any funct ion meeting the requirements of a wavelet can be used to perfonn the 
wavelet transfonn. 
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• 
Fa",ar": CWT(a,b)~ f J(th '"", (t)"t -. 

'" = complex conjugate 

(a. b) vmy continllol/sly 

• • 
Inverse: J(t)~ f f CWT (a, b) '1'"", (t)dbda 

-00 ,,>0 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

For purposes o f explaining bow the transfonn is implemented. some important properties need to be 

highlighted. The most impot1ant properti es of the wavelets are the admissibility and the regularity 

conditions [Riou92J. These are the properties that give the wavelet its name. It can be shown that square 

integrable functions \Il( t) satisfying the admissibility condi tion (2.7) ( ljl(ro) is the Fourier Transfoml of 

\jJ(t) ) can be lIsed to ana lyse and then reconstruct a signal without loss of infomlation [Riou92J. The 

admissibility condition implies that '-P(ro) vanishes at the zero frequency (DC), which means that the 

wavelet cannot have a low-pass characteristic. As it tums out the wavelet has a band-pass characteristic 

[Chan95]. This observation is important as it means adjustments must be made in order to represent an 

input signals' DC components. The nu ll at the zero frequency also implies that the average value of the 

wavelet in the time domain must be zero (2.8). Therefore the wavelet must be osci ll atory, i.e. a wave. 

(2.7) 

• 
f~l(t)"t =0 

(2.8) 

A complete mathematical proof of the regu larity conditions of the wavelet can be fou nd in [Cohe92], but 

for the context of this di ssertation only the imp lications are relevant. The regu larity condition of the 

wavelet states that the wavelet must be smooth and concentrated in both time and frequency. This 

condition leads to a fast implementation, which is desirable for practical use of lhe transform. 
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2.6.2 Discrete Wavelet Transform 

There arc two significant problems that make the CWT impractical for image processing purposes. The 

CWT is ca lculated by continuously shining a continuously scalable function over a signal and 

calculating the correlation between the two. However the wavelets used are oftcn not orthogonal, 

meaning the transformed data will contain redundancy and thus not properly decOITelate the signal 

[Riou92]. As stated earlier the more decorrelation a transfonn achieves the better for compression. so it 

is desirable to have an orthogonal wavelet transform to ach ieve higher decorrelat ion. The second 

significant issue is that the CWT, as its name implies, is used for continuous signals and as such is not 

suitab le fo r the discrete image envIronment. Thus the CWT needs to be di seretised in order to effectively 

transform image data. 

The CWT can be discretised as in (2.9). This Illeans that the wavelet functions are now not continuously 

scalable and translatable but can only be scaled and translated in fixed steps (Chan95]. Usually (If) = 2 

and bo = 1 is chosen which cOlTesponds to dyadic sampling on the scale and time axes, a natural choice 

for implementation purposes on computers, and also leads to specia l choices of wavelets tha t are 

orthononnal , translating to good decorrelation [Ant092]. 

- m .., 

DWT(III , II) ~ (/O' 'iJ(kJI' ((l~"' k - lIbo ) , 
(2.9) 

'" {f = {fo 

b = "boa 

Even with the OWT an infinite number of scaling and translations arc required to represent a signal 

adequate ly. This is obviously quite unsuitable for practical im plementations and so some method of 

real isticall y perfonning the transform is required. The solution to the problem is presented by Mallat 
[MaI189] usi ng a technique called 1l1ulti-resolutional analysis. in multi -resolutional analysis the wavelet 

transfoml is thought of as a filte r bank with a signal being analysed at different resolut ions (hence the 

tell111l1ulti-resolutional). In this analysis a scaling functionljl (2.10) is introduced along with the mother 

wavelet 'l' (2.11). To understand the reason for the sca ling fu nction S0111e explanat ion is required. 

In the frequency space (Fourier domain) a wavetet compressed in time by a factor of2 (resulting from lIo 

= 2, bo = I) is stretched in frequency and shifted upwards by a factor of 2 [Taub86] as illustrated by 

Figure 2.13. So in tenns of Fourier space each time the wavelet is stretched in time by the factor of 2 its 
spect rum is halved, meaning it only covers half the remaining spectrum. Remembering that the wavelet 

transfoml is iterative, as the iterations continue the wavelet is continua ll y scaled and can only represent 

half of the remaining spectrum. It is obvious that il would require infinite iterations of the transfonll to 
represent the entire spectrum of the in put signal and the zero frequency wou ld still not be represented. 

The observation supports what was implied in the admissibly property of the wavelet with tbe band-pass 

nature. Thus Mallat introduced the low pass sca ling function, subject to the same dilation and translation 

of the wavelet, to represent the DC and low frequency parts of the signal. 

- m 

$m" (x)~2T $ (Z-'" -11) (2.10) 
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- /PI 

\~", .q (X) = 2 2 \11 (Till - /1) (2.11 ) 

\ 
f 

Figure 2.13: Uamlwpass Nnt ure of W,lVclcl 

Further work [Riou92][Daub88][Cohe92][Esta77] showed that the DWT can be implemented using fiR 
lilters, Figure 2.14, and morc speci fi c<111y the Qtl<ldrature Mirror Filters. Sinee the theory of FIR filters 

was well wknown and the Quadraturc Mirror Filter was known to enginecrs and widely llsed, this 

connectionS is very significant as realistic implementations were now possible. In these implementations 

the scaling filter is onen temled the h filte r and the wave let fi lter the g filter/> . The wavelet transform can 

now be seen as dividing the input image into a set of spatially decorrclated freq ucncy subwbands, very 

similar in implementation to existing subwband encoders [Bl1as97]. 

Subwband encoding schemes are well-known and have been used extensively, mainly in voice and audio 

encoding but also in image encoding [Bhas97]. However, the sub-band wave let encoder has certni n 

impl ications and conditions for the filter design that rest rict the type ofwavelcls that can be used. Images 

are generally smooth and so it is appropriate that the exact reconstruction wavelet scheme should 

correspond to an orthononnal basis with a smooth mother wave let. However for implementation 

purposes the filte r needs to be short to reduce the computational load. This however leads to lower 
smoothness and so the fi lters cannot be too short. Also the filters need to be linear phase as they are 

required to be cascaded in a pyramidal structure without phase compensation [Vett92J. For this reason a 

special set of bi-orlhogonal wave let bases has been constructed to provide reasonable smoothness and 

short filter des ign with the exact reconstruction property [Anto92]. 

S This was nol reall y a discovery as the QMF theory had stumbled onlO the subject already without mak ing the vital 
connection to wavelets 

~ This notation is from the multi -resolution analysis presented by Mall:lI and for consistency with the literature it 
wil l be used in this dissertation. 
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Foward Transform In verse Transform 

H(ro ) H(ro) 

f 

C(ro ) C(ro ) 

\1' 

Figure 2. 14 : Filter Bank Structure for WlI\'c let Transform 

2.6.3 Boundary Handling 

The issue of the treatment o f signal boundaries in the wavelet transform filter bank implementat ion leads 

la some problems that require exp lanati on. Applying the filter Implementation to an image incorrect ly 

will yi eld some discontinuities at the borders uf Lht:: image [8ris96} as shown in Figure 2.1 5. Bnslawn 

[8ris96] showed that thi s problem is easily solved by extending the image signal at the boundaries either 

symmetrica lly or periodically. Therefore in dcsigmng a wavelet transform implementation care must be 

taken in handling the borders of the image to ach ieve correct reconstructi on. 
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Difference 

Figure 2.15: Results of Incorrect Border Handling of Image 

2.6.4 The 2·D Wavelet Transform as Applied to Images 

As in the DeT an image is two dimensional and so a two dimensional wave let transform needs to be 

applied. This is achieved by applying the l-D wavelet transform on the rows and then on the columns 

with dyadic down-sampling to achieve spect ral coverage as shown in Figure 2.16. The process is 

inversed 10 reproduce the image losslessly. 

1111 

tlG 

GII 

GG 

Figure 2.16: nUcr Iml)ICIllClltlltion of thc 2-D Wavelct Tnmsfonn 

In thc filter implcmentation as shown in Fibrure 2.16 the result of a single iteration divides the image into 

four sub-bands representing the low frequenc ies of the image, or the average (1-11-1), and the high 

frequencies in each direction; horizontal (Ha), vertical (01-1) and diagonal (GO). In order to get beller 

deconclation, the process can be iterated on the low-frequency (1-11-1 ) result, until either the average oftbe 
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image is represented by a single value or a desired poil11 of decorrelation has been reached. Figure 2.17 

shows the result of a 2-D wavelet transfonn iterated 3 times with the transfonned results displayed at 

each iteration. This figure gives an engineering perspective on the wavelet transform as it shows 
graphically exactly what is happening. To match up with the notation introduced in Figure 2.16 and 

referring to Figure 2.17b the top left matrix is the result of applying the H filter in both directions (H I-I) , 

the top right is the H filte r 011 the rows and the G filter on the columns (HG), the bottom left is the result 

of the G filter on the rows and the H filte r on the columns (O H) and the last matrix is the result of the G 

filter applied in both directions (GG). The transform is iterated on the HI-! result as can be seen in the 
figure. 

To SUppOl1 what has been discussed, it is clear that the transform is in fact dividing the image into 

frequency components, with the entire image being visib le throughout, at decreasing resolution. The 

other parts of the transfonned matrix are those areas of detail needed to reproduce the image at its 

onglllal resolution. Another noti ceable feature is Ihat the resulting tnmsformed matrix is of the same size 

as the origi nal image and so there has becn no compression as yet. But visua lly there appears to be more 

and more areas of blackness as the transform iterates, which translates to beller entropy encoder 

performance. Intuiti vely this suggests higher potential fo r compression as the transform iterates, which 

StlPPOl1 S the theory that as the wave let transform iteratcs, so the data becomes more decOITelated yie lding 

better compression performance. 
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a) Originnl b) Transform Mat ri. .. with I Iteration 

c) Tnmsform Malri.x 2 Ilcrmions d) Tnmsforrn Mnlri.x wilh 3 Ilefulions 

NOle: The delnil eocfrteienlS hnve been multiplied by u fuclor of 2 in order 10 more c\e;Irly show Ihese IIfe,1S 
The hghter lines arc odded to hdp difrefCn1~lle bctw~"n Ih" V~lfk)US subbnnds 

Figurc 2. 17: A \Vavcl el TI'~lII s fo nll of ' M:lll ' with 3 itc r :l lio lls 

2.6.5 The Advantages of the Wavelet Transform 

The first and major advant<lgc of the transform is that it operates on the entire image rather than dividing 
it into several blocks. Thus when the image has been highly compressed and becomes degraded, there are 

no blocky artefacts as associated with OCT~based schemes. In fact , when degradation does ocellr it is 
often a more gracefu l form of degradation, where the image becomes 'smoothed' over as detail 
components are suppressed. This is oftcn more pleasing to the human cye than the blocky characteristi c 
of OCT based degradation [Bhas97]. However although the tranSfOnll provides belter visua l result s than 
the OCT~bascd schcmc its fast implementation is still s lower than that of the fast DCT implementations, 

so the classic process ing power versus performance trade~offstill exists. This disadvantage has, in recent 
limes, become negl igible with the increas ing speed and avai lability of digita l signal processors. 
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2.6.6 Wavelet Based Compression Schemes 

The wavelet transfonll in vidco compress ion has yielded modificd approaches to quantising and 
compressing the transform coefficien ts. Using a useful property of the wavelet transform researchers 
have developed compression schcmes, unique to the transfoml, that provide very favourab le results 

rSaid96][Shap93]. This section will start by introducing the properties of the wavelet tranSf0!111 lIsed to 
achieve the high compression ratios before highlighting tbe techniques used. 

For the discllssion some clarification on notation is required. As the transform iterates, it is effectively 

representing the image in the next coarser scale. In terms of this document, the highest scale represents 
the sub-bands in the final iteration of the transfonn whereas the lowest scale is the ori gi nal image to be 
transfonncd. Fi6'1lre 2.18 shows the notation used to refer 10 specific sub-bands in different sca les. 1n this 

figure HG2 is the scale immediately higher than HO I. 

HH2 HG2 

HH1 HG1 HG1 

GH2 GG2 

GH1 GG1 GH1 GG1 

Figure 2.18: Notation for Various Subbands 

An important propel1y of the transform, that has bcen alluded to, but never mentioned is the hierarchical 
nature of the wavelet transform. Due to the iterative nature of the tranSf0!111, coefficients in the higher 
scales are dependant on coefficients in the lower scales of similar spatial orientation [Shap93]. The 
dyadic down-sampling in the transfonn means that a coefficient in onc scale is dependant on the 4 
coefficients in the scale directly below it with similar spatial coordinates, as illustrated in Figure 2.19. 
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f-J- ~ HH2 HG2 

HG1 

GH2 GG2 

GH1 GG1 

Figure 2.19: Illustration of 11icrarchical Naturc of Wavclct Transform 

11113 IIG3 

HG2 

GII3 GGJ 

HG1 

GH2 GG2 

GH1 GG1 

Figure 2.20: [x:lIllplc showing the Tree-like Structurc within thc Transform 

Other terms that require clarification are the tree-like structure of the transfonn and the parent-child 
dependencies. In Figure 2.20 a three level wavelet transform is shown with the hierarchical coefficients 
highl ighted and li nked to define a tree of related coefficients, with the coefficient in HH3 being the root 
of the tree. The coefficient in HG3 is the parent to the coefficients in 1-IG2 whose children are the 

coefficients in HG I. 

Embedded Zerotree Wl\velet (EZW) 

The hierarchical nature of the wave let transform immediately lends itself to compress ion. Consider a 
coefficient in the 1-11-13 band that is deemed insignificant by a compression algorithm, then, since it is 
dependent on all the children coeffic ients of lower scales, there is a good chance that the children 
coeffic ients are also insign ificant. An efficient compress ion algorithm could use thi s information to 
represent an entire tree of insignificant coeffic ients with very few codewords. Shapiro [Shap93] is widely 
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credited (IS being the first to develop an algorit hm using the hierarchical nature of the wavelet transform, 
called the Embedded Zerotree Wavelet (EZW). 

The EZW is a progressive encoder meaning that it encodes in increasing accuracy, simi lar to JPEG III 

progress ive mode. The progressive (also called embedded) system is adva ntageous as it allows an image 

to be reconstructed immediately at a very coarse level with subsequent information refining the overall 

qualityofthe image. The encoding algorithm uses the fact that natural images have a low pass spectrum 
[8has97] and as such most of tile image energy res ides in the lower frequenc ies, or the HH sub-band. An 

obvious but st ill mentionable property of the wavelet transform is that large wavelet coefficients arc 

more important than smaller ones. The compression algorithm uses tile concept of zerotrees (trees of 

insignificant coefficients) to effectively encode large volumes of insignificant data. 

The EZW starts with a threshold and scans the coefficients of the transfomlcd matrix in two passes, a 

d01ll11l(1II1 and a subordinale. The dominant pass assigns a codcword for each coeffic ient. If the 

coefficient is larger than the thresho ld then a I' (positive) is assigned: if a coefficient is smaller than the 
negativc of the threshold then a N (negative) is assigned; if a coefficient is smaller than the threshold and 

the root of a zerot ree then a T is assigned and ti nally if the coefficien t is smaller than the threshold and 

not the root ofa zerotree then a Z (iso lated zero) is assigned. The subordinate pass then scans ali i) and N 

coded coefficients and assigns a refinel1lcn! hit tn etlch. The threshold is decreased and the process 
repeated. EnCOding can be terminated at any time or when the threshold reaches zcro. 

In this scheme there are tI few factors that are impOl1ant for correct encoding and decoding. The first is 

the order that the coefficients of the transformed matrix arc scanned. This is important as the encoder and 

decoder mu SI rollow the same scanning order or the coded data will be incorrectly decoded. In the EZW 
the two common scanning orders used are the raster or Morton scan as shown in Figure 2.21 [Shap93], 

although, any scanning order can be used as long as the encoder and decoder follow the same pattem and 
parent coefTicients are scanned before children. The detennination of the in itia l thresho ld is also 

important and, in the EZW, bit plane-encoding is commonly lIsed [Sha]193] and so the threshold is 

ca lculated as in (2.12) and then halved for each successive scan. 

TI I I 1 2l'0" ('''''XIIQ '"II))J /,Ires 10 ( = 
(2.12) 

C (x,y ) =MMrix Coefficient 
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z 

a) Rastcr Scan b) Morton Scan 

Figure 2.2 1: Common Sca nning orders used by EZ\V. III this case th e wavelet transform is 3 levels 

Results published in Shapiro's paper proved that the EZW significantly outperformed the existing JPEG 

standard. For example. a test image ' 8arbara' was compressed a rate of20.37: [ for both JPEG and EZW 
and the resulting PSNR 's for each was 26.99d8 and 29.39d8 respectively. This objective measure shows 

a sign ificant improvement over JPEG. Shapiro also quotes subjective quality tests that outperform JPEG. 
An example of this can be seen in Figure 2.22 and Figure 2.23. lrlooked at carefull y there is degradation 

in both images, however the JPEG degrades into a ' blocky ' image whereas the EZW degradation is 

represented at the edges in the image where ringing is seen to occur. This is an example of the graceful 

degradation that is associated with the wavelet lransfonn. 

Figure 2.22: Visual Compa r iso n of COlllpr'cssioll of' L.enll" at 32: 1 for .JP EG 
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Figure 2.23: Visual COOlllarison or 'Lella' at 32: I ror EZW 

The EZW produced good compression results and outperrormed JPEG quite significantly at higher 

compression ratios. A rurther reature or lhe EZW tbat makes it desirab le, is the ability 10 choose an exact 

bit rate ror compression whereas JPEG only allows the user to choose a desired quality ractor which does 

not give the user exact bit rate control. 

Set Partitioning In Hicntrchical T rccs 

An algorithm that resembles the EZW but is different in Illany areas is Sct Panitiolllng III Hierarchica l 

Trees (SP lI-IT), first presented by Said and Peariman [Said96l The resemblance is round in the 

algorithm's si milar use of the hierarchical nature of the wavelet transform as EZW, but the method in 

which this is done is different. 

The spu-rr algorithm traverses the trees or the transrormed image matrix using a predetennined 

th reshold to order trees and pixels into three lists, outputting code bits indicate in which list a coefficient 

resides; these the decoder can use to decode. As in the EZW, the order that the algorithm traverses the 
tmnsformed matrix must be the s::lIne ror the encoder and decoder. The threshold is then red uced and the 

process repeated until a desired rate is achieved or the threshold reaches O. The li sts that the algorithm 

uses are called the List of Insignificant Pixels (UP), the List of Insignificant Sets (US) and the List of 

Significant Pixels (LSP). The UP contains coordinates to all the pixels scanned that have been deemed 
insignificant, the U S contains the coordinate to the roots or insignificant trees in the matrix and the LSP 

conta ins the coordinates of coefficient s deemed si!:,'llificant. The algorithm divides the trees in the 

transromled image into two typesj the D-Type and L-Type. If a tree is D-Type then all descendants of the 

tree are checked for significance and if L-Type then all the descendants with exception of the immediate 
children are checked. Two passes are perfonned, simi lar to the EZW, for each threshold va lue used. The 
dominant pass orders the pixels into the various li sts while Subordinate pass checks the LSP and encodes 

the next significant bit for each coefficient in the LSP, thus refining the accuracy of significant 

coefficients. 
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Resu lts reported were shown to outperrorm those or the JPEG standard. Table 2.2 shows a table 
high l igh Li ng the increased perrormanee of the SPII-IT over J PEG for the standard test images of' Lena ' 

and 'Goldhill'. The results for JPEG were generated lIsing a freely available software package [JPEG]. It 
is immediately evident that at all compress ion ratios the SPlJ-lT is able to olltperrorm JPEG in terms or 
PSNR. Visually the results show an improvement as can be seen in Figure 2.24 and Figure 2.25. 

JPEG SPIHT 

Ra te Lena Goldhitl Lena Glldhill 
(bPP) (PSNR)(dB) (PSNR)(dB) (PSNR)(dB) (PSNR)(dB) 

1 39.02 34.41 40.41 36.55 

0.5 35.53 31.31 37.21 33.13 

0.25 31.18 28.66 34.11 30.56 

0.2 29.88 27.44 33.15 29.85 

Table 2.2: Comp:lriso n of JPEG :l nd srll-lT ISaid%l 

Fig ure 2.24: JI)EG Im age of ' plane' at 40:1 
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-

Figure 2.25: SI)I UT Im:lge of ' plaJle' ut 40: 1 

The SPII·IT algorithm has similar advanlages to Ihe EZW in that , it is an embedded scheme that degrades 
gracefully at higher compression ratios [Said96]. However, the scheme is more complex than JPEG and 
thus requires extra processing demands. 

Space-Frequency Quantisation (SFQ) 

The srQ [Xion97] algorithm for wavelet image encoding is a slightly differcnt approach to using the 
zerotree structure as shown in the previous schemes. SFQ uses two simple quanti sat ion modes to exploit 
both the frequency and spatial compaction properties of the wavelet Iransfol111. Simply put , the algorithm 

first quantises trees of zeros in a similar fashion to the zcrotrcc method ofShapiro [Shap93]; it then uses 
a single unifonn scalar quantiser to quanti se the remaining wavelet coefficients. The algorithm achieves 
impressive resul ts, trying 10 match the minimum image distortion at a given rate, by adjusting the spatial 
subset of coefficien ts that should be thrown away, and manipulating the uniform quantiser step size Ihat 

is lIsed for quantising the remnining coefficients. This process is extremely complex as the two criteria 
are interdependent making computation of thc optimal solution very complex and computationally 
intensive. 

The results reported in [Xion97] show that the algorithm is able to compete with other state-of-the-art 
wavelet compression algorithms and in some cases perform better. Objective results shown in Table 2.3 
highlight the performance of SFQ aga inst JPEG. The results for srQ were obtained from [Xion971 wbile 
the JPEG results were generated as in Tablc 2.2. In the case of ' Lena ' and 'Goldhill ' thc algorithm is 
seen to significantly outpcrf0I111 JPEG. However the cost of using this scheme is the large computational 

time required to calculate the optimum quanti sat ion technique for each image. 
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JPEG SFQ 

Rate lena Goldhill lena Goldhill 
(bpp) (PSNR)(dB) (PSNR)(dB) (PSNR)(dB) (PSNR)(dB) 

1 39.02 34.41 40.52 36.70 

0.5 35.53 31.31 37.36 33.37 

0.25 31.16 26.66 34.33 30.71 

0.2 29.66 27.44 33.32 29.66 

Table 2.3: Comparison bctwce n JI'E:G and SFQ 

I~igure 2.26: JI}EG Ima ge of' Lena ' al 32: I 
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figure 2.27: SFQ Image of 'Le .. a' at 32: I 

2.7 Temporal Compression Techniques 

." Source 
Encoder 

Motion 
Compcnsal ion I .. 

Estimmion 

~ Qu:ul1izcr 

, 
I nvcrsc 

Quantizmioll 

, 
Source 

Decoder 

... Entropy 
Encoder 

Figure 2.28 : Basic Block Diagram Of:l Video Encoder 

... ~IOOOI... 

Figure 2.28 shows a basie block diagram of the typical video compression encoder. It is plainly evident 

that the video encoder is very similar to that of the still image encoder. The only difTerence being the 

Motion CompensationlEstimation block which perfomls temporal compress ion. 

As mentioned in the introduction, a video compression scheme is able to take advantage of the temporal 
redundancy between successive video frames. This is achieved through a technique known as 1110t ion 

compensation and estimation7 [Sola97]. Motion compensation/estimation tries to predict motion between 

frames and use lIIolioll veClors to represent Ib is motion. It then lIses these motion vectors to reconstruct 

7 The process of obt<lining the motion vector is called mOTioll es/imalion <Ind the process of using the motion vector 
to reduce the temporal redundancy oflhe vi deo sequence is called lIIolioll cOlllfJell.wli o ll. 
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the current frame from the reference frame and compute a difference between the reconstructed frame 
and the actual current frame to obtain an error frame. This error frame now has a great deal of spatial 
correlation and thus can be highly compressed. 

A ll Example 

An example is used to clarify some conceptllal issues. A generated image sequence is given in Figure 
2.29, although unrea listic it serves the purpose of illustrat ion. 

a) Frame I - Reference Frame b) Frame 2 - Current Frrune 

Figure 2.29: Illustra tion of Motion Co mpensation/Estimation 

A typical motion compensat ion/estimati on scheme would divide the frames into blocks, ca ll ed macro

blocks, and rind displacements of the blocks rather than single pixels. This simplification is valid because 
motion in a video sequence affects groups of pixels and not just single pixels. FUl1her, performing 
motion compensation on a pixel-by-pixcl basis, while yielding the best motion estimate, is too 

cOlllputationally intensive. The size of the macro-block is an impol1ant issue, as too large a macro-block 
and the motion estimation does not remove the redundancy effectively and too small a macro-block and 
the computational time becomes considerable while the number of motion vectors needed to represent 
the motion becomes too large for worthwhile compression. In practice the macro-b locks are generally of 

size 16x 16 pixels, because it suits DCT based video compression standards and for a better motion 

estimate 8x8 block sizes are used [SymcO I]. 

Once the frames have been divided into blocks, a search begins wh ich tries to match a block in the 
current frame with one in the reference frame. The commonly used matching criterion is either the 
Minimum Mean Square Error (2.3) or the Mean Absolute Error (2.4). A match ing block has the least 
MMSE or MAE and once a match is found, the motion vectors are then encoded for each block. Figure 
2.29 shows an example of a matching block, the dotted line representing the motion of the block on the 
reference frame and the solid line indicating the matching block across the frames. The search algorithm 
requires a great deal of computation and thus a fast algorithm that rinds the best block match is required. 
In pract ice there are Illany search algorithms lIsed that provide varying motion estimation accuracy at 
varying computational costs. The scheme implemented in this thes is does not use temporal compression, 
so an in-depth discuss ion of each search algorithm is irrelevant, however for the sake of completeness 
Appendix B highlights some of the more popular search techniques used. 

1 M - IN - I 

MMSE(i,j) = - L.2JC(x +k,y+/)- R(x+i +k,y + j +/))' 
MN keO / .. 0 

(2.3) 
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I M-IN-I 

MAE(i,j) ~ - L:L: IC(x+k,y +/) - R(x+i +k,y + j +1)1 
MN k _O I~O 

(2.4) 

The example given describes motion prediction using only two frames. Frames coded in sllch a manner 
are onen referred to as P-frollles when describing a video compression technique. Further compression is 

achieved by not only lIsing the previolls frame for prediction bu t also the future frame. Such bi

directional prediction allows for an even more highly correlated difference image at the expense of more 

computational time. In video compression tenns a frame encoded using bi-direct ional prediction is often 

ca lled a B-frame. Many of the current video compression schemes use a mixture of predictive and bi

directional predictive encoding to achieve good compress ion results. 

The advantage of the motion compensation/estimation is a very efficient representation of the vidt::o 

stream. However the prediction scheme means that video editing becomes a very computationally 

intensive task, as the edi tlllg software needs to look at past and future frames to construct the current 
frame. Furthermore this dependence on other frames makes random access to various frames a near 

impossible task [HoanO I]. A further and major drawback of the system IS the blocky artefacts (s imilar to 

those in DCT still image compression) that appear in fast motion sequences, translating to a displeasing 

video sequence. Techniques such as overlapped block motion estimation [Wata91], that app ly smoothing 
filte rs over the error frame have proven quite successful in reducing the blocky artefacts. Other solutions 

propose a s lightly more complex scheme of dividing the video st ream into arbitrarily shaped regions 

rather than blocks [Dang95]. The choice of how to split into rcgions is based upon which regions are in 

111otion. Results shown in this field have proven to reduce the blockiness of motion at the expense of 

greater processing power, as now the image requires segmentation into usefu l moving objects and extra 

data is required to specify the various, arbitrarily shaped regions. 

2.8 Compression Standards 

This section introduces some of the existing standards, giving the major features of each standard and 

which basic compression techniques each uses. Every aspect of each standard is not covered and 
references are quoted to b'1lide an interested reader. 

2.8.1 Joint Pictures Expert Group (JPEG) 

In 1991 a joint ISO/CCITT committee, called the Joint Pictures Expcrt Group, offiCially published the 
first continuous tone image compress ion standard, now commonly ca lled JPEG [WaIl91]. The goal was 

to create a generic standard io cover all aspects of compression while also being universally used and 

accepted. The standard is a fast implementation allowing compression and decompression to be achieved 

wi thout an appreciable delay, thus being useful for real-time applications. Some of the requirements of 

the standard were that it should be near to the state-of-the-art in compress ion technologYl while allowing 

a large degree of adjustability and scalability. The codec should be robust meaning suit abil ity for any 

image size and colour space and content. Implementation of the scheme should be efficient allowing for 
software implementations to be easi ly developed. Part of the scalability option Illeans that the JPEG 

standard has been divided into 4 modes, Sequentia l, Progressive, Loss less and hierarchical. 
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Sequentia l Mode 

This is the most common foml of operation. The JPEG encoder first decides whether to perform a colour 

space conversion and then performs an 8x8 DCT as described earlier. The resulting DCT coemcients are 

then quantised using an 8x8 quantisation table according to a llser defined rate metric. The quanti sed 

coefficients arc then ordered in increasing frequency as described in Figure 2. 10. This ordering 
maximises the chance of successive zero coefficients being grouped, as the higher frequencies of the 
image will tend to have zero coefficients. The final step is to entropy encode the resulting data using a 

I"lm- len!,1h encoder followed by either a Huffman or arithmetic encoder. 

_ __ Colour 

COl1v('rSlOn ----- DCT 

•
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Convers,un IDCT 

JI'EG Encoder 
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Figure 2.30: Bloc k Diagra m of J PEG Encoder/ Decode!" 

P" ogressive Mode 

omprCSSl'd 
[magI' 

Progressive mode allows the user to transmit a picture over a number of scans thus allowing for 

accessible low bit rate transmiss ion. The first scan yie lds the entire image at low resolution and each 
successive scan increases the resolution of the image. Effective ly 1his is an sort ing of coefficients in 

order of importance. For example the first scan would encode all the DC coefficients for all macro blocks 

first, as they cont ribute most to the image energy, and then encode the AC coefficients in order of 
importance. Thus when decodi ng, every DC coefficient for all macro blocks would be decoded first and 

thus, a low resolution image would immediately be visible and with each subsequent scan the reso lu tion 

wou ld increase. 

L..ossless Mode 

In Ihis mode the JPEG codec does 1101 use the DCT but ralher a predictive techn ique that determines a 
pixel va lue based 011 surrounding pixel values. It then entropy encodes the result to give a compressed 

output. 
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Hierarchica l Mode 

The Hierarchical mode allows a user to decode a low~resolution version of the picture without first 
decoding to the maximum resolution. The drawback of Ihis system is the need for exlra picture buffering 

and the inc reased implementation complexity, which translates 10 a slower runtime. 

2.8.2 MJPEG 

In temlS of video compression, the initial success of the JPEG system yielded a video format ca lled 

Motion~JPEG (MJPEG)[Bhas97]. Although thi s scheme is not a standard it has become a de facIo 

standard as many vendors have developed an MJPEG codee [Main]. MJPEG encodes every video frame 

in a sequence as a si ngle JPEG image. The advantage oflhe MJPEG is fast execution time, as it does not 
implement any temporal compression. However the lack of temporal compression means that 
compress ion ratios are genera!ly modest compared to schemes ([lat do use temporal compression. The 

fact that every frame is treated independently means that any frame in the sequence can be randomly and 
quickly accessed. 111is feature makes MJPEG a very useful tool for video editing purposes. 

2.8.3 JPEG2000 

The new JPEG2000 standard [OgunOO][SkodOO] for still picture compression is set tu repl<lce the JPEG 

standard and is in the final stages of standardisation. JPEG2000 uses wave let-based techlllques to 

provide better compression results than its J PEG predecessor. The codec is based on the DWT, scalar 
quan ti sing, context-modelling, arithmetic C11coding and post~compress i on rate allocation. The codec 

catcrs for lossless and lossy modes by allowing various different wave let filters confibTtlrations to be 

used. The boundaries of the image are periodically extended to allow for efficient wavelet boundary 
handling. JPEG2000 aims to provide the same robustness and scalabi lity that JPEG provides but also has 

added featu res like random access to areas in a picture and ext ra error~rcsilience. An added fi~ature that is 

used in this video codec is the region of interest , which allows certain regions in the image to be encoded 

at higher quality than other regions. In December 2000 JPEG2000 Part I was standardized by the ISO 

[JPEG2000], which specifies the image encoding system, and soon after ' Image Power' lI mage] 

announced its JPEG2000 software implementation. Currently there are 5 other parts of the standard, 
which, to the knowledge of the author, have yet to be standard ised. These include extensions to the 

current core, mot ion JPEG2000, conformance, reference software (currcntly only Java and C 
implementations are scoped) and a compound image format fo r applications such as fax. 

2.8.4 MPEG-1,2,4 

The Motion Pictures Expert Group (M PEG) has defi ned a series of video compression standards, each 

designed to meet separate video bit rate requirements. Since these all have a direct bearing on the design 

of a v ideo compression scheme these standards need to be out lined and discussed. 

MPEG-I 

MPEG~I [OaIl9\] is a layered, DCT~based video compression standard that results in VHS quality 

compressed video at a target bit rate of about 1.5Mbs. It supports both PAL and NTSC fonnats and their 

respective SIF offshoots. Colour video is converted to YCRCR space and downsampled at 4:2:0. The 
MPEG-\ stream consists of three different types of frames each employing a slightly diffe rent encoding 
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to decrease compressed output size. The Inter-Frame, or I-frame, is encoded as a scparate image as in 
lossy JPEG. The predictive coded, or P·frarne, is a block-based motion compensated frame between the 

current frame and the previous frame. The Bi-directional prcdictive encoding frame, or B-framc, is the 
result of motion compensation of the current frame with the prevIous and future frame to get a morc 
compact representation. MPEG-l video defines a group of pictures (OOP) scheme that contains one I 
frame, a few P frames and lots of B frames. The I frame is necessary for error resilience as, since P and B 
frames are dependant on one another, any error occurring in these frames will propagate through the 
video. The I frame, however is independent and therefore stops any error propagation. The independence 
of the 1 frame from other frames also makes access to various pans of the video possible but true random 
access to every frame requires a large butTer to store the past and futu re frames in order to construct the 

current frame. The size oflhe OOP is very important as too large a GOP and the error resilience of the 
video drops and 100 smal l a GOP and the compression ratio increases. MPEG- l systems use a GO P size 
of 15 as this provides both acceptable compression and good error resilience as an error can only 
propagate for 16 frames which is less than a second of PAL video [Bhas97]. 

IBBPBBPBBPBBPBBP 

Figure 2.3 1: M PEG-I G roup of Piclures 

MPEG-I has been designed for bit rates of 1.5Mbs and CD-ROM applications and genera ll y perfonns 

we ll under these conditions [Sola97]. However the codec is not designed fo r low bit rate applications and 

as slIch suffers severely from 'blocky' artefacts when the bit rate is substantially reduced. 

MPEG-2 

MPEG·I's limitation of the bit rate means that it is unsu itable for broadcast applications; MPEG-2 was 
deve loped for high-end video applicat ions and filled the void lell by MPEG-l [Okub95]. The MPEG-2 
codec is very similar to MPEG- I but caters fo r extra sca labl1 ity to include feat ures necessary for 
broadcast applications. The codec is ai med at bit rates of 4Mbps lip to IOOMbps and SUPP0l1S resolu tions 

of 352x288 up to I 920x 1152. As in MPEG-l, the MPEG-2 treats colour in the YCRCn domain, however, 

it permits various types of colour down-sampling such as the 4:2:0 or 4:2:2 fonnat. It also uses optional 
B frames in order to increase quality al the expense of compress ion. The standard uses a more acclIfate 
form of mot ion compensation, which means that the resu lt ing reconstructed motion frame is a c loscr 
approximation to the actual frame and thus the error frame is more sparse, allowi ng fo r bet1er 
compression results. MPEG-2 broadcast TV is already in use in many countries as digital satellite 
television has startcd 10 gain prominence, [UEC] but is unsuitable fo r low bit rate applications [SymeOl ]. 
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MPEG-4 

MPEG 's answer to low bit rate video transmission is found in the newly released and constantly updated 
MPEG-4 rKocn99lfWen99J[M PEG4]. The codec is designcd to allow maximum IIlteractivity between 
multimedia applications and users and also bring the video to low bit rate channels, namely the Internet. 
The standard provides for a great deal of multimedia issues as pertains \0 the Internet but the focus here 
is going to be on its description of video. There are a multitude of features in MPEG-4 and therefore, in 
this section, detailed examinations of the exact workings of each feat ure of the codec are not given; 
rather a basic description of relevant features is presented. The quoted references each provide a myriad 

of information on the codec. 

For video, MP EG4 redefines the way video is represented and thought of. Typically a video stream is 
thought of as a series of images or frames representing the movement of a real-scene. This video stream 

is treated on a frame basis and compression techniques like MPEG-2 compress the video on this frame 
bas is. MPEG-4, however, redefines the video stream as a series of video objects. For example consider a 
scene with a news reader; there is typica lly onc person and the background. An Ml)EG-4 descript ion of 
the scene could be to separate the fo reground person video object from the background video object. The 
image of the person is now called a lexlllre and thcre also exists information describing the shape of the 

various video objects. 

MVEG-4 divides the scene into layers. The fi rst layer is the Video Object Plane (VGP) which is a 
complete spatia l representat ion of the object at a given time pe riod. Thus every object in the video scene 
is represented by a series of VOP's. Each VOP contai ns texture data describing the texture or the object 
and shnpc infonnation describing the shape of the object at that time. The next plane is the Gro/lp 0/ 
Video Object Plalles(GOV) which groups a seri es of VQP's into a single plane, much like MPEG-2's 
GOP, however data is organised so that each YOP can be sepnrately encoded. The Video Object Layer 

(VOL) caters for scalable encoding of a video sequence of VQP's or GOY 's. This scaling can be done 
temporally or spatially and thus allows for variable encoding to be achieved within limi ted computational 
power or bandwidth. The Video Session (VS) is the final layer and includes all the infonnation about the 

particular video sequence. 

Some of the aims of the standard that apply to natural-image video compression are to provide <Ill 

efficient compression of images and video and random access to all types of visual objects. This random 
access means that a video object from one video scene can be seamlessly placed in another video scene. 
As in all MPEG standards sca lability is provided fo r, with the user being able to compress a video stream 

to thei r exnct requi rements. 

The basic MPEG-4 encoder is shown in Figure 2.32 and highl ights some aspects of the MPEG-4 codec. 

MPEG-4 uses the 8x8 DCT for texture encoding as in the MPEG-2 standard and also uscs l6x 16 block
based motion compensation if needed. However with the encoding of arbit rarily shaped objects it 

provides alternative algorithms such as shaped-adaptive DCT and the use of motion compensation using 
"spri tes", similar to the sprite concept in graph ics programming. 

Basically MPEG-4 divides the compression of video into thrce categories; Very Low Bitratc Video 
(Y LBV), High Bitrate Video (HBV) and Content based functionali ti es. 

The VLBV layer is aimed at bit rates from 5 ... 64kbi ts/s and low spatial resolut ion (typicall y QCIF) with 
frame rates between 5-15 fps. The VLBV provides for error robustness, low latency and low complexi ty 
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for real·time multimedia applications. It also proposes algorithms for random access of frames and fast 
forward and fast reverse features. 

The content·based functionalities allow for separate encoding and decoding of content For example 

separating VD' s and allowing VD's to be encoded and decoded separately. Thi s part of MPEGA is 

where it differs substantially from the previolls standards as it now provides for increased interactivity 

and manipulation of VD's within a video scene. 
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Fig ure 2.32: Basic Block Diagram of M PEG·4 Encoder Il\,l PEG4] 

For low bit rates an important feature of the MPEG-4 codec its scalabili ty. MPEG-4 allows for parts of 

the bit stream to be decoded with rcduced quality and reduced spatial and temporal resolution. thus 

allowi ng for a wide range of bit rate targets to be mel. To cater for the error prone mobile environment 
MPEG-4 provides for elTor resilient features like rcsynchronisation, where the decoder is able to 

resynchronise the vi deo stream after an error event. The codec uses techniques for error correcting and 

concealment of known errors, by copying of adjacent blocks. 

MPEG-4 provides excellent video results and describes the future in multimedia applications where the 
end-user is allowed almost total cont rol of the mcdia down loaded from the Intemet. However for the low 

bit rate applications the high compression ratios requi red sti ll produce some ' blocky' artefacts associated 

with (he block·based DCT and block motion compensation. A further drawback is that the arbitrary 

object shapes require extra encoding and introduce complex issues such as handling the boundaries of 

the objecl. The description of the video object is of greatest impol1ance, as this requires the object to be 

efficiently segmented from the scene, a process that has proven (0 be a very complex issue [CKimOO] 

and fo r which, MPEG-4 provides no fomml algorithms. 

2.8.5 H.261 

The ITU [Turl93] recommended the H.261 standard for video conferencing over ISDN networks. It is 

fundamentally the same as a generic MPEG coded using the OCT, block-based motion compensation, 

quantization and variable length encoding. MPEG codecs support image resolutions of CIF, SLF or 
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higher while 1-1.261 only supports CIF and QCIF. 1-1 .261 does not use the GOP concept of MPEG and 
does not allow for Bi-directional prediction. Furthermore it lIses a limited motion compensat ion 
algorithm where block motion is only allowed to be a maximum of 15 pixels away from the reference 

pixcl. This allows a faster computational time but the accuracy of tile estimation suffers. The codcc is 
suffic ient for ISDN networks but suffers at bit rates be low 64kbps, which results in a blocky video 

signal. 

2.8.6 H.263 

The ITU-T 1-1. 263 [1-1.263] and its extension 1-1.263 1 is a improved version of 1-1.261 and is designed for 

videoconferencing over the telephone system where bit rates are typically <64kbps. This codec basicall y 

unlocks modes not supported by 1-1.261 , support ing video resolutions of sub-QCIF (128x96), QCIF, CIF, 

4CIF (704x576) and 16CIF(1408xI152) with the 4:2:0 YCRCu colour space. It also allows for 
unrestricted motion compensat ion, which can give a better 1110tion estimate than the restricted mode 
while increasmg complexity. Another feature is the use of advanced mol ion compensation tech11lqlles, 

where instead of using the l6xl6 macroblock it is divided into 4 8x8 macroblocks with extra motion 
vectors describing them. This increases the Humber of bits needed to describe the 111olion while yielding 
a better 111otion estimate to allow fo r higher compression. 1-1.263 takes advantage of the extra 
compression achieved by bi-directional prediction by introducing a concept of PB-frames, which, as the 
name suggests, is a P frame and a B frame that are amalgamated to make a single frame. Upon decoding 

the single frame is split into two and the B frame is decoded first followed by the P frame. Texas 
Instruments reports a real-time hardware implemented 1-1.263 encoder using a TMS320C620 I DSP (1600 
MIPS) [MiyaOO]. This encoder meets the minimal requirements of 1-1.263 with none of the annexes of the 
ITU-T spec ification implemented. The system requires a video capture card to capture the frames, which 
are then presented to the DSP for encoding. The DSP then presents a coded output that is decodable by 

any 1-1.263 decoder. 

The H.263+ extens ion allows for SN R, spat ial and temporal scalabi lity. It tries to reduce the 'blockiness' 

affect of the DeT and block motion compensation by llsing filte rs to smooth over the edges of the blocks 
to make a continuous image and maintains a hi gh frame-rate in sequences with high motion by encoding 
a low-resolution update of the higher resolution image while keepi ng stationary areas at high resolution. 
Extra error resilience is added and a better packetisation scheme is used to allow for better perfonnance 
on error-prone communications channels. These improvements create a better performing codec at the 

expense of increased process ing power. 

2.9 Current Video Research 

2.9.1 A Zero Tree Wavelet Video Encoder 

Martllcci et al. [Mart97] proposed a zcrotree based video encoder in 1997 that was designed for low bit 
rate systems. The proposed encoder incorporated the EZW and proposed an improved version called 

zerotree entropy encoding (ZTE). The ZTE sacrifices the embedded feature of the EZW to allow for 
more flexibi lity, adaptability <lnd improved encoding efficiency. The algorithm quantises transformed 
data, explicitly allowing for optimised quantisation according to a specific scene. The scanning of 
zerotree coefficients is done in a manner that exploits the connections between coefficients and what they 
mean in a frame , allowing for objects in a scene to be treated differently. These modifications are done in 
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order to conform to the specifications put forward by MPEG-4. Block motion est imation and advanced 
overlapped, block motion compensation is used to take advantage of temporal redundancy in a video 

scene. The affect of the overlapped block motion compensation is to reduce 'blocky' artefacts in low bit 

rate scenes. 

Figure 2.33 shows some results of the wavelet video encoder with the EZW and ZTE scheme against 
those of the MPEG-4 VM. Figure 2.33a) shows sti ll image results for the video sequence' Akiyo ' . It is 
evident that the objective PSNR results for the I-frames outperform those ofMPEG-4 VM with the video 
sequences reporting very similar PSNR readings. However, the authors claim improved subjective image 

quality dlJe to the lack of ' blockiness ' . 

Sequence Bits Y MPEG-4 VM EZW ZTE 
(kb) C (PSNR) (PSNR) (PSNR) 

Akiyo 14 
y 33.06 33.77 34.62 
C 36.31 35.71 36. 19 

Akiyo 28 
y 38.42 40.18 40.18 
C 40.81 39.50 40.81 

a) I·rrame coding PSNR Results 

Sequence 
Rate Y MPEG-4 VM ZTE 

(kbps) C (PSNR) (PSNR) 

Akiyo 10 
y 34.61 34 .61 

@5 frames/sec C 39.48 39.86 

Akiyo 24 
y 37.46 36.64 

@10frames{sec C 42.15 44.02 

b) Entire Sequences PSNR Results 

Figure 2.33: Results of th e Ze rolree W:lvclel Encod er versus M ')EG-4 V I" I . Results I""om IM:11"197 ] 

2.9.2 Partitioning. Aggregation and Conditional Coding (PACC) 

The PACe algorithm publ ished in 1999 [Marp99] presented a video compression algorithm that 
outperformed both the MPEG-4 VM (Version 5.1) and the ZTE based video encoder. In this algorithm, 
motion is treated as with 1-1.263 but an overlapped motion compensation scheme is applied, which 
reduces the false high frequency components present at block boundaries of the predictive frame, and 
thus is more suited to the wavelets. The algorithm divides source data into separate sets, by separating 
the produced wavelet sub-bands, in an attempt to decrease the entropy of the overall signal. The 
partitioning is conti nued by dividing the source data into three maps; a sigllificallce map, where all 
significant pixels appear, a magnitude map where the magnitude of the significant pixels appear and a 

sigil map holding relevant sign informat ion. The signifi cance map is then zerot ree encoded using a 
similar zerotree scheme as in [Shap93]. However it differs from the Shapiro scheme by confining the 
zerotrees to the lower sub-bands as, the experimental evidence of the authors suggests that traversing the 
trees further does not appreciably increase quality. The algorit hm then uses condit ional probabilities 
where the conditioning "context" is obtained from ne ighbouri ng pixels. This condit ioning allows a more 
compact representation of the various maps. The final step is to arithmetically encode the resulting 
binary data along with the motion vectors from the motion compensation. 
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Results reported (Table 2.4) are very impressive wi th PACC outperforming the MPEG-4 VM in all the 
sequences tested and 111 some cases by more than IdB. Visually with the use of the Wavelet Transfonn 

and overlapped motion compensation. Image degradation IS marc pleasmg to the eye. 

Sequence Rate (kbps) Y/C MPEG·4 VM PACC 

20.5 Y 37.81 39.75 
C 40.65 41 .76 

Akiyo 
Y 4 1.49 43.72 31 .5 
C 43.58 45.34 

20.9 Y 35.09 36.55 
C 39.78 40.23 

Hall Monitor 
28.5 Y 37.82 39.53 

C 41 . 16 42 .14 

19.3 Y 33.95 35.16 
C 40.56 40.86 

Foreman 
28.7 Y 37.11 38.57 

C 42.08 43.57 

Tab le 2.4: Results or I'ACC vers us i\l I' EC-4 "1\-1 11\1 arp971 

2.9.3 Texas Instruments Wavelet Coder 

Texas Instruments published an application note deseribmg the implementation of a real·t ime video 
encoder using four TMS320C40s [Farv97]. The objective was to design a video compression scheme 
that could capture and encode QCIF video at bit rates of 64-384 kbps. and then decode and display the 
resu lt on a monitor in real·time. Encoding was done on two OSP's. by performing the OWT using FIR 

lilters and then compressing the transformed coefficients llsing quant isation and Huffman encoding. The 
decoding process was performed on another pair ofOSP's before the output video was displayed. 

Although the si mplisti c compression techn iques used resulted in modest results, the eodee was the first 
published implementation of a wavelet based video codec on OSP's [Farv97] and proved that a fast 
hardware implementation of the OWT was achievable. Motion estimation and compensation was not 
implemented, as the increased processing power associated with thIS technique would result in the codec 
not being able to compress and decompress in real-time. Although the system was sca lable in both 
spatial and temporal resolutions. as the spatial resolut ion increased so the time to encode and decode 
increased and the system lost the ability of real·time compress ion. The authors proposed using a faster 
OSP for such systems or increased optimisation of the DSP code. Other areas of improvement proposed 
by the authors, were improved quantisation and encoding algorith ms to achieve better compression and 

motion compensation schemes are proposed for improvement on the scheme. 

2.9.4 3-D Video Compress ion 

A relati vely new approach to video compression is that of 3·0 video processmg. by applying 3·0 
transforms on the video signa l. Th is form of video compression has received some attention over recent 
years and some current algorithms are highlighted in this section. 
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3-D Wavelet 

The J·D wavelet transfo rm is an extens ion of the 2·D version and is applied by se lecting a group of 
frames, usually 16 for computational case, and perfonn ing the 2·0 transfoml spatially on each frame 
fo llowed by a 1·0 transfonll tempora lly as is seen in Figure 2.34. Sinee the temporal direction usually 
contains a great deal of redundancy the wave let transform in tbis direction is ab le to represent this data 
very sparse ly and tbus the I>otential for compression is high . 

• • 
1·\1·11·1 00 H HO G 

Figure 2.34: 3·0 \Va"cl et Transform on a G roUI) of Frames 

3-D SPIHT 

In December 2000 Kim et a1. [CKimOO] publ ished a paper detailing a low bit rate video compression 
scheme using 3-D spn·lT. Conceptually the 3-D version of the SPIHT is a simple extension of the 2-D 
version. In the paper Kim describes the SPIHT as it appl ies to 3-D video compression and gives some 
resu lts compared to 1-1 .263. The implemented codec applies the 3-D wavelet transform fo llowed by the 3· 
o SPIHT to get a coded binary output stream that is then decoded by performing the inverse of encoding. 
An added option to the codec is the inclusion of motion compensation. The motion compensat ion fUl1her 
increases temporal redundancy and allows the 3-D wave let to even more sparse ly represent the group of 

frames. 

Results reported are impressive in comparison to H.263 as it visually outperforms and objective ly 

outperforms the H.26J codec. Figure 2.35 shows some quantitative results, which high light the 
effectiveness of the codec. These results were obtained for the QCIF reso lution 'Carphone ' video 
sequence at 30kbps and 1 Of ps. An immediate feature to notice is the degradation difference between the 
two sequences. In Fibru re 2.35b) the degradation is 'blocky' in natu re which is unp leasant to the eye, 
whereas Figure 2.35c) shows a more acceptable fonn of image degradation. Another noticeable feature is 
the ' blocky' artefacts present in the MC 3D-SPI HT Figure 2.35d) resu lt . This is due to the block-based 
motion compensation which when highly compressed resu lts in the art efacts shown. 

However the drawback to such a scheme is the implementat ion becomes very time conslIming. The paper 
reports an encode time for a GOP is 28.48 seconds with the 3-D wavelet consuming 56.95% of that time. 
This amount of processing time makes the 3·0 compression schemes unsui ted for a real-time OSP 
application even though the reported resu lts provide very good quality at low bit rates. 
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a) Top-Left Original Frame b) Top-Right. 1-1.263 Dct.:odcd Framc 

c) I3onom-Lcftl. 3D-SP!1-rr ~odcd Frame d) 130ltorn-Rishl. MC J D-SPII-fi ' Decoded Frame 

Fig ure 2.35: Results as Reported by Kim et :11 IKimOOI or 3 1)·SI)1 HT vcrs us 1-1 .263. Thc vid eo is the s tandard 

'Carphone' sequen ce lit 30kbs lI lld:l rrame nlle or lorps. 

2.9.5 Motion JPEG2000 

With JPEG2000 recently being standardised tile video extension of the standard is the next logical stcp. 
A Motion JPEG2000 codec would seck to replace the existing MJPEG for applications including video 

streaming, digital video editing and digital cameras, as JPEG2000 is to replace JPEG. In this vein, Image 

Power, tile same company that released the first software JPEG2000 codec, announced on the 27 of June 
2001 the first motion JPEG2000 software implementation to be released later in the year [Image]. This is 

to coincide with the expected announcement of the standardisation of motion JPEG2000 in December of 

2001. 

2.10 Summary 

This chapter introduced some important video compression theory needed for better understanding of the 

dissertation. In order to complete the picture, Figure 2.36 shows a taxonomy of the techn iques covered. 
Compress ion techniques presented havc highlightcd the advancements made in compression technology 
in recent times. Such advanced schemes as Fractal and Wavelet compression have been explained and 

the compression gain of each shown. Importantly, with the inc rease in complcxity of the compression 
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techniques comes the requirement for more processing power. Some of the methods explained in this 
chapter have shown impressive compression results but are complex and computationally intensive. With 
the advances in technology, manufacturers arc producing devices with increasing processing capabil ities 
makmg the implementation of more complex compression schemes more and more viable, justifying the 
research into these techniques . Recent developments in video compression have shown a great deal of 
promise for the future of video with advanced 3-D techniques being explored to allow for better Quality 
at lower bit rates. The increas ing number of video applications that are appearing as a resuh of the global 
trend towards the digital era mean that such developments and ongoing research bodes well for the future 
orvideo. 
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Chapter 3 The Proposed Compression Implementation 

Chapler 2 gave an insight into avai lable video compression techniques and highlighted some new 

schemes that have been proposed by the research community. This chapter describes the system that has 

been implemented for thi s project and the choices made in the development of lbe compression scheme 

arc detai led, with justificat ions for each choice explained. The chapter starts by givi ng a systems 

overview to clanfy where each implementation block resides in the system as a whole before continuing 

with the explanation of each facet of the compression scheme. Where deemed relevant some extra 

theoretic information is provided to explain the benefi ts of cel1ain choices. 

The design of a lossy video compress ion scheme is governed by a set of trade-offs as illustrated in Figure 

3.1. Since the algorithm is lossy, some way of detennining acceptable qua lity is desired. An objective 

tcchniquc that is often used is the PSNR of a signal , the higher Ihe PSNR the closer the decompressed 

signal is to the original. However, as has been discllssed in Chapler 2, this is oHcn not sufficient and a 

subjective measure is often used to support the PSNR. Typicall y this is a rating of how the imagc looks 

to the cyc and whether any degradation of th e image is bearable , which can change from person to person 

and so is very difficult 10 standardi se . 

The encoding efficiency (Figure 3.1) is effectively the compress ion ratios achievable and is related to the 

other considerations. The hi gher the encoding efficiency the lower the quality of image, although, more 

complex schemes generally provide better compression res ults at th e expense of computational power. 

The compression delay/complexity aspect is very important in a real-time implementation as the longer 

the compression delay the lower the video frame rate which is prob lematic when reasonable, non-jerky 

motion video is required in rea l-time. Thus a compress ion scheme tries to minimise the compression 

de lay wh il e mai ntaining a suitable emciency and image quality with acceptable complexity. In this video 

scheme an extra application specific feature is added to try and increase the image qualit y and 

compression emciency with modest increases in delay and complexity. 

Coding EJlicielJ(.y ... -----( 

- Com pression Ratio 

Image QualifY 
- PSNR 
- Subjective Quality 

Coding Delcry / Comple.:r:ifY 

Figure 3.1: Trade-off considerations of a video comp"ession codec I Bhas971 

3.1 System Overview 

While there has been a considerable amount of work done in video compression, it has mai nly focussed 

on the general case for compress ion of video and not on usi ng characteristics o f the application for which 

the video algorithm is destined 10 ach ieve better perfomlance specific to that application. In such a case, 

certain assumptions can be made to allow for higher compression ratios and st ill have an acceptable 
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decompressed output. The compression scheme implemented in this dissertation is a purely intra-frame 
based scheme which uses information spec ific to cCI1ain applications to achieve higher compression 
results while maintaining acceptable performance for the application. This allows for higher compression 
ratios to be achieved than those by other available intra-frame schemes such as Motion-1PEG. 

As Figure 2.36 shows, the choices for compression are numerous and cach has its advantages and 
disadvantages. In this implementation it was decided to use a wavelet transform approach, as the 
hardware to be used would be able to cope with the computational demands of the transform. To encode 
the transform matrix it was decided to use the spn-IT algorithm, which showed, improved compression 
performance over lPEG and other algori thms of similar type. An arithmetic encoder was added to the 

system to provide further loss less compression before the compressed data was transmitted. 

A basic block diagram of the implemented codec is given in Figure 3.2. The scheme has been 
implemented to accept video from a video camera, compress this video on a frame-by-frame basis and 

send the compressed data to the PC where it is decompressed and di splayed on the PC monitor through a 
graphics user interface (GU I). The option of sending the compressed data through the serial link is also 
available in order to demonstrate operation over an actua l communications link. In this case the decoding 
is performed on a second OSP before being dIsplayed on a TV monitor. The GUI allows the user to 
change various compress ion parameters on-the-fly, adjusting the incoming video stream as desired. The 
application specific block refers to the implementation ofa quality box scheme that will be elaborated on 
in a later section. 

1"1"<11< Tr::o"for", 

" 

Figure 3.2: Basic Block Diagram of Video Compression Sc heme 

3.2 Choices and Justification 

In any design the choices made for achiev ing the goal must be justified and the remainder of the chapter 
aims at supporting those decis ions made in the design. 

3.2.1 Video Capture 

The proposed system is able to capture video from a video camera accepting both composite and S-video 

video fo rmats allowing for both the common composite video cameras and the higher qualit y Swvideo 
input. The support for both these formats is governed by the capabilities of the video capture card being 
used and the card in this scheme is able to capture in both formats. The typical spatial resolution used for 
low bit rate video compression is the QCIF spat ial resolution [Marp99]. In th is codec various spatial 
resolutions are allowed, with the user being able to dynamically change resolut ions between the CIF and 
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QCIF standard spatial resolutions. An addit iona l resolution catered for is a non-standard 1;' QCIF "\which 
from now on will be tenned SQCIF). 

Since the codee is a real-time. frame-based scheme_ limiting the temporal resolution i!'; easily achieved by 
adjusting the frame capture rate. However, the major factor governing the lllaXl11lUm tempora l resolution 

achievable, is the time taken to compress and decompress a single frame. The mam contributing factors 

to the frame compression are the transform (wavelet) and the encoding of the transfonn coefficients 
(SPII-IT). Generally the smaller the spatial resolution the less time taken to encode and so the higher the 

possible temporal resolution. A more stringent fonn of control has been implemented which allows a 

user to define a specific frame rate, spatial resolut ion and data rale and the codec will ca lculate the best 

quality video achievable at this rate. For example, a lIser can define the communications bandwidth as 

16kbits and want the video to be QCIF resolution, colour and at 5 frame/sec. The implemented system 

would then output the best possible qual ity video meeting the desired constraints. The advantage of such 

a schcme is the ability to quick ly simulate compression performa nce at various possible rate mctrics 
withoul having to physically set up a test environment. 

3.2.2 Colour or Greyscale? 

The ability to handle greyscale or colour has serious implications on the ach ievable compression mllos 

and quality. Greyscale video is able convey the required video infonnalion and uses less dala to represent 

than does colour, making it very desirable for a low bit rate video compression scheme. The addi tion of 

colour, however, adds an extra dimension by providing not only general identification fea tures of the 

video but also lhe difTerentiation of colours that suits the HVS more closely. The drawback is the 
increase to amount of the data needed to represent the colour information, increasing the compression 

required 10 meet the same rate constraints as greyscale. 

In this scheme both greyscalc and colour video are provided fo r, with the user being able to dynamica ll y 

switch between the two. Thi s provides for the user that wants very high compression ratios and is will ing 

to sacrifice colour and , the user that wi ll accept s light ly less compression but with the addition ofcolouL 
Chapter 2 discusses various successful subsampling techniques used to compress co lour. This video 

compression scheme transforms colour into tile YUV domain and uses 4:2:0 subsampl ing to compress 

colour information. The 4:2:0 subsampling is a common choice for low bit rate schemes as it mi nimises 

the co lour information quite substantial ly wh ile mai ntai ning acceptable colour qua lity. The choice of the 

YUV fonna t over other colour fonnats is to keep in line with the PAL TV standard which uses the YUV 
colour space [8has97]. 

3.2.3 Choice of Transform - Wavelet 

The taxonomy of Figurc 2.36 shows two possible paths fo r a lossy framc-based compression scheme. 

Either Spatial or Time Domain, such as Vector Quantisation, or Frequency Domain which is effect ive ly 

a list of useful transforms. From the theory presented in Chapter 2, the transform based schemes have 

provided Illuch success in vi deo compression and thus it was decided to use one of these transfonns 

8 \4 QCIF = 88x72 
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The choice of the transform in the implementation is governed by two main concerns; firstly the 
efTecti veness of decorre lation and secondly the speed of implementation. The classic DCT algorithm has 

been used in many video compression implementations [MiyaOO, MPEG4] as the already existing and 
ex tensive knowlcdgcbasc allows for fas t and easy implementation. However, the well-known 
disadvantage is the 'block iness' introduced as a result of the excess ive compression needed for low bit 
rate video. Thus for thi s implementati on, a solution more sui ted to high compression was considered, 

which included Lls ing algo rithms to correct the 'block iness' of the DCT or lIsing a diflcrent transform. 
The use of filters, to reduce the blocky affect, is cons idered a sub-optimal solut ion to the problem as, 
although it minimises the blody effect it does not totally suppress the problem and so it was decided to 
choose a different transform. The optimal solution for decorrelation purposes wou ld be the KLT but this 
is immediately dismissed due to its intenSive computational requirements and Fractals, while providing 
good results, are hamstrung by the excessive ly slow encode limes [UysOO]. The wavelet transfonn, on 
Ihe other hand, has gained much prominence in image processing since it is shown to provide good 

image quality at high compression ratios. A particularly impressive result is the good performance at 
high compression ratios, which makes the OWT particularly suited to the low bit rate application in 
mind. The filter implementation shows that a fast method of calculating the OWT is possible and thus the 
wavelet transform is seen as the opt imal choice for Ihi s system. 

However, the choice of using the wave let transform is nOl that simple. as wavelet theory provides a basis 
for wavelet analysis and not the actual wavelet fu nctions themselves. So the selection of which mother 
wavelet to use for the transform is still req uired. This choice is limited by the fact the wave let must be 
relatively short (meaning as few filter taps as poss ible) in order for a reasonable implementation time and 
it must be smooth, allowing for emcient transfomlation of the smooth images. Both these constraints 
limi t the choice of wavelets 10 the sel known as biorthogonal wavelets [Ant092l This problem is well
known and as such much research has been done to find the optimal set of wavelets for image 
compress ion. Granted. the questi on may be asked that surely Ihe best wavelet can be found for each 
image, which is true. However Ihis means that for each image a new wave let Illust be derived, not a 
triv ial task and also quite computat ionall y expensive. So research has rather focussed on the best wavelet 
which performs well over a series of images. Work done on various biorthogonal wavelet bases has 
revealed that the 9_79 biorthogonal wavelet provides Ihe best performance in terms of image compression 
[Ant092][ViIl95]. Antonini et al compared three classic biorthogonal filte rs in a work published in 1992, 
which found that for purposes of image compression the 9-7 filt er provided the best results and in a 
separate work, ViJlasenor et al compared a series of wavelets, the results of which are shown in Table 

3.1. The testing process was to transfoml the desired image and use an adaptive scalar quanti zer to 
compress images to the same compression ratio, then decompress Ihese images and ca lculate the PSNR. 
The higher the PSNR Ihe beller Ihe wavelet is ab le to decolTelate the image data. It is clear that of all the 
wave let bases tested the 9-7 wavelet provides the besl PSNR results. This objective analysis is va lid as 
the point of the testi ng was to delemline wbich wavele t bases provided the best image decorrelation, 
which is proven through the PSNR results. 

') The notation is derived from the number of fi lter laps used in th e wavelet (9) and scaling (7) FIR filters 
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L.ngth Filter CoeffiCients PSNR (dB) 

Ho , 0 .852699, 0 3 77402, -0 .11 0624, -0 .23849 . 0037828 , 2967 
G. , 0 .788266, 0 41 8092, -0 .040669, -0,064539 

Ho " 0767245,038326 9 , -0 .068678, -0.033475 , 0,047282, 0003759 , -0,008473 
2 29.57 

G. " o 632648, 0 44 8109, -0 ,069163, -0 108737, 0,006 292, 0 .01 411 82 

Ho 6 o 788486, 0047699, -0. 129078 
2 29,53 

G. " 0615051 . 0133389. -0 07237, 0 .006989, 0 01891 4 

Ho 5 1.060660, 0 .353553 . ·0, 129078 

• 29 13 
G. 3 0,7071 07,0,353553 

Ho 2 0,707107.0.707107 
5 29.28 

G. 6 0,707 107, 0.088388, .0.088388 

Ho , 0 .994369, 0 .41 9845 .• 0 176777, _0.066 29 1, 0 .0331 45 
6 29 , 13 

G. 2 0 .707 107, 0 .353553 

Ho 2 0707107. 0707 107 , 27.48 
G. 2 0707 107,0707 107 

Table 3.1: Results of Vi llasenor Testing 

Although the filter operation is a fast implementation of the DWT, it is not the optimal solution for 
imple mentation. Figure 33 shows the FIR implementation ofllle 9-7 wavelet transform. It is evident that 
to calculate one coeflicient through the scaling filter, 9 multiplications and 9 additions are required, and 
for the wavelet filter, 7 multiplications and 7 divi sions. Furthermore, down-sampling is required which 
involves re-sampling each coefficient of the resulting transform, Some simple arithmetic reveals that for 

a single iteration of the 2-D wavelet trans form, for a 5 12x5 12 image, 4194304 multiplications and 
4194304 additions are required. This figure excludes the additional down-sampling and border handling 
requirements which add to it. So even though there are fast FIR implementations in hardware, the 
number of calculations required for a single iteration is quite substantial. 
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Figure 3.3: FIR Filtcr Implemcntation of Wavelet Trlmsform 

h, h, 

An alternat ive method of implementing the wavelet transfonn that has been newly introduced, is a 
technique called lifting [SweI98]. Li fti ng combines the process of down·sampling and filtering into a 
single step which efficiently reduces implementation time fo r the OWT. 

3.2.4 Lifting 

fo' igure 3.4 shows a block diagram of the process of lifling for a 1·0 wavelet lransfonn. As the figure 

shows the input signal is first split into odd (y) and even (/..) components, a process known as the lazy 

wavelel transform. The lazy wavelet transform does not do Illuch to the signal , other than separate the 
even and odd parts, the decorre lation is achieved by the predict and update steps which may involve 

several stages. The prediction step, also known as dual lifting, uses /.. data to predict y data. When the 
input is highly correlated this step is often very accurate but still can result in a slight ly erroneous 
prediction. But since the prediction error is small the lifting scheme only retains this error information 

and not the entire y subset. So the entire y is replaced by Y"cw = y. P(),,) where P()...) is the predicted ofy 

using A.. This operatio]l, however, means that the transfoml has lost some important infonllation about 

the signal (such as thc mean valuc) and so an update, or primall({tillg, step is needed where the A set is 

updated with the 'Y"ew subset. Th is means that the A"ew is now replaced by A + U(Y"cw) where the U is the 
update operat ion. With careful design of the prediction and updating processes the result of the lifting 
operation is a l-D wavelet transform. 
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Y (Odd) r 1\ Y - High Pass 

f-.I 

Inpu I Dual Lifling (t) Primal Lifting (s) 
Predict Update 

r '\ Low Pass 

. '-./ A A (Even) "<,,,' 

FigUl·c 3.4: 8asic 810ck Diagram of lifti ng 

The problem comes in trying to obtain the correct prediction and update algorithms required for a 

wavelet transform. In order 10 do this, the filter bank wavelet theory and lifting theory need to be unified 

which is achieved using polyphase representations of the filter banks. The output signal ill the z-domain 

for the filter bank in Figure 3.3 can be represented in the z-domain as in (3. I). 

rnwl 

row 2 (3.1 ) 

row J 

The process of sub-sampling, which is done in any wavelet transf0l111 would remove the second row in 

(3.1) and all other odd indexed outputs. This results in only the odd indexed fi lter coefficients affecting 

odd indexed inputs and even indexed filte r coemcients only aITecting even inputs. Groupi ng th is together 

the filter operation could be re-written as in (3.2), whcre the subscript e denotes evcn and 0 odd. 

y, (z) = It, (z ) x,. (z) + z·' It, (z lx, (z) (3.2) 

Applying this remodelling of the FIR filter to the wavelet filter bank as seen in Figure 2.16 results in the 

represcntation seen in (3.3). The lazy wave/et trallsform, as described earlier, does nothing more than 

split the input into even and odd components and its polyphase representation is the unit matrix. Once the 
polyphase matrix has been defined the process of dual and primallifling needs classification. 
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(
1. (z)J= f>( z)( :~,(z) J 
y(z) z x, (z) 

(3.3) 

( )=(h,(Z) 
p z ( ) g, Z 

;: i:D = Polyphase Matrix 

In primal li fting a new It filter bank is created from the old It and g filters to perform the primal lifting 

step. (3.4) shows this primal step and (3.5) shows the polyphase representation. 

h""' (z) = h(z)+s( z' )g(z) (3.4) 

P"("" (z) = 1(" z (" "" ( ) 
g..(z) 

";""(Z))=(I S(2))p(Z) 
g, (z) 0 I 

(3.5) 

The dual lifting process is given as in (3.6) and (3.7) and involves constructing a new g filter from the 

o ld hand g filters. This process can be repeated to obtain a concatenation of primal and dual lifting sleps 

10 perform the wavelet transform. Mathematically, equations (3.4) and (3.5) describe the process of 

liftillg the high·pass with the help of the low·pass sub·band (predict) and lifting the low·pass sub·band 

with the help of the high-pass sub-band (update). 

g""" (z) = g( 2) +1 (Z') h (2) 

P'''" (z)=( h, (z) 
g;~"' ( z ) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

With the primal and dual lifting steps defined the problem of factoring the wavelet FIR filter coefficients 

into lifting steps still remains. Daubechies and Sweldens [Daub98] proved that any po lyphase matrix 

representing a wavelet transform can be factored into a series of unit upper and unit lower triangular 2>< 2 

matrices and a diagonal nonnalisation matrix as illustrated in (3.8). What remains is the determination of 

li(Z) and Si(Z). For primal lifting this means that the Laurent polynomials s(z), h"C"'o(z) and g"~WO(Z) have 

to be fOllnd sllch that equations in (3 .9) are satisfied. A similar constraint is required for dual lifting. Note 

that the solutions are not unique and so there may be multiple possibilities, the onl y constraint being that 

the solution sati sfies the equations. 
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Jlo,'JI",Ii."/w,, 

(AO)'" p(z) ~ n 
o B ; .. 1 

"wo! 

(
I s,(z))(~) 
o 1 I, (z) 1 
~ 

A and B are normalisation COl/slan1s 

h" (z) ~ s (z) h" (z) + h;"'" (z) 

g" (z) ~ s(z)g" (z)+ g;"'(z) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

In terms of the 9·7 wavelet, Daubechies and Swcldens [Daub981 facto r the Fm filters into lifting steps. 

This leads to the lifting steps as seen in (3.1 O)[Daub98] which translates graphically as in Figure 3.5. 

(I) = (0) + fJ (IPI + l i" ) s/ s/ / / _ 1 

S(2) _ S(I) +0(1(2) +/(2») 
I - I I / - 1 

S ~ r s (21 
/ . ., / 

,(2) 
1 _-',-

t; 
a ~ - 1.5861 34342 

fJ ~ -0.0529801 1854 

r ~ 0.882911 0762 

o ~ 0.4435068522 

t; ~ 1.149604398 
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~.I(») , S( I) , ~.(l) , 

L,~{"~) -------t+i-,{~,)--------L---------~~-,{-,)--------L-----~ , 
" , 

Figurc 3.5: 9-7 Liftin g W:H'clct Transform 

Ill' 

I , 

The advantage of using lifting over convent ional FIR implementation is the increase in speed as the 
number of calculations required are reduced The inverse of the transform is also triv ial to find as it is the 
forward transfonn applied in the reverse direction. Thus in this scheme the implementation of the 9-7 
wavelet transfonn is done using the lifting technique. 

3.2.5 Choice of Compression Scheme - SPIHT 

As is coml11on in most lossy compression schemes, Oil!.:\;; image data has been transfonned some 
quanti sat ion and entropy encodi ng is used to compress the transform coefficients. While some success 
has been demonstrated in the use of scalar and vector quanllsation tech niques followed by Huffmtln 
encoding [WaI191], since the transfonn belllg used is the wavelet transform, it makes sense to use the 
properties of the transform to achieve better compression. Chapter 2 highlighted some of the avai lable 
and more successful compression techniques thtlt efTect ively use the properties of the wavelet transfonn 
to achieve very impressive compress ion results. It is worth noting that although the implementation of 
the transform is not using FIR filters the result of the lifting transfonn is equivalent to that achieved by 

usi ng FIR filt ers . 

The choice of the wavelet transform over other transfomls means that a suitable compression scheme 
designed for it must take advantage or the properties of the transform. In th is implementation the 
governing factors were speed of implementation and perfonnance. Table 3.2 shows a comparison of 

objective perfonnance of the various tree-based schemes that have been di scussed. It is clear that the 
SFQ provides better performance than both SPII-IT and EZW, however the high computational cost of 
the SFQ means that it is unsui ted for this application. The spn-IT algorithm provides better perfonnance 
than tbe EZW and at similar computational cost [Said96] making it the better choice of the three. Thus 
for this implementation the SPIHT algorithm was chosen due to its excellen t performance at 
comparatively modest computational cost. 
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SFQ SPIHT EZW 

Rate Lena Goldhill Lena Goldhill Lena 
(bpp) (PSNR)(dB) (PS~)(dB) (PSNR}(dB) (PSNR)(dB) (PS~)(dB) 

1 40.52 36.70 40.41 36.55 3955 

0.5 37.36 33.37 37.21 33.13 36.28 

0.25 34.33 30.71 34 11 30.56 33.17 

T:lblc 3.2 : Comparison Bctwccn SFQ, SPIHT and [ZW. Rcsults for SFQ obtaincd froUl IXion971, SPIIIT 

from ISa id96\ and [ZW from IShap931 

The easiest method for explanation of the SPIHT algorithm is to give it in step format as seen below. 
Essentially the main idea behind the SPIHT is the quantisation and ordering of wavelet coefficients in 
order of importance. The initial threshold is calculated as in (2.12). 

I. Compute the initial threshold and initialise the lists: U P - put all the roots of trees 
into the UP; US - put all the trees in the US and assign them as D-Type; LSP - Make the 
LSP empty. 

2. Check the significance of all coefficielUs in LIP: 
If Si!:,rnificant then OLltput I followed by a sign bit and move the coefficient to the LSP 
Ifnot significant output O. 

3. Check the signifi cance of all trees in the US according to the type of tree: 
For aD-Type: 

Ifit is significant, output a 1 and code its chi ldren: 
If a child is sign ificant, output I, then a sign bit and add to LSP 
If a child is ins ignificant, output 0 and add it to the end of the US 
If the children have descendants, move the tree to the end of the LIS as 
type L, otherwise remove it from US. 

Ifit is insignificant, output O. 
For a L-Type: 

Ifit is significant , output I, add each of the children to the end of the LIS as a 0-
Type tree and remove the parent tree frolll the LIS. 
Ifit is insignificant, output O. 

4. Decrcase the threshold and go to Step 2. Repeat until the compression ratio is 
reached or the threshold is O. 

3.2.6 Application Specific 

The application specific block in Figure 3.2 refers to the algorithms cmployed to allow for greater 
compression with video quali ty suitable for certain applications but not for others. Each video 
applicat ion has its own set of unique conditions, specific to it , that can be used lO tune a compression 
algorithm to produce better results. The issue is the choice of tuning algorithm which best suits each 
application. 

In the case of this implementation the idea of providing better quality to certain areas of the video frame 
has been introduced. This means that in a video scene there exists the possibility of highlighting an area 
for better qual it y than the rest of the scene at the expense of degrading the surrounding areas. This 
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provides the advalllage of achieving higher than normal compression ratios while only allocating suitable 
quality 10 Ihose areas deemed important to the user. 

Wilh the wavelet transfollll there are a few methods that can be used to introduce the quality box idea. 

Extra quality in an area means that extra detail is required in that area. The wavelet transform effectively 

separates detail frol11 the average of the image and so a logical method for increasing quality in a eel1a in 

area is to increase that areas detail before applYlllg the wave let transform. In this way those coerricients 

in the detail regions of the transform would be abnolmally higher and thus given higher priority. On 

encoding, these areas would then be given more encoding priority than others and thus better quality 
could be achieved. On decoding the affected area could be adj usted back 10 normal detail wilh the result 

of an apparently better quality area. To achieve this, the contrast of the area 10 be affected can be 

adjusted before compression thus creating regions of extra detail. This type of adjustment will work but 
is not desirable as there is no real control on the achievable quality. The contrast must bc vcry carefully 

adjusted as too much adjustment results in a ' cl ipping' affect which means image data is lost and too 

little adjustment and the wavelet results are insufficient. Thus thi s method has not been used. 

Another method is to increase the values of those wavelet coefficients Ihat affect the area of interest. In 

this manner the subsequent encoding algorithm used will give these coefficients higher priority and thus 

code them more uct:urately. On decoding the coefficients eould be adjusted to the correct range before 

applying the inverse transfonn. In this manner ext ra qua lity can be achieved in those areas that arc 
adjusted.l-lowever the problem of adjusting the exact amount of quality wanted sti ll is an isslle and very 

di ffleult to accurately achieve with this method. 

An extension of this idea is lIsed in this scheme where coefficients in the affected area are set to O. In this 

way the SP IHT algorithm assigns them the least priority of all and so this area contributes minimally to 

the image. If the area forms a zero tree then it is conceivable that this area could be represented by the 

slllgle bi t expressing the entire zero tree. The area of interest is then coded separately from the 

background image, according 10 a separate rate metric, and on decompression superimposed on the total 
video frame. The advantage here is that the area of interest is now very scalable with a user being able to 

define a certain quality metric for this area. Chapter 4 describes some implementation issues that concern 

the realisation of the area of interest. 

3.2.7 Choice of Serial Communications 

Since the algorithm is designed for low bit rate applications, for effective demonstration purposes it was 

decided to develop a simple communications protocol for transmitting the compressed video over the 

serial link. This allowed for testing the performance of the compression scheme in a more real istic 

environment , where issues of frame synchron isation and communications delay are important. However 

this was sti ll not a totally realistic environment as channel issues, like bit errors, were not considered. 

The serial communications link is eonfigurable to various baud rates from 9600-115200 baud, which 

allows for testing over a range of low bit rates. The si mple protocol is able to set up a link between 
encoder and decoder and begin transmitting the video packets that are then displayed on the TV monitor. 

Control of the decoder is achieved via the serial link and the encoder is able to tell the decoder to start 

and stop encoding. Allhough the ability exists to simulate the quality of the video over various rale 
metrics the addition of the serial link allows for a more realistic demonstration of operation and thus is 

very useful. 
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3.3 Summary 

This chapter has introduced the work performed for this dissel1ation. It describes, an intra-frame video 
compress ion scheme that uses the wavelet trans fonn and tht: SP1HT algorithm and which has been 
implemented on a DSP. The scheme is able to captu re video from a camera and compress this video for 
subsequent decompression and display on the PC. A further featu re is the optional ability to transmit the 
compressed video over a serial link and decompress and display the video using a second DSP on a TV 
monitor. An adj ustable area on the video scene can be highlighted for better qua lity than the rest of the 

video scene. This can be done during the live video display, allowi ng fo r re-definable areas of quality 
and a higher degree of sealabilily. A graphical user interface has been des igned for the PC whereby a 
user is ab le 10 adjust a lllultitude of compression parameters that can change the propert ies of the video 
du ring run-time, allowing for easy and seamless scalability. 
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Chapter 4 Test-bed Implementation 

The major portion of thi s project is the implementation of the video codee using a DSP board and 

interfacing this with the PC. For this purpose the Phi lips Trimedia Multimedia Development Board is 

used. The board is specifically designed for development of multimedia applications and as such is 

perfectly suited to this application. This chapter will give a brief description of the hardware used for the 

implementation, before focussing on the specifics of designing the code to be unplemented. The main 

objective is no! 10 produce a highly optimised solution but rather to demonstrate the functionality and the 

advantages of suell a system. However some degree of opt imisation is required for effective 

implementation and demonstration. 

4.1 The Test-Bed 

PC F"WICtions Trl.media F"wu:tions 
• Control Trun~o;ha · Capture Video 
• DIsplay Onp · ComprC$$ Video 
• Dec()de and display compressed VIdeo · Transll'llt both compressed stream and ongmaJ \/Ideo to PC 
• FacwLa1e dynarruc control · DzcompT'm, Vldw and D"pla; on monilor 
• Act a:. Commul!lcafloru lkVIN 

............ ! •. 

................... , -
" 

~--.. • 

Figure 4,1: Block Diagram of Test-Bed ( It alics represents optional ex tras) 

The block diagram of the hardware used for the implemented system is given in Figure 4.1. The PC is 

tile master controller and has the ability to activate and deactivate the Trimedia DSP (from now onwards 

referred to as the DSP) through the PCI bus. Therefore the PC acts as the interface between the user and 

the compression algorithm. The PC also acts as the output for the compression scheme by decompressing 

and displaying the decompressed video along with the original video. This allows fo r a subj ective 

performance comparison between decompressed output and original input. The PC also acts as the 

configuration device for the compression algorithm allowing the user to change those variables discussed 

in Chapter 3 and seall1less ly integrate with the DSP to adjust the compression features. Since the PC 

contains all the compressed data and an eas il y configurable communications device, in the serial port, it 

is able to use this device to transmit to a decoding PC, which in turn sends the compressed data to the 

decoding DSP for decoding and display on a video monitor. The decoding PC, then, is merely an 

infol1l1ation pump, receiving coded data and pumping it to the decoding DSP. The obvious concern in 

this system is the apparent waste of resources, in using an entire PC merely as a go-between. llowevcr, 
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everything done by the decoding PC and DSP is also done by the I-lost PC (decode and display). Thus the 
only reason for including the decode PC and DSP is for purposes of communication demonstration 
which is important as it demonstrates the timing reliability of the deve loped system. Since transmitting 
the data over the serial port takes time, the deve loped system is required 10 illustrate that the exl ra delays 
will not adversely affect the quality of the video stream llor produce errors, and thi s is done through the 
serial port demonstration. Furthermore it demonstrates that the developed system can function with a 
communications protocol meaning that the system could be altered to include only the camera, DSP and 
monitor lIsing any other communications protocol. 

4.2 Trimedia Overview 

The Philips Trimedia Multimedia Development Board contai ns the Philips Trimedia TM- 1300 at its core 
which is a Vcry Long Instruction Word (VLlW) multimedia DSP runnlllg at up to J43MHz ach ieving up 
to 6.5 80PS10 [Trimedia]. The Trimedia has access to J 6kB of data cache and 32kB of instruction cache, 
along with support for up to 64MB of Synchronous, Dynamic RAM (SDRAM). The board used in this 
implementation contains 16MB, which provides enough memory for storage of linage frames and 
memory requirements of encoding. The Tnmedia VLlW architecture makes it part icu larly suited to 
complex DSP implementat ions, as it is uses parallelism to execute multiple instructions in parallel. 
Reduced instruction set computer (RISC) architectures provide simpler and faster solut ions than do 
complex instruction set computer (CISC) based arehitcctures, but the Trimedia VUW provides even 
faster and simpler implementations than that of RISC, although the compiler SllPPOl1 needs to be morc 
complex. Trimedia reports [Trimedia] that its experiences show that complex DSP instructions ported to 
thc Trimcdia take between J and 0.5 times less instruction cycles than on other DSP's. Considering that 
the Trimcdia code is C optimised whereas most OSP code is assembly optimiscd, this is an impressive 
result , f1ll1her highlighting the Trimedia 's suitability to complex implementations, as found in video 
compressIon. 

10 The Trimedia Documentation quotes this huge figure as a maximum achieved in a special test case which 
optirna lly makes use of the VLlW architecture. 
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Figure 4.2: Trimedia Block Diagram ITrimcdial 

The block diagram or the Trimed ia development board, obtaincd rrom the Philips Trimedia 

DOCllmelltatioll Sel [Trimedia], gives an overview the system. Since the board is primari ly a multimedia 

dcvelopment syslem some vi deo and audio VO is essential. The Trimcdia provides ror Composi te and $

Video I/O with YUV sub-sampled oil-the-fly to 4:2:2. The VD meets those or the CCIH.60 1/656 

[ITU60q standard video input specifications. There are 2 chan nels for audio input each allowi ng for 8-

or 16-bit samples lIsing the 11$ and other serial 3-wire protoco ls with a sample range from DC-J OOkH z. 

Audio output allows ror 8 channels at 16- or 32-bit sampling rates catering for mono and stereo data 

fonnats. T he board also implements an ]2C bus for daisy chain communications with other electronic 

devices. An image coprocessor is incl uded with optimised image based algorithms such as colour 

conversion and down- and lIp~sall1pling. For conununication with the PC, a PCI interface is provided for 

Direct Memory Access (DMA). The peripheral Variable Lenf,oth Decoding (VLD) block provides 

optim ised solutions for MPEG-l and MPEG-2 decompress ion mak ing the Trimedia particu lar ly suitab le 

ror these applications. Phys ica lly the board looks as in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3: Development Boa rd Diagram ITrimedial 

Sofhvare support for the Trimedia comes in the form of their software development kit (SI1K), which 

allows for ANSI C and C++ code dcvelopment wi th an optimised VLlW compi ler. The SDK provides 

tools for source and machine-level debugging for isolating implementation problems, while providing 
lools for analysis and enhancement of developed code. The analysis tools provide a break-down of 

resources llsed by developed code on a function by function basis allowing for easy isolation of those 

porllons of code which require more optimisation. The enhancement too ls analyse compiled code and 
prov ide grafting and profile information to the compiler for a more optimised compiled output. A cycle

accurate machine-level simulator facilitates simulation of code for testing timing requirements and speed 

issues. Finally, the Trirnedia uscs the pSOS operating systcm developed by Integrated Systems, Inc. as 

the Real-time operating system. 

4.3 The Initial Test Program 

A test program was developed for the PC to test encoding ideas before porting them 10 the DSP for 

implementation. The major advantage of testing code on the PC is the more user friend ly debugging 

facilities allowing fo r faste r code development. This program was effectively a still image compression 

system, which could compress and decompress any greyscale image or co lour image. The advantage of 

the test program was in testing basic code functiona li ty and initial code oplimisation before p0l1ing to the 

DSP. A screenshot of the test program is given III Figure 4.4. 
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. 
Figure 4.4: Screens hot of PC Test Program 

4.4 DSP Software Overview 

This sect ion describes the software developed for the Trimedia DSP. Since the DSP is required to 
compress and sometimes decompress the video stream, the code developmcnt for each aspect of 
compression and decompression is described. Figure 4.5 shows a basic flow diagram for the DSP code. 

In this flow di agram the process of encoding the frame is represented as a single block for sake of 
clarity7, however, this block contains the majority of DSP code as it encompasses the Lifting, SPIHT 
and Arithmetic encoding portions of tile code which will each be explained in thi s section. The set up of 
the Direct Memory Access (OMA) is directl y related to the PC and will be explained in a later section, as 
wilt the area of in teres I software for the same reason. The remainder of thi s section will explain encoding 

issues regarding each of these flow diagram blocks. 
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Figure 4.5: Dasic Flow Diagram for DSP Codc 

The implementation of lifting is a direct extension of the diagram shown in Figure 3.5. Not shown in th is 
diagram is the handling of the boundary of the image, which is stili impOItant. As in the filter bank 
implementation the lifting algorithm requires some boundary handling for the perfect reconstruction 
property to be met. In this case boundary extension was similar to that descri bed in [Uyt99] where the 
signal is extended symmetrically. However as [Uyt99} shows, the symmetric extens ion must be carefu ll y 
done to preserve perfect reconstruction. Four cases of symmetric extens ion are avai lable as shown in 
Figure 4.6. The numbers in brackets denote the notation (a,b) used to describe each type of extension. If 
(/ = I then the fi rst sample is not repeated whereas if a = 2 the fi rst sample is repeated. This is similarl y 
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done with the last sample and b. In th is implementation for perfect reconstruction to be achieved the 

boundary extension is as in Figure 4.7. 

OnonaJ 
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Figu re 4.6: The Fou r Cases of SYl1lmetric Extension 

H ( 1,1) 

Input Output 
( I , I) 

G (1,1) 

Figure 4.7: Boundary Extension for \Vavclet Transfor m 

Figure 4.8 helps to explain the implementation of lhe code and is effectively a simpliried version of the 
diagram seen in Figure 3.5. To help with fut ure explanation the top branch of the diagram contains only 

even parts of the input whi le the bottom part contains only odd parts. In tenns of images , even pm1s of 

the signal are those pixeIs found at even indexed posit ions and odd parts of the s ignal are those pixels 

found in odd indexed positions. For example, the pixel found at position (2,2) in an image matrix is even. 

The main loop for a I-D lifting operati on is shown in pseudo code below. Th is operation is the same for 

both row and columns but only the row is shown here. To keep the pseudo code relatively simple the 

code for boundary handling has been omitted, however it is important to mention the effects of the 

boundary handling, as it can explain some discrepancies evident in the pseudo code. The result of 
boundary handling is to perform the loop described below with the symmetrically extended boundary as 

described above. This means that when looking at the code below the values B2, E2 and F2 are effectively 

preloadcd due to the extension being already perfonned. 

For I s = 0 to size of row) 
{ 

B, = 8 2 ; //set the last B term as current 
E , = E 2 ; //set the last E term as current 

A , Image [current even) ; //get the current even pixel 
A, Image [next even) ; //get the next even pixel 
D, = Image [current oddJ i //get the current odd pixel 

E, = a x (A, + A, ) + D, //calculate the current E term 
B, = ~ x lE , + E , ) + A , //calculate the current B term 

F, = Y x (B , + B, ) + E l ; 
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Figure 4.8: Diagram for Explaini ng Lifting Code 

From this basic framework the lifling algorithm is implemented in another control loop Figure 4.9. This 
effectively iterates the transform until the required number of iterations has been met. This function uses 

the original image passed to it and allocates memory for a further matrix of the same size for working 

space. In a si ngle iteration the result of the 1-0 transfon11 on the rows is stored in the working matrix and 

the result of the 2-D transfonn stored in the original image matrix, overwriting the original. Thus after 
several iterations the memory allocated for the original image is replaced by the iterated transfom1. This 

is a fairly memory efficient implementation and is thus useful for the DSP. However, as the results are 

stored in one large matrix, careful attention is required in addressing the respective approximate matrices 

to correct ly iterate the transfonll. 
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Figure 4.9: Flow Diagram of Coll trolloop for li fting 

4.4.2 SPIHT Code 

The SPII·IT algorithm was first coded on the PC Llsing a test program, which allowed for testing of 
encoding ideas and optimisalions. SPIHT, as explained in Chapter 3, is effectively a list based program 
and therefore an obvious encoding implementation was to implement the three lists, LSP, UP and LIS as 
linked lists. These li sts were implemented as linked lists of structures as shown in Figure 4.10. The 
srn·IT has a dominant and subordinate pass with the dominant pass being further divided into a two 
logical paths; checking the LIP and the LIS. The advantage of using the linked list in the SPII·IT 

implementat ion is thatlllemory is used more efficiently, since as each list grows it allocates new memory 
and when the list gets smaller it dea l locates memory meaning no wasted memory allocations occllr. 

For an initial test of memory requirements and performance, the srn·1T was coded on the PC test 

program and applied to tbe 5 12 xS 12 image of' Lena '. At the stm1 the LIP was 256 elements long, the 
LSP, 0 elements and the LIS 256 elements long. Once the iterat ions reached a threshold value of 2 the 

LIP was 73457 elements long, the LSP 168519 and the LIS 4747 elements long. This meant that, in the 
case of the LSP, a minimum of 168519 memory allocations had taken place, the time taken to reach this 

point, 5.9745. The main cause for the slow execution lime was seen to be the constant memory allocation 
and deallocation for the lists , which is a time consuming process. In order to test resolutions that will be 

used for the video compress ion algorithm, a 352x288 greysc<lle image of 'Lcna ' was tested and seen to 

execute in 975ms fo r a compression ratio of 10:1 and 2.928s for a compression ratio of2:1. Although 
conceptually this solution worked , in tenns of optimisation , the Spn-lT required a rework. 
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The immediate COllcem was the memory lIsage of the system. For the 352x288 ' Lena ' imagc the list 
sizes at a compression ratio of 2:1 were 31636 for the LIP, 65192 for the LSP and 1127 for the LI S. 
Some calculation, see below, reveals that the total memory used for the SPll-1T lists alone, is 
approximately 830KB. tfthe SPIHT were to iterate until the threshold was 0 the LSP would be full, with 
every cocrficient accounted for, and the LIS and UP empty. This would mean the memory required 
would be the size of the image times the number of bytes needed for each element, which is 

approximately 891 KB for the 352x288 image. Another important aspect 10 notice aboul the lists is that, 
if a coefficient is present in the LIP then il cannot be in the LSP. This means that the LIP and LSP can be 

Referring to Figure 4.10. 
The LSP Struct contains 9 bytes. 

The LIS Struct contains 9 bytes. 
The LIP Struct contains 8 bytes. 

Therefore: Memory = 65192x9 + 1127x9 + 31636x8 
,::,,: 830KB 

joined into a single linked-list , saving some processing time. The maximum resolution ofa video image 

is to be 352x288 and the Trimedia has 16MB of SDRAM, so mcmory is not really too much of a 
problem however speed of execution is. Also it is apparen t that us the compression ratio increases so the 
time of execution decreases. This is due to less memory allocation and deallocation operations required 
with smaller lists. 

A solution to the linked list problem is in allocating all necessary memory at the beginning of the 
program, which is possible as the maximum usable memory the Srll-IT list is known . The downside to 
this that the total memory possible for each list is always allocated and is thus not able to be used in other 
portions of the code. In the case of the three lists the total possible memory for each list is required to be 

allocated which means that 3x891 KB ,::,,: 2.6 MB is needed to be allocated which is potentially a large 
portion of the available memory to be used. The upside is the slowdown problems caused by the constant 
memory allocation and deallocation can be avoided. 

In order for this solution to become viable some adjustment to the link lists are required. As there can be 
no repetition in the LSP and LIP these lists are joincd into a single list meaning that only two sets of 
89lKB allocations are required. Inlhis new representation of the li sts they are no longer seen as linked 

lists but rather as arrays of li st structures as Figure 4.11 illustrates. In thi s new scheme the arrays of 
structures are allocated at the beginning of the program as two large blocks of memory. In each array 
element there is a pointer to the next array element and pointer to the previous array element. Although 
this is not essential it was found that encoding was simpl ified by allowing each element to point to the 

previous and next and not just to the next. Now traversing the list was a simple procedure of finding the 
stal1 of the first element in the array for each type and following the links to the next element of those 
specific lists. 
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Figure 4.11: Arr:ly representation of lists 

The removal and addition of elements in the lists sti ll poses a non-trivia l problem and rcquircs some 
ex planation. Since it is undesirable to allocate and deallocate memory the removal and addition of tile list 
element does not involve memory handling. To account fo r sllch a si tuation an extra nag of NOUST was 

added to the list structures. On initialisation (memory allocation) every possib le list element is set to 
NOLIST. Thus when a coeffic ient is to be added to the list its type is now changed from NOU STto either 

LIP or LSP for the LSPILIP array or D or L for the LIS array. On deleting an element from the list the 
type is reset to NOUSTand the PNexl and PPl'ev pointers of the elements around it altered to point to the 
correct elements as illustrated in Figure 4. 12 . 
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2 Dek:ted List 
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Figure 4.12: Illustration of the Deletion of an Array Element 
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Not ice that although the list is in essence a slightly different implementation oftlle typica l linked list. the 

need to constantly allocate and deallocate memory for new and old list elements has been eliminated. It 

is imponanl to note that each list element represents a single pixel position in the 2-D image array. Thus 
when adding elements to the li st their positions in the list are determined by the position the pixel holds 

in the image array. For example the pixel in position (2 ,2) of the image array is represented by the array 

clement positioned at [2 + 2x( lmage Width)] of the array. So the problem of having to find previously 

deleted array elements is nullified as each array position represents the list status of a specific pixel in the 

image. This results in a substantially faster list implementation at the disadvantage of requiring the 

allocation of the maximum memory needed for each list, which is not memory efficient. Chapter 5 

highlights some timing results of compression and decompression limes to SlIPPOl1 th is claim. 

4.4.3 Capture frame code 

The Philips Trimedia Development Board captures video in 4:2:2 YUV format with 8-b it resolution and 

allows for a full resolution capture (704x576 for PAL) and hal f resolution CIF capture (352x288 for 

PAL). The max imum resolution for this video codee is C IF and as slIch, capture is set up for half 

rcsolution. To cater for the other supported resolutions some spatial down-sampling is required to 

cOlwel1 the C IF to QCTF or SQCIF. Colour is also further down-sampled to obtain the 4:2:0 colour 

format lIsed in this codec. 

The sct up of the video capture is bascd on recommendations and samplc code from the Trimcdia 

documentation [Trimedia]. Capture involves setting up and stal1ing the interrupt based ' Video In ' 
Application Programming Interface (APl). The diagram in Figure 4.13 shows the basic calling 

commands to exp lain how this is done. Firstly, allocation of memory is required which in this case is the 

max imum size of an input image. l.n th is system two mcmory buffers were used to allow fo r capture and 

proccssing. Each buFfer had a flag associated with it that indicated whether it was ready for another 

image or whether it was still being processed. This cyclic buffer management meant that the interrupt 

would Ilcver place Ilew data into a memory buffer before it had been processed. The viOpenAPI function 

sets up the intelTupt function 10 which the program interrupts when a capture process is complete. The 

vi YUVA PI function sets up the various video parameters such as the size of the image to captu re, the x 

and y starting point to capture from and thc memory addresses in SDRAM to dump the captured image 

data. It also enables the interrupt and thus begins capture. Once this is completed the interrupt merely 

cyc les the memory butTers dependLllg on availab ility. 
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Allocate Memory 

viOpcnAPI 
- Sets up the interrupt 

- Sets pr iority 
- Ass igns the interrupt function 

I nlerrupt 
- Cycles memory buffers 

viYUVAPI 
- Sets up Video Parameters 
- Starts Capture Process 

Figure 4.13: Ca pture of Video 

Display o f a video framc on a monilor is performed in a very similar process. Similar functi ons for 

sClling up tbe video out interrupt and OUlput parameters are ca llcd. The video out interrupt, however, 
cycles through the memory buffers copying framc data to thc output video buffers when availab le. 

4.4.4 Arithmetic code 

The ari thmet ic encodcr is Ihe final stage of the compression algorithm and the first stage of the 

decompression algorithm. The encoder takes the binary output data from SPll-IT and encodes Ihi s data 

loss lcss ly. The code used for thi s scction is obtained from [WiltS7] and was modified only s li ghtly 10 

confonn to input and output requirements of the compress ion schemc and so no further comment is 

going to be made in Ihis regard. 
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4.5 PC Software 

The main function of the PC is to interface between the user and the Trimedia DSP. The PC, however, 
also provides a useful tool for displaying and updating compress ion parameters and for comparison of 
original and coded data. This means that the PC has the decode software necessary to display the video 
and has the software for communicat ing with the DSP. fi gure 4.14 shows a very basic flow diagram for 
the PC code. The purpose of this is to give the reader a better understand ing as to where eaeh code 
portion fit s. The rest of this section aims at explaining important aspects of implementation concerning 
each block in Ihis flow diagram. 

Tr:msmit [)atu 
throUl,'ll Serial Pori • 

Star! 

Get Data 
front DS P 

Decode 
Compressed D"ta 

Display 

y 

Stop 

N 

Figure 4.14: Basic Flow Diagram for PC Code 

A screens hot of the user-interface is shown in Figure 4. 15. The PC code has been written in Microsoft 
Visual C++. 
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4.5.1 Start and Stop - The Use of the Peripheral Component Interconnect 

(PCI) Bus 

Since the PC is the main controller for the DSP, communication between PC and DSP for purposes of 

control is vita l. This communication is achieved via PCI bus and involves selling up a shared memory 
location on the PC, allowing data to be passed from DSP to PC through this shared add ress, which is 

controlled with the use of semaphores. A semaphore is passed 10 the unit requ iring the use of the 

memory, once obtained that unit has control of the shared memory. When finished, it passes the 

semaphore to the next uni t and releases control of the shared memory. This code is of vital import as it 

allows the PC to have total control of the DSP through the PCI bus. In fact, the entire system operates 

with the PC turning the DSP on and downloading the compiled code to the DSP. Thc DSP is then started 

and the system becomes operational. The PC can be used to stop the DSP at any time through the same 

communications channel. A diagram illustrating the process of setting up the DSP frolll the PC is given 

in Figure 4.16. It is evident from this that the OSP set up does two fundamental things; onc it stans the 

DSP running and, two , it sets up the shared memory for future transactions. 

PC Trimedia OS P 

Open OSP 

~ 
OSP Open 

Ack 

Setup 
Semaphore /--...... 

~ 

Semaphore 

~ 
Ack 

DownlO<ld 
Codt! and SI art /--...... - Ad;: Code 

DOlll1loau nnu 

"''''''',"'0 V 
Slnrt 

shared nll!tnory 

Figure 4.16: Diagram of Sett ing up D$ P from PC 

In order for usefu l communications between DSP and PC to occur some protocol is requ ired. In this case , 
the protoco l developed is basically a master-slave protocol where the PC is the master and controls the 

access (0 the shared memory and the DSP is the slave and responds to any requests from the Pc. After 

set up, communication data is divided into two sets; control and image data. The control sect ion contains 

such control commands as START and STOP and also contains configuration data for adjusting the 
compression parameters. The image data section contains the image data from the DSP, be thi s the 

original frame or the compressed image data . Since the system is re-con fi gu rable 'on-the-fly', control 

data is needed all the time to ensure that each frame is encoded and decoded llsing the correct 
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information. Since the PC is the master, communication is always started with the PC sending data to the 
DSP and then waiting for reception of data. 11'110 data is received within a specific timeollt, an error event 

is generated which results in the PC trying to shut the DSP down. The organisation orthe communication 

data sent by each is given in Figure 4.1 7. 
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Fig ure 4.17: T he Comm u nicat ions Packets 

The first command in this packet is a START, STOP, or CaNT command which sets the DSP in stm1 

encoding status, stop encoding or continue encoding. In stop encoding status the OSP sits in an idle loop 

until told to restart or until a SHUTDOWN command (explained later) has been sent by the Pc. The rest 

of the cont rol data sent by the PC includes configuration data. The compression ratio is sent for both 
greysca le and colour, wh ich allows separate control of co lour and greyscale compress ion. Since most 

image information lies in the greyscale of the image, it is ofien useful to compress this data less than that 
of the colour data as the colour can be compressed more than the greyscale data wi th less apparent loss in 
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information. The wavelet iterat ions 10 use is a parameter available for adjustment for purposes of lesting 
the dccorrelal ion properties of the transfOlll1; the less the iterations, the less the decorrelation and thus 

less effective compression. A cont rol byte is scnl to change between greyscale and colour and a similar 

byte is sent 10 adjust the resolution oflhe video. Lastly the coordinates of the area of interest (QBOX) are 
sent along with the compression ralio desired for this area. 

The response from the DSP is 10 send the origina l image data (for use on comparison) along with the 
control data lIsed to describe the compressed data being sent. This is in the same format as the control 

data sent by the PC but describes the parameters used to compress the previous frame. As the system is 

able to dynamically change compression parameters each frame needs to have a set of parameters 

assigned 10 it, describing how it was compressed. This avoids any confusion that may result while 

parameters are continually changing. 

This video compression scheme is asymmetric, meaning the decode and encode times do nOI take the 

same time to execute. In fact, in this scheme encoding takes longer than decoding and so the limiting 

factor in the transmiss ion scheme is the encoder. To maximally use resources, once started the encoder is 

continually encoding image frames. Since this process is slower than decodll1g, the PC is generally 
always waiting on the OSP for encoded data and is able to decode and display a frame before the OSP is 

able to present the next compressed frame. This means that the OSP is never idle during operation and so 

there is no wasted processing timc. 

A final word on the PC I bus transfer is Ihe SHUTDOWN command. mentioned earlier. To allow for 

efficient stan and stop of the compression a SHUTDOWN command is added, wh ich is separate from 

the START and STOP commands. Starting and slopping the encode and decode process does not shut 

the DSP down and to allow for this, a separate SHUTDOWN command is implemented. The command 

shuts the DSP down and in order to continue, the DSP musl be restm1ed and the code ]'e-downloadcd to 

the DSP. 

4.5.2 The Optional Serial Link 

When the serial link is activated, a second PC acts as a data pump between communication link and 
decoding DSP. This DSP is then able to decode the compressed image data and disp lay it a video 
moni lor as illustrated in Figure 4.1. This additional functionality of allowing the compressed video to be 

transmitted over the serial link requ ires a basic communications protocol and the implementation of 

receiving PC software to receive the data and send it to the decodi ng DSP. 

The seri al protocol implemented is very simplistic. This is justified because tbe focus of the project is not 
the creation of the robust communications link but rathcr on the video compress ion algorithm and Ihe 

main purpose of the link is fo r demonstration of functionality. Figure 4.18 shows a basic flow diagram 

for the serial communications from encoder to decoder. The decoder initiall y sets up the seria l pan and 

then po lls this port until it receives a " Ready" command from the encoder. This is an infin ite loop unt il 

the command is received and provision has been made to force the decoder to break out of this loop for 

error correcting purposes. On the encoder side, an important aspect is that seria l communication is only 

allowed when the option is activated by the user. In code this is implemented as a flag, wh ich when true, 
indicates the activation of serial conullunication. Once the serial port has been set lip and encoder made 

aware of decoder, communication is cont rolled by sending and rece ivi ng a 'go-ahead' signa l that tells the 

decoder to prepare fo r an incoming video frame. This acts as a fonn of synchronisat ion, info rming the 
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decoder of an impending frame to be transmitted. The control data, Figure 4.17, for that frame is sent 

first followed by the compressed image data. The decoder waits until both contro l and image data is 

received before sending the data la the decoding OSP through the PCI bus. The final stage is to check fo r 

the 'Stop ' command, which is act ivated by a bUl\on on the encoder user-interface. Once activated the 

encoder sends this command along with the final frame to be decoded. When the 'Stop ' command is 

rece ived the decoder disab les the serial port and stops the OSP. 

Encoder 

S\:I,U Ready Cummalld 

y 

Gel Data from OSP 

Send Dat ~ l!o-;lhcnd 
comnmnd 

Send Control Data and 
ge, Reply 

S\:nd Image Data and 
get Reply 

Cht-ck for SlOp 

Send SlOp Command 

N 

Decoder 

y 

Send Acknowledge 

Wait for Da,a 
go-ahead siglH,1 

Receive Control I)"ta 
and Reply 

Receive Image Dat~ 
and Reply 

Send 1111 data to DS!' 

Check for Stop 

Figure 4. 18: B:1Sic Flow Di agr:lm fo r Serial Link 
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4.5.3 Displaying Video on the PC Monitor 

Displaying un imu.gc on the PC monitor requires the eolour imu.gt: to ~ represt:nted in RGB formut with 
no sub-sampling. Since this video compression scheme results in a 4:2:0 YUV colour video frame, some 
up-sampling and colour conversion is required. "ne process of up-sampling requires scaling the U and V 
matrices to the same size as iliat of the Y matrix before applying the conversion matrix that rcsu1L~ in the 
desired RGB frame, The obvious method of up-sampling would be to insert zeros in those matrix 
positions that have no colour component associated with them. While being a fast up-sampling technique 
the result is a washed out colour imagt: as can be sccn in Figun: 4.19 and Figure 4.20. In this scheme 
posi ti ons in the up-sampled malrict-s which don 't have values associated with them are filled with copies 
of neighbouring values. This process ha~ proven to re'\ult in unnoticeable colour changes !r'om the 
original and up-sampled version a~ figure 4.21 can testify. A better solution would be to use 
interpolation which would give a better estimate of unknown values. however the extm processing power 
introduced is considered unwarranted for the little gain in accuracy achieved, 

Figure 4.19: Original Colour 'Baboon' Picture 
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Figure 4.20: The RHult of Incorred Vp-sampllng 

Figure 4.21: Result of Copying Neighbouring Puel, 

Once the YUV image has been converted to the RGR space, display of the image is done using the 
Microsoft Ditmar Al'1. Setting up the display in Microsoft Visual C++ involves setting up a Device 
Context (DC). This DC is used to create a compatible interface between the program and device drivers 
spec ific to the system usoo. As computers these days are all dilTerenL in order to make code that is 

written on one system compatible with all others it must be compatible with all other system devices. 
The creation ora compatible DC is therefore important for compatibility. Once this is done, painting of 
the image on screen involves de llning the size and colour depth o[ the image and then indicating 10 the 
system, the coordinates where 10 place the image. 
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4.5.4 The Area of Interest 

The realisat ion of a quality box means that the user must be able to define th is box somehow. One 
possibi lity is tile entering of coordinates of the desired box. The problem with this form of input is that it 
is cumbersome, as the user must now have some reference grid in order to correctl y define the box. A 

better so lut ion is a ' point~and~click ' type interface where a user can point to a desired area and be able to 
interactively drag a box over this area and thus define the area of better quality. This fonn of user 
interaction is lIsed in this compression implementation. 

Figure 4.22 shows the possible frame sizes of the video being displayed which helps in explaining the 

restrictions that need to be placed on the drawing of the box. In order to seamlessly integrate a user 
defined box, the boundaries with in which the box are valid must be known. In the case of Figure 4.22 the 

box coordinates may never exceed the CIF resolution of the frame, however if the frame is QClF and 
SQCIF, then it must not exceed these dimensions. Furthermore, provision has been made fo r 
automatically resizing the quality box when the resolution cbanges. For example, if the resolution 
changes from Crf to QC IF then the quality box is resized to accommodate the new resolution and the 
video stream updated to provide a seamless change of resolution. 

Video Display Frame 

SQCIF 
72 

88 QCIF 
144 

176 288 
CIF 

352 

Fig ure 4.22: I'ossibl e Sizes for :t Video Display 

Another implcmentation Issue worth cOllunentmg on, is the redcfinition and deletion of an existing box. 
Current ly each lime a user defines a new box then the old one is deleted and new parameters calculated 
for the new box. For deletion of a box a user needs only to click the mouse in the region of the video 
display frame and the box is deleted and the video restored to meet the best possib le qua lity for the 
existing rate metric. 

Chapter 3 mentions the scalability issue of being able to define a specific qual ity metric for the quality 
box, which is achieved by defining a separate qual ity box compression ratio. However a restriction has 

been placed on this to make realisation of the box more feasible. Since the scheme dynamically 

reallocates resou rces to assign more priority to the area of interest, there exist some conditions that could 
cause unacceptable results. If the box defined is too large and the quality defined is too hi gh then the 
possibility exists for there to be inadequate availab le resources to meet this metric . To account for this a 
restriction is placed on the maximum box size and maximum box quality where the maximum bandwidth 
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allowed for the box is half the total available bandwidth and the maximum size ofthc box is 144x l44 for 

C IF, 72x72 for QC! F and 36x36 for SQCIF. 

To allow for some scalabil ity it was decided to have three quality met rics for the box; High, /!'tediulII , 

Low. In High. half of the bandwid th available is used to represent the quali ty box data, for MediI/m a 

quarter, and for LolV a sixth. In lenllS of greyscale, it is trivial 10 calculate the remaining available 

bandwid th lor use in compressing the rest of the image. However. for colour the problem becomes 

s lightly more complex as a dec ision is needed on how 10 dist ri bute the bandwidth over the greyscale and 
colour portions of the video frame. An obvious solution would be to assign the bandwidth half-half, but 

this is in fact not an opt ima l solution when considering that most of the important image information 

resides in Ihe greyscale. So in Ihis scheme it has been decided to allocate Illore bandwidth to greyscale 
than to colour. The next problem is to dec ide just how much extra to give greyscale. Intensive 

experimcntal testing, encompassing a range of video inputs and distribution characteristics, concluded 
that the optimal tradeofT between image quality and system bandwidth was attained by allocal ing o/.t of 

the ava ilab le bandwidth to the greyscale data and I;" to the colour. Usi ng this di stribution criteria, it was 

found that there was minimal colour information sacrificed for the extra greyscale infonnation required. 

4.6 Summary 

This chapter has presented the implementation of the system detailing impol1ant coding aspccts of each 
area of the codcc. Thc aim of the chapter has been to exp lain implemcntation issues which have been 

addressed in order to achieve the desired resll1t. The next chapter will examine the results of the 

im plementation and comment on the effectiveness of the issues explained in thi s chapter. 
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Evaluating the perfOnllanCe of the implemented video compression scheme involves firstly, testing the 

funct ionality of the features discussed in previous chapters and then comparison with other existing 

schemes. This chapler begins by evaluating the perfonnance of the system lIs ing a pre-recorded video 

sequence and testing the effects of adjusting various scalability options. PSNR and subjective pictorial 

resu lts are given for purposes of evaluation. The affect of applying the area of interest on the scene for 

various bit rates is di scussed before providing some comparison with other available schemes. Since this 

scheme is essentially a framc-based compression system, a comparison between other frame-based 

schemes is given using standard vidco sequences. Thcse same vidco sequences are then used for 

comparison wi th some relevant temporal based schemes to provide a more complete evaluation of 

performance. 

5.1 Overall Performance 

init ial testing involves showing the performance of the scheme while adjusting the various compression 

parameters. Usefu l evaluation measures include the time taken to compress and decompress, the PSNR at 
various compression ratios, the effcct of the arcn of interest for low bit rate schemes, the functionality of 

the serinl pon and its implications and the consequences of adjusting the wavelet iterations. 

To test the general perfomlance of the system a simple scene has been recorded containing a background 
and a single person walking towards the camera. The camera also pans the scene to simulate performance 

in a relatively high movement sit uation . 

5.1.1 Initial PSNR and Subjective Results 

Table 5.1 shows the average PSNR values measured fo r the video sequence described nbove for various 

bit rates and resolutions. The testing was perfOnlled at a constant frame rate of 5 frames per second and 

the PSNR measured for each frame and averaged over the entire sequence. As the luminance component 

of the video contributes mostly to the perceived quality, only its PSNR is shown for evaluation. The 

scheme is aimed at low bit rate systems and so only rates up to and including I 28kbps were testing for 
performance. From the table and Figu re 5.1, it is clear that as the bi t rate increases so the objective 

qua lity increases, which is an expected result. In tenl1S of CIF resolution, results for 16kbps were not 

taken as the resulting video at thi s rate was intolerably degraded and the PSNR measurement was 

considered worthless. 
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Bit Rate (kbs) 
PSNR (dB) 

Resolution 
Colour GreyScale 

16 

28 

32 

64 

128 

41 

39 

37 

35 

ID 33 
~ 31 

'" 29 z 
III 
"- 27 

25 

23 

21 

19 

Too Low Too Low 

19.43 20.39 

21 .08 23.07 

20 .30 21 .23 

21.97 23.43 

24.49 26.39 

21.21 22.34 

22.56 23.65 

24.97 27.76 

23.40 24.71 

25.33 26.74 

31.43 36.80 

25.62 27.66 

29.20 31 .61 

39.72 40.36 

Table 5. 1: I'SNR Results of Video Testing (Frame Rate = 5 fps) 

__ Colour CIF 

--+- Grey C IF 

-if- Colour QC[F 

--><- Grey QCIF 

-+- Colour SQCIF 

--+- Grey SQCIF-"'"_---" 

CIF 

QCIF 

SQCIF 

CIF 

QCIF 

SQCIF 

CIF 

QCIF 

SQCIF 

CIF 

QCIF 

SQCIF 

CIF 

QCIF 

SQCIF 

------------.~~ ~~ 
16 28 32 64 128 

Bit Rate (kbps) 

Figure 5.1: Graph of Tabulated Resulls 

Subjective results shown in Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4 and Figure S.S for both QClF and CIF 

video sequences for various low bit rates are given. These pictures give a visual perspective on the affect 

of adjust ing the compression ratio to meet the desired bit rate. [t is clearly evident that as the bit rate 

decreases so the image degradation increases and, in terms of the QCIF images at 16kbps, the 

degradation is extremely severe. Although the quality of all tbe images is poor, at 12Skbps for both CIF 

and QClF resolutions tbe detai ls of the video are relatively clear and, in fact the qual ity of the QCIF 
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video at this bit rate is very rcasonnble. Even with the nddition of the colour informat ion the video 
sequences remain distinguishable for such a low bit ratc. 

Onginal 

128kbps 
l'SNR = 27 66dH 

J2kbps 
l'SNR - 22.34dB 

Figure 5.2 : Results for Video Testing 31 CIF 
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128kbps 
Y I'SNR '" 25.62dB 

J2kbps 
Y PSNR - 2 1.2 1dD 

Figure 5.3: Colour Results for Video Testing at ClF 
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Original 

Figure 5.4: Video Results for QCIF 

94 

128kbps 
PSNR = 31.61dB 

64kbps 
PSN R = 26.74d 13 

16kbps 
PSNR = 20.39dll 
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12Rkbp-o 
Y PSNR " 29.20dl3 

Originsl 64kbps 
Y PSNR " 2S.33dB 

16kbps 
Y rSNR - 19.43dB 

Figure 5.5: Culour Video RClfults (or QCfF 

5.1.2 Timing Issues 

A relatively important aspect of the scheme is the timing issues concerned with compression and 

decompression as it has a direct bearing on the achievable fr..une rates for real-time opeldtion. Table 5.2 

shows eneode and decode times for the video taken at various resolutions and for both greyscaJe and 
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colour. It is immediately evident that the compression and decompress ion times generally decrease as the 
compress ion ratio increases. The major contribut ing factor to the decrease in time is the SPIHT 
algorithm, as, with higher compression ratios, less trees of wavelet coeffic ien ts are required to be 
searched for significance, resulting in a faster execllt ion time. 

An interest ing point to note is the encode times for QCIF resolution at 32kbps for colour and greyscale. 
The immediate assumption is that the !,'Teyscale video should encode faster than the colour, but, this is 
not the case. This occurrence is expla ined when considering that the colour is 4:2:0 sub-sampled and so 
the chrominance components are SQCIF reso lution. The time taken to compress a SQCIF reso lution 
image is a great dea l faster than that of a QCIF image and larger compression ratios result in faster 
compression times. In th is case the luminance component of the colour image is compressed more highly 
than the greysca le image and thus executes fas ter. Since the chrominance components are SQCIF, 

encoding them is very fast with the net result of a quicker encode time for the co lour image than the 
greysca le, in this case. 

An issue of concern is the large encode and decode times needed for CIF images, be they greyscale or 
co lour. The fastest reported encode time is 204111s which llleans that the maximum possible frame rale 
achievab le is 4.9 frames a second. This frame rate is less than the minimum considered frame rale 
req uirement of low bit rate video (5 fps). Considering that the software has nOI been fully optimised it is 
foreseeable that th is problem can be overcome with some further code optimisation. This sa id , the QCIF 
and SQCIF encode and decode times are relalively fast allowing for frame rates greater than that of 5 
fi·ames per second in all cases. 
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CIF (ms) QCIF (ms) SQCIF (ms) Bit Rate (kbps ) 

Encode 328 132 
128 

Decode 180 50 

Encode 231 86 69 
64 

Decode 185 40 20 

Encode 204 91 18 
32 

Decode 192 30 10 

Encode 76 17 
Decode 32 10 

16 

GrcyScole 

CIF (ms) QCIF (ms ) SQCIF (ms ) Bit Rate (kbps ) 

Encode 369 105 
128 

Decode 290 70 

Encode 310 131 70 
64 

Decode 205 50 30 

Encode 353 52 20 
32 

Decode 210 40 10 

Encode 64 18 
16 

Decode 40 10 

Colour 

Ta bl e 5.2: Encode an d Decode Times for Colour and G reysca lc Vid eo 

5.1 .3 The Effect of Adjusting the Wavelet Iterations 

Apal1 from the low bit rate abilities of the implemented system the high scalability allows for testing ofa 

nu mber of scenarios. One such test is the ability to adjust the wavelet iterations for the wavelet 
transfonn. The advantage gained is a possible decrease in encode time with the sacrifice in image 
quality. To ill ustrate this point Figure 5.6 shows the affects of adjusting the number of iterations from 2 
to 5 wh ile the compression ratio is kept constant. 11 is obvious frolll the pictures that as the wavelet 
iterat ions increase so the image quality increases with encode time. The increase in the encode times, 
however, is not a linear process. This is due to the dyadic down~sampling in the wave let transfonn, 

meaning that the next iteration only operates on half the image size of the previous and thus is able of 
execute faster. So as the number of iterations increases, the extra time needed to execute the remainder of 
the transform decreases. This is illustrated by the encode times quoted be low the pictures, where the 
addition time needed going from 2 ~3 iterations is 40ms and from 3~5 only 23ms. From these resul ts it 
seems that the relat ively sllla ll gain in encode time is not worth the sacrifice in image qua lity and so the 
adjustment of wave let iterations is not further considered. 
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5 hCfRI;,m. 
Encode Tone - 246111. 

Encooc Time - I &JIIlS 

Figure 5.6: Res ults of adjusting the number of wavelet it(!rations. The compression ratios is maint ained at 

40:1 
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5.1.4 Lossless Compression? 

Since the scheme is highly scalable it need not be limited to low bit rate applications and as such testing 
the results for high bit rates is meaningful. To show the perfornmnce of the scheme in a lossless ll 

scenari o, the system is set up and the compression ratio adjusted until visible degradat ion is observed. 

The test involved visual comparison between compressed and original video and so is a subjectivc onc. 
However it sti ll gives a useful indication of the performance of the system in an environment where 
visually perfect video is desired. Greyscale images were seen to visibly degrade when the compress ion 
ratio is increased past 10: I (for CIF) and manifested in small ringing artifacts around the edges of certain 

objects in the scene. Wi th colour video the compression ratio achieved was before degradation is 
approximately 20: 1 12 for CIF 

5.1.5 The Serial Port 

Testing the seria l port feature of the scheme is basically just verifying functionality as all performance 
eva luation can easily be perfonned without the serial port through the PC. Such a test requ ires setting up 
the serial link and streaming video across for decode and display 011 a TV monitor. The serial port does 
add ex tra de lay whcn the BAUD rate is set very low and the compression ratio is high. Thus test ing 

requires verifying that there is no Inss in synchronization between encode and decode DSP's due to the 
extra delay introduced. This occurrcnce was tcsted and thc rcsult was a very slow frame rate but the 
systcm did not fail, indicating the communications protocol was functioning C01Tcctly. Further testing of 

Ihe video scheme using the serial pOri was discontinued as the all other features of thc scheme could be 
tested on the PC. However this does nOI mean the addition of the port is meaningless as it does allow for 
a more realistic demonstration of operation III a real-world type environment. 

5.2 Effect of the Areas of Interest 

The addition of thc user-seleetable area of interest feature is thi s eodees attempt 10 make the video 

suitable for low bit rates, while being only appropriate for a selection of possible applications. Thus some 
analysis of the affect of the area of interest is required. 

Tests conducted to determine the usefu lness of the area of interest, were to stream video at the va rious 
low bit rates tested earl ier (16, 32, 64, I 28kb/s) and select an area for higher qua lity. Both colour and 
greyscale video was examined with the luminance PSNR being calculated for the quality area as well as 
the entire image, excluding the qual ity area. The goa l was to see if the extra quality provided in the 
qual ity box was worth degrad ing the surrounding image. 

Table 5.3 shows some PSNR results for the streaming video at variolls bil rates. The difference here is 
that the area of interest has been defined in each case. At l28kbps in QCIF format the resulting video is 
of very reasonable quality and so there is no real gain in including an area of interest for this bit ratc. It is 
clear that in all cases there is a significant improvement on the PSNR in the quality area at the expense of 

11 111 this case, the term lossless is used very loosely al1d refers to the image before any visible loss of qualit y when 
visually compared to the original 

12 This was calcu lated as the 4:2:0 colour image size I compressed output 
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the rest of the image. The general trend shown in these results is that the area defined for higher quality is 

able to ac hieve an increase il1 qua li ty which , ill some cases, is quite drastic. 

An important observation is that the size of the defined box plays a major ro le in the achievable increase 

qual ity. The larger the box size the less extra quality that is able to be achieved. This observation is 

supported when considering the case for 64kbps CIF on Table 5.3. In this case the PSNR measured for 

the area of interest is higher in the colour image than in the greyscale image. Intuitively this should not 

be the case as there should be marc bandwidth available fo r the grcysealc. However, the size of the 

defined box in the co lour video was slightly smaller than that of the greyscale video and as slLch provided 
a better PSNR. Comparison with this tab le and Table 5.1 shows Ihat the entire image PSNR has been 

degraded below what was measured in Table 5.1, in order to allocate the extra bandwidth needed for the 

quality box, while ma intaining the bit rate at a constant value. 

CIF QCIF 
Bit Rate (kbps) 

Area of Intere!t Area of In terest 
PSNR (dB) 

rrege PSf'R (dB) 
PS NR (dB) 

rrege PSIIR (dB) 

Colour 30.91 19.21 
16 Not Measured 

Greyscale 29.34 21 .00 

Colour 32.76 22.64 35.63 20.81 
32 

Greyscale 32 .94 22.70 33.41 22.17 

Colour 35.81 21 .87 36.80 22.34 
64 

Greyscale 34 .32 23.41 36.76 24 .49 

Colour 36.02 23.71 
128 Not Measured 

Greyscale 36.83 26.32 

Table 5.31.1: Luminance PSN R M eas urements at Various Bit Rates 

In the case of greyscaJe video somc of thc video frames described in Table 5.3 are presented in rigure 

5.7 and Figure 5.8. It is clear that inside the areas of interest the quality of the video appears beller while 

outside the video is degraded. In this case the lesting invo lved defining an area around the head of an 

individual fo r increased qual ity as could be used in a securi ty type app lication. Thus a useful function for 

such scheme would be in any application where the surrounding scene is deemed unimportant and only 

certain areas of the scene are deemed significant. This shows that at very low bi t rates an intra-frame 
video codec can s till be useful when lIsi ng a user-defi nable quality box idea. The drawback of the system 

is that, it is now only suitable for a limited number ofappJications making the codec very specific. 

13 Results were nol measured at 16kbps for C l F ror the same reason as in Table 5.1 
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Result at 32khps 
ImoSt I'SNR - 22 701.113 

/\rca of Inlefesll'SNR - 32 94dll 

Result al 128kbps 
Image I'SNR " 26.32dB 

Area of Inlerest J'SNR - 36.83dO 

Figure 5.7: Area of Interest I~esults for G reyscale C IF 
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Result at 16kbps 
Image PSNR = 21.00dS 

Area of Interest PSNR = 29.34d8 

Result at 64 kbps 
Image PSNR = 22.34dB 

Area of Interest PSNR = 36.7GdB 

Figure 5.8: Area of Int erest Results for Creyscale QC IF 

5.3 Comparison with Other Intra-frame Schemes 

As the codec is an intra-frame compressioll scheme it is relevant and useful to compare il against other 
codecs of the same type. MJPEG is a widely used and very popular intra-fj·ame compression scheme as it 
provides reasonable compression with the additional desirable feature of random access to frames. A new 
scheme which is to be implemented in the near future is MJPEG2000 which is the video compression 
extension of JPEG2000. Essent iall y both these schemes treat the video as a set of still images and 
compress each image separately to meet the desired rate constraint. Usefu l results for comparison are the 
objective (PSNR) and subjective perfomlance of these schemes as they compare 10 the implemented 

codec. 

In testing the perfonnance. a MJPEG2000 codec could not be acquired and so a simulated system using 
JPEG2000 was used for testing. It is assumed that this simulated system would provide comparable 

results as the fundamental concept of MJPEG2000 is to apply JPEG2000 to a series of video frames in 
compression. Since a spec ifi c rate metric can be easily set for JPEG2000. compression ratios required to 
meet cer1ain desired vidco rates were calculated and the video frames compressed to these rates using 
JPEG2000. Although, results generated from this may be sl ightly incorrect, they are st ill usefu l for 
comparison as they wi ll be close to the actual results achievable. 
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BilRale MJPEG MJPEG2000 Implemented System 

" 
16 23.56 26 .65 22.35 24.39 27 .89 23.11 

32 22 .57 25.44 21 .61 26.69 30.64 25.77 27 .23 31 .20 26.26 

64 26 .62 32.25 27 .97 30.30 36 .60 30.61 30.70 35.91 30.59 

128 33.01 37.97 33.59 35.67 42.76 37.75 34.89 41.35 36.13 

Table 5.4: Measured PSNR for Video Frames ofStandal'd Seq uences. ' Foreman ' Frame 59, ' Akiyo ' Frame 

t 17 ;lIId ' l-Iallmonitor' Frame 132. 

Table 5.4 shows measured results for comparison over the three standard video sequences. 'Akiyo' is the 

classic head-and-shouldcrs shot typical in videoconferencing scenes, 'Foreman' is a very busy scene with 
a great deal ofcamcra movemcnt and ' Hallmonitor' is the classic example ofa security type monitoring 

application. These scenes were tested only for greyscale as thi s compari son would convey the necessary 

information and it is felt that the extension to colour would not add an extra info011ation for use in 
comparison. In the case of JPEG, results for 16kbps were unacceptab ly degraded and as sllch are not 

shown. From the table, it is clear that the implemented systcm clearly outperforms that of MJPEG and in 

some cases that of the simulated MJPEG2000. As the bit rate increases the MJPEG2000 scheme start s to 

outperform that of the implemented scheme. Although the results for MJPEG2000 are onl y a s imulated 

case and may not provide an exact measure, it is felt that the resu lts generated arc very close to the actual 
case and as such the comparison shows that the implemented system is able to compare favourably to 

MJPEG2000. 

Figure 5.9, Figure 5.10 and Fib'1lre 5. 11 provide some visual results to high light the subject ive 

performance of the scheme. These were taken at 32kbps for each of the three sequences. It is clear that 

both the MJPEG2000 and thi s system outperfonn MJPEG. Also evident is the presence of heavy 

' blocky' artifacts in the MJPEG images, while the MJ PEG2000 and the implemented system look very 

similar in qua lity. 
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a) 'Akiyo' Frame 117 b) MJPEG 32kbps 

c) MJ PEG2000 32kbps d) Implemented Sys tem 32kbps 

Figure 5.9: 'Akiyo' frame 117 encoded at 32kbllS for 5 fnlmes/s 
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a) 'Foreman' Frame 59 b) MJPEG 32kbps 

c) MJPEG2000 32kbps d) Implemented Sys tem 32kbps 

Figure 5.10: 'Forema n' frame S9 encoded al32khps at S frames /s 
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a) 'HallMonitor' Frame 132 b) MJPEG 32kbps 

c) MJPE02000 32kbps d) Implemented System 32kbps 

I~ igure 5. 1 t: 'Hall Mo nitor' fr ame 132 encoded at 32kbps a t 5 frames/s 

5.4 Comparison with Temporal Schemes 

For the sake of completeness it is use ful to compare the scheme with some other video compress ion 
schemes aimed at low bit rates. These are the PACC [MarpOO] and MPEG-4 Verification Model standard 

schemes which both employ temporal compression. The PACe scheme was chosen as it represents the 
very latest in video compression technology and provided exce llent results. MPEG·4 VM was chosen to 
confoml to the literature as this scheme is used in mosl research works for comparison and is thus very 
familiar. The system was compared using the same standard video sequences of ' Akiyo', ' Foreman' and 
' Hall Monitor' with subjecti ve and objective results taken. The PACC results are quoted only for the bit 
rates and frames shown in Table 5.5 and so, for comparison, tbe implemented system was tested with the 
same parameters. 

MPEG-4 PACe 
Implemented 

Sequence Bit Rate (kbps) Frame Rate fls 
PSNR (dB) PSNR (dB) 

SystemPSNR 
(dB) 

Akiyo 24 .15 7 .5 37.38 38.36 25.44 

HatiMonitor 25 .90 10 33.75 34.51 21.12 

50 .30 7.5 32.03 32.91 26 .91 
Foreman 

123.70 15 34.29 35.16 27 .70 

Tabl e 5.5: Lumin ance PSN R Resu lts for Entire Vid eo Secluences 
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Table 5.5 shows the PSNR results of PACe and MPEG-4 (obtaincd from Marpe et al [MarpOO]) 
compared to the implemented system. It is clear that both the PACe and MPEG-4 schemes easily 
outperform the intra-frame based scheme, especially in the 'Akiyo ' and ' I-Iallmonitor' sequences. This is 
as expcl.:ted as, the addition of temporal compression increase performance a grcat deal , especially in 
sequences of low motion, as with 'Akiyo' and 'Hallmonitor'. In the 'Akiyo ' and 'Halhnonitor' scenes 
there is very litt le movement in the scene, witll the majority of the background remaining stat ic. Thus the 
temporal based schemes are able to ach ieve enormous compression results by using previous and future 
frames, whereas the intra-based scheme struggles. 

However in the busy ' Foreman' sequence there is a great deal of temporal movement with the camcra 
panning the scene and the Foreman's head moving. In th is scene the int ra-frame based scheme is able to 
perform more comparably, although still losing Ollt to the temporal schemes. Figure 5. I 2 and Figure 5.13 
shows the visual results of the intra- frame system and this supports the objective results. In the case of 
the ' Akiyo ' and ' \-Ialll11011itor ' sequences, the degradation is intolerable whereas the ' Foreman' sequence 

performs reasonably acceptab ly. 

With the addition of the area of interest, the compression scheme is able to make up some ground on the 
temporal schemes. especially with the ' Foreman' sequence. figu re 5.12 and Figure 5.13 shows the result 
of applyi ng the area of interest on the face in 'Foreman' and 'Akiyo' and on the person in 'Hallmon itor' . 
In the ' Foreman' sequence the luminance PSNR inside the box reaches 36.61 dB on the frame shown and 
visually the face is very recognizable. In the case of 'Akiyo ' , the face becomes recognizable but still 
degra.ded as the bit rate is st ill extremely low and not enough bandwidth is available to generate any 

significant extra quality. The same can be said fo r ' l-iallmonitor ', with the person inside the area of 
interest being visible and actions performed clear, but outside the area the scene is merely a blur. 

So the intra-frame scheme is able to comparably perform with the temporal schemes only in scenes of 
high movement and with higher bit rates. When the bit rates become too low the use of temporal 
compression adds an extra pcrfonnance dynamic which the spatial scheme cannot meet. However with 
the introduct ion of the area of interest, the very degraded intra- frame video compression is able to show 
usefu l video results as demonstrated in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13. This highlights Ihe Llsefulness of 
applying some appl ication specific algorithms to try and improve perfonnance in bandwidth starved 
environments. 
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'Foreman' Frnme 53 at 50.30 kbp.<i mId 7.5 fps 
Y PSNR "" 26 .75 dR 

'Foremnn' Frnme23 at 123.7 kbps and 15 fps 
y PSNR ~ 27.04 dB 

'Foreman' Frame 170 at 123.7 kbps and IS fps 
Box Y I'SNR "" 36.61 dB 

Figure S.12: 'Foreman' Sequence at v.rious rates 
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'Akiyo' Frame 80 at 24. 1.5 kbps and 10fps 
Y PSNR - 2.5.37 dB 

'Akiyo' Frame 2664124. 1.5 kbps and IOfps 
&x Y PSNR - 26.42 dB 

'r~ Frarnc 7 1 9( 2.5.9 kbps and IOfps 
Y I'"SNR - 2 1.23 dB 

'HaIlMonitor' Frame 94 at. 25.9 kbps IIlld IOfps 
Ilo~ Y PSNR - 22.34 dB 

Figun: 5.13: 'Akiyo' .nt! 'RallmonUor' .t variouli flIItn 
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5.5 Summary 

This chapter presented an evaluation of the performance of the implemented system. Some initial tests 

conducted illustrated the sealability of the scheme and showed results when adjusting the various 

parameters oflhc scheme. Compression times showed that for SQClf and QCff resolutions, reasonablc 
frame rates are achieved whilc at C if some further code optimisation was identilicd. The user-interface 

allows the Llser to adjust a great deal of parameters and thus lest a multitude of different compression 
combinat ions. ThIs diversity meant that evaluation needed to be limited to showing the performance of 

relevant areas. Thus the evaluation limited itselflo only low bit rate concerns as , this is the focus of the 

dissertation. It was shown that in very low bit rate situations the introduction of the area of interest 

allowed for a useable video sequence where ccrtain important areas of the video sequence were given 

extra quality at the expense of the rest of the scene. The important result here, is that the scheme is able 

to produce distinguishable video while timitmg the number of applications that would find it useful. 

Compari son with some other intra-frame based schcmes showed favourable results with the scheme 

easily outperforming MJPEG. In terms oftemporat based schemes, the codec was not able to compare as 
favourably, which is expected. However in sequcnces with high 1110tion the affects of temporal 

compression are somewhat dulled and the codec is able to make up some ground. With the introduction 

of the area of interest, it was demonstrated that very usable video could be generated at these tow bit 
rates while liml1l1lg the applicatIOns where thI s VIdeo could be useful. 
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Chapter 6 Recommendations for Future Work 

The scope for future work Llsing this scheme is relative ly vast. Basically what has been developed is a 

testing platform for wavelet based video compression schemes. The code has been written in a modular 

fas hion allowing code blocks 10 be added and removed at will. The user interface software allows 

seamless commu ni cat ion wit h the DSP device for testing compiled code and adjusting parameters . So the 

foc lIs here is to present some recommendations to make the current system better. 

As mentioned throughout the dissertation the Ileed for code optimisalion is paramount. Although in some 

cases the code was optimised somewhat. further optimisation is required to make Ihe scheme morc 

useable at higher spat ial resolutions and extend its use to higher bit rate appl icat ions. Since the SP]]-IT 

,1Ild Wavelet T ransform implementations are the areas that require most processing time the optimisation 

of these code portions are required. In the SPII-IT algorithm the searching of trees for Signi fi cance 

occupies a major potion of processing time and so optimis ing thi s search process would go a long way in 

improving execution times. 

The introduction of temporal compress ion schemes, such as motion compensation/estimation, would 

improve on compress ion results while making tile area of interest implementation slightly more complex. 

However, introducing motion compensation/esti mation presents some extra problems. Firstly. the 

processing time for the video compression will increase, as motion compensation/estimation is a 

computationally expensive tas k. Therefore, before such a scheme ean be introduced some code 

optimisation to speed up the exist ing system 's execution times is req uired. Secondly. when considering 

block-based motion compensation the resulting block artefacts introduced wi ll dec rease the performance 

of the wavelet transfonn, as the transform will assign higher priority to the high frequency components 

introduced at the edge of the block arte facts. Hence some (onn of overlapped block motion 

compensation is required to suppress the block artefacts, which adds to th e processing time. 

On the area of interest s ide, the selection of the area of interest could be complemcnted with some form 

of tracking. Thus, once the arca of interest has been defined on an object, thi s object could be 

automatica lly tracked and tbe area of interest moved along with it. A fUI1 her extension is to define 

arbitrarily shaped areas of int erest and not just a box shape. The lIsefulness here is to define a face as the 

area of interest, which is shaped arbitrarily and then track the face over the sequence of video frames 

wh il e app lying the quality constrai nts on the scene. 

Finall y. some work has been perfomled on 3-D based schemes [KimOO]. A future system could 

implement a 3-D wavelet and SPIHT and then apply the area of interest concept on th is scheme. 

A lthough, a promising idea, it is felt that this implcmentation may suffer somewhat due to thc extra 

processing requirements of 3-D schemes and as such may not meet a real-time real isation , until 

signi ficantly faster hardware becomcs available. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 

This project began life as an ill-defined requirement to illustrate how application spec ifi c characteristics 

cou ld be used to improve compression ratios in video compression techniques. A particular goal was to 

target the transport of usable video streams over a low bandwidth (in tbe order of 16kb/s) data link . The 

application and the techniques were ieflullspccified as a subject for research. The visual ised application 

that was sett led on, was one where it could generally be said that the reproduced quality of the ent ire 

scene was of lower imporlance than that of some specific, user definable area. Scenes slIch as monitoring 

personnel in a large ly static background and tracking vehicles in a fixed landscape were considered lo be 

typical such applications. Thus, the focus of the project was 10 determine techniques for providing 

differential quali ty video transmission and hi gh compression ratios. The final implcmcntalion used 

spat ial compress ion onl y, in the fonn the Discrete Wave let Transform with a dual area approach being 

lIsed to provide the differential quality 'user-box' where the user can dynamicall y alter the region of 

interest and the reproduction quality of both the background and the 'user-box '. 

The motivation for such a project was found in the ever increasing number of important appl ications for 

digital video and how the world is affected by the increasing use of the media. The meteoric rise of 

multimedia services, of which digital video plays a major role, has been pointed out and the problem of 

large resource requirements highlighted. The need for the compression of video to meet the demands of 

the digital age has been exp lained and some ins ight into the fundamentals of compression has been 

explained. 

With the fundamentals defined a look into the principles of video generati on, with a bias towards digital 

vi deo, was deemed necessary to beller understand the media. This short discussion focussed on 

familiarising the reader with digital video and the temlinology and concepts used to compress the video. 

Such a discussion on video generation then lead to an explanation of imp0l1ant conce pts used 

specificall y for video compress ion. This di scussion included the important spatial transforms, such as 

DCT and Wavelet, and compared advantages and disadvantages of some spatial compression techniqucs 

used in video. Although no temporal compression was implemented, an analys is of video compression 

was deemed incomplete without some explanation of temporal techniques and, as such, some basic 

temporal compression theory was introduced. Once the fundamentals of video compress ion had been 

exp lained the next logical step was to introduce some exist ing schemes and algorithms. This included an 

exp lanatio n o f existing standards and a discussion of the latest advances in the field. 

The theoretical background provided a decent ground ing from which the design of the implemented 

system cou ld commence. Firstly, il was deemed prudent to give a brief overvi ew of current video 

compress ion technology as presented in Chapter two. From this taxonomy, the explanation of variOlls 

design choices could more readily be supported. The implemented system used a wavelet transform as it 

was considered the optimal transform for a spatial based scheme. The scheme was aimed at low bit rate 

applications and so some degradation of the video was anticipated. Thus a compression system which 

could provide a more pleasing form of degradation was desirable. It was shown that the wavelet 

transform resulted in a more pleasing fonn of degradation than the ' blocky' effects of the DCT and thus 

it was considered the method of choice. 

Once chosen, the implement'ation of the transform became important as, a fast implementation time was 

requi red. It was shown that the /ijiing scheme resulted in a very fast execution time and thus was lIsed for 
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the wave let transfonn. In compressing the wavelet tranSf0n11 coefficients, a compression scheme which 
used the properties of the wavelet transform was desired. The srll-IT scheme provided good 
compression with reasonable complexity and execution time and was therefore chosen for 
implementation of the compression system. 

The goal of the compression scheme was to use an application specific idea to create a usable video 
compression scheme for low bit rates. The scheme was a pure ly spatial-based one, where temporal 
compression was not used. This limited the achievable compression ratios somewhat. but the idea of 
restricting the scheme to certain classes of application meant that some extra infonnation could be used 
to further compress the data and still result in useful video. The compression scheme implemented a 
combinat ion of techniques described in chapter two and added a quality box feature. This feature allowed 

for a user-definable area in the video scene of extra quality at the expense of the rest of the scene. A lIser
interface was described which allowed for adjustment of various compression parameters and display of 
original and decompressed video, while al so showing important compression results. 

With the system defined , implementation could begin. The hardware used for the implementation was of 
vital imp0l1 and so some description of this hardware was given with a discussion 011 those aspects that 
were deemed most relevant to the system. The design of the software code was presented to illustrate 
how certain features and functionalities were achieved. Preliminary optimisations were presented which 
allowed for a near real-time implementation to be achieved. The communication and control of the DSP 
through the PC user-interface was discussed, showing how the system integrated software interface 
issues with hardware implementations. 

Having implemented the des ign. an evaluation of the performance was given to test its successfu lness. 
Results were collected from preli minary testing where the system was set up with a camera and video 
streamed. Various parameters of the system were adjusted and PSN R and subjective results gathered. 
These ini t ia l evaluations highlighted the system perfonnance over low bit rates (16 - 128 kbps) and over 
various spatial resolu ti ons. The frame rates were kept at a constant five frames per second to meet with 
accepted low bit rate frame rates. These initial tests showed that the system performed reasonably well 
for SQCrF and QClF resolutions over most bit rates with quality degradi ng greatly at rates below 
32kbps. In terms of CIF, the extra image resolution meant that the image was far more degraded than at 

other reso lutions. The addition of the quality box showed that at low bit rates, while the rest of the image 
was of poor quality, the region inside the area of interest retai ned acceptable image quality. This resul t 
demonstrated the value of an area of interest concept as it showed that for applications that require only 
certain areas to be of good quality, such a scheme is useful. 

Other features of the scheme were then adjusted for eva luation. The effect of adjusting the wavelet 
iterations was shown to adversely aITec! the image qua lity without providing any meani ngful gain in 

process ing time. This scheme was aimed at low bit rate concerns, but the scalabi lity of the des igned 
system meant that just about any compress ion ratio could be set for any bit rate requirement. With this in 
mind, it was deemed useful to test the system for the compression rat io when visible image degradat ion 
was noticed. Although a subjective test, it was still useful for a measure of perfoonance when bit rate is 
not an issue. This testing showed that the compression ratio could be adjusted to 10: 1 for greyscale 

before the image appeared to degrade. The operation of the serial port was tested and verified to function 
correct ly. Additional seria l pOl1 testi ng was deemed meaningless as the goal of adding the seria l port was 
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10 test functionality of the system over a real cOllllllunications system and any other evaluation could 
easily be achieved without the serial po11. 

Finally. the system was compared to current spatial and temporal schemes such as MJPEG and MPEG-4. 
This comparison showed that the system was able to perfonn comparably well against other spatial~ 

based schemes but not able to compare with temporal-based schemes. However, it was shown that with 
the addition of the area of interest feature, the implemented scheme was able to generate a useful video 
stream at similar bit rates of the temporal schemes. Thus, while the system was not able to perform as 
well as temporal based schemes, the addition of tile quality box was shown to be valuable for providing 
useful infonnation in certain areas of the video scene, addi ng va lue to the video for certain applications. 

While the initial goal of the di ssertation has been reached the design of the system has yielded a flex ible 
software implementat ion where many features could be added and removed for testing of various video 
requirements, making the system a useful starting point for fu ture work. Some recommendations for 
future additions and implementation ideas have been presented /ocussing on optimisat lon and additions 
to be made to improve the current system. Such schemes as 3-D video processing are recommended 
useful for future consideration and could be implemcnted us ing the des igned schemes flexible base. 

To concludc, this dissel1ation has presented a theoretical backb'TOund into video compression before 
pn;:scHting an application spc(";i(j(,,;, wavdcl based video compression sdlcmt:: to be implemented. The 
implementation issues arc discussed before some meani ngful perfonlmnce analysis shows the lIsefulness 
of the area of interest idea for low bit rates and the flexibility of the implemented system. This flexibi lity 
has then prompted some recommendations for extensions on the current work. 
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Appendix A Colour Spaces 

A. 1 The Meaning of Colour Sub-Sampling Notation [SilbOO] 

The ralios 4:2:2 and 4:2:0 arc COlllmon terms in expressing the sub-sampl ing of colour formats in lodays 

digital video envIronment. But what do the numbers lllean and where to they come !i'om'? 

The notation comes from the digital sampling rales ofa single-channel, composite signal as in NTSC and 
PAL. where sampling is synchroni sed at ei ther 2. 3 or 4 times the sub-carrier frequency. The short hand 

for Ihese rates is 2fsc, 3fsc and 4fsc respectively. In three-channel component systems, the sampling 
shorthand becomes a ratio where the first number refers to the luminance signal and the olher two the rcd 

and blue chrominance signal s. So the 4:2:2 notalion refers to a luminance component sampled al 4fsc 
(14.3 MHz for NTSC) and the two chrominancc signals al 2fsc (half the luminance). 

However, with digital video, sampl ing schemes based on multiples of NTSC or PAL sub-carri er 
frequencies have been abandoned in favour of a single sampling standard for both 525- and 625-line 

component systems, with the shorthand of4:2:2 remaining as a legacy. Currently the ' 4 ' usua ll y refers to 

the internationally accepted sampling rate of J3.5M l-l z and the other !lumbers the corresponding ratios. 

So a 4:1:1 system describes a signal where luminance is sampled al 13.5MHz and the chronlil lallce at 

3.375MHz. However the 4:2:0 notation seems to imply that there is no blue chrominance component 
which is not the case. [n discussions for the MPEG standard it was decided to introduce the 4:2:0 scheme 

to provide a more averaged colour component by describing 2 colour components (one read, one blue) 

for each four luminance samples. Unlike 4: I: I, the chrominance sam ples don', come frolll the sallle linc 
as the luminance samples, but are averaged from two adjacent lines in the field. 

A.2 Colour Sub-Sampling Transforms [Bhas97] 

A.2.1 YC.CR 

Given the RGB signal the conversion the YCBCR is as follows: 

The inverse is: 

0.0 

- 0.3441 

1.7718 

0.1 14 ][11] 
0.500 G 

-0.081 B 

1.4021 ][ Y] -0.7 142 CB 

0.0 C, 

(A I ) 

(A.2) 
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A.2.2 YUV 

YUV is the COlllmon lransfonll used ill PAL TV systems and is converted from RGB as follows: 

[ 
Y] [0.299 0.587 0.144 ][R] 
U = -0.148 -0.289 0.437 G 

V 0.615 - 0.515 -0. 100 B 

The inverse is computed as: 

A.2.3 CIELAB 

0.0 

- 0.395 

2.032 

1. 140 ][ Y] 
- 0.58 1 U 

0.0 V 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

The Commission Internationale de I'Eclairage (CIE) proposed its colour system ca lled CTEL'(/b' or 
ClELAB. This system is contains two processes: I) a linear transformation from ROB to CIE XYZ and 
2) a non-linear transformation from CIE XYZ to CIELAB. III this system the RGB values must be 
defined between [0,100J as per ITU-R Recommendation BT.709, then the transform from ROB to CIE 
XYZ is given as below: 

[

X] [0.4 12453 
Y = 0.212671 

Z 0.019334 

0.35758 0.180423 ][R7M ] 
0.715 16 0.072 11 69 G7M 

0. 11 919 0.950227 B7M 
(A.5) 

Now the conversion from CIE XYZ la CIELAB requires the XYZ data to be expressed in terms of a 

reference. In this case let X,,, Y II and Z" be XYZ values for reference white. Then: 
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{

',,: ifr > 0.008856 
f(r) ~ 16 

7.7867r+~ otherwise 116 

The inverse of the above is given below: 

IfL·< 8.0, lhen: 

y { 
-~--

~, 903 .3 

Else 

y I [L·+16]' 
>: ~ IOO 25 

Once Y is obtained, 

Then the inverse li near transform is as: 
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[
R'''' ] [3.240479 - 1.537 15 -0.498535][X] 
G,,,, = - 0.969256 1.87599 1 0.041556 Y 

8,,,, 0.055648 -0.20404 1.057311 Z 

(A. 1 0) 
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Appendix B Search Algorithms for Motion 
Compensation/Estimation 

This appendix gives an overview of COITUl1on block searching techniques used in temporal compression 

of video. The algorithms arc explained and the advantages of each given. To limit processing the search 
for a matching block IS usually limited to a search area which is user-defined. Figure 8.1 shows the basic 

search princ iple employed in motion compensation/estimation. Once the block is cbosen a search begins 

for the best match lIsing the MAE criteria. Generally a search area is employed to limit the processing 
requ irements or the search . This area is defined by considering the maximum amount of movement 

expected in the video sequence. In general , fo r TV th is is llsually with p = 15 and for high motion 

sequences p = 63. The rest of this append ix brieOy describes some ofthc popular search methods used 10 

find the best matching block. 

Currenl Frame Reference Fr'Ulle , 

-p 

(x.) N 
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(~y N 

M 1~X+1 Y+\') 
'-- "'. 

Ma!ch 

M011011 V~"C1or (u. \I) 

Search RCglOn 

(c) 

Figure B.1 : ,,'lotion Est imatio n I Uhas971 

B. 1 Full-Search 

As the name suggests the fu ll search algorithm searches the entire window area pixel-by-pixe l for a 

matching block. This brutc-force approach requires a great deal of computat iona l time while offering a 

guaranteed best match block in retum. Due to the excessive resourccs rcquired Ihis mcthod of searching 
is not onen employed. 

B.2 2-D Logarithmic Search 
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In 1981 Jain el al.[Jain81] presented a search algorithm, now known as the 2-D logari thmic search, 
which provides good results at less computation expensc. The 2-D logarithmic search is an iteratIve 
system very sImi lar to a binary search. The first step is to define the search region [-p, pJ (notation as 
used in Figure B. 1). The region IS then divided into an inner and outer area, the inner area being r -p/2 . 
1'12] (illustrated in Figure 8.2). Only the major 8 points of the inner region are searched; (0,0) , (O,d ,), (0,

d}), (-d},O), (d" O) , (d" d }), (eI,,-d}), (-d" d }) and (-d,,-d,). Where ri, is given as in (13.1). 

d - 2k - 1 ,-
k = Ilog,!' 1 (B. 1 ) 

When the best match is found the algorithm redefines the search area centred around the coordinates of 
the match. It then continues the searching this region at its' 8 major points defined by d2 = d ll2 . The 
search iterates until the best match is found or the search region becomes 0 (in thal case the last found 

block was the best match). 

Th is iterative scheme executes faster than the Full-Search scheme but does not guarantee findi ng the 
optimalmateh and can introduce di stottion. 

-p 

• i-P/2
: 

• 
( ..... y) 

p 

• -p/2 • p/2 

M • 

• -p 
p/2 

• • p • 

Search RCg)on 

Figure B.2: Exampl e of logarithmic Search 

B.3 Hierarchical Search 

Hierarchica l block matching seeks to take advantage of larger macro-blocks for sea rching. As the video 
frame is divided into macro-blocks, the marc macro-blocks thc morc searching that is required , however 
too few macro-blocks and the efTect of motion compensation becomes nullified. But the smaller the 
macro-block the better the motion compensation and the higher the computational expense. 

In hierarchical block matching, the frame is firs t div ided into large macro-blocks and then filtered to 

remove fi ne detail infonnatioll. This fuzzy version of the block is used to arrive at the first approximalion 
of motion. This approximation can then be success ively refined by searching smaller and smaller regions 
within the approximations. 
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This technique is useful as it first establi shes a general trend of motion and then is able to refine to beller 
estimates. This iterative process has proven quite successful in providing beller motion estimates than 
other sub-optimal schemes like the 2-D logarithmic search. 

B.4 The Three Step Search 

The Three Step Search (TSS), presented by Koga et al [Koga8\], is popular due lO its s implicity, 
robustness and reasonable estimation perfonnance. This algorithm searches for the best motion vectors in 
a coarse to tine search pattern .. As its ' name suggests, it uses three steps to achieve its goal. Step onc is 
to select an initial step size and pick the eight blocks at a distance of the step size from the centre for 
comparison. Step two, chooses the bcst matched block from stcp onc and then halves the step size. Step 
three is to repeat steps one and two. This algorithm is very similar to the 2-D logari thmic search as 
described earlier, however, the price for simplicity and fast execution is that the TSS uses a uniformly 
allocated checking pallern in its' first step and thus is ill-suited for small motion estimation. 

B.5 Sub-Pixel Schemes 

The search algorithms presented are limited to the integer pixel grid in order to make their estimate. This 
does not model true motion effectively as motion often does not follow a grid-like pattem. Tu itlL:rease 
the accuracy of the search, schemes which extend the search to sub-pixel domains can be used. The 
advantage is a better motion estimate with the disadvantage of increased execution time. The most 
common or these schemes is half-pel, Figure 8.3, accurate motion est imation. In this scheme a motion 
vector with half-pel accuracy is measured using interpolation between neighbouring pixels. From here 
the matching criterion is applied to determine the best match. The results from using this scheme show a 

better estimate of the motion and the 1-1 .263 standard employs this method in advanced mode for a better 

motion estimate. However the trade-ofT is an increase in execution time. 

Half-pcl accurate 
motion vec tor 

Estimatcd pixcl 
on half-pel grid 

Figure 8.3: Half-pel Motion estimation [Bhas971 
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